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ABSTRACT 

The main purpose of this research is to enhance team learning in a faith based organization 

in Myanmar. The objectives of this research is to determine the current situation of the organization 

in terms of team learning and implement appropriate OD intervention to develop team learning 

and develop team learning action plan to sustain continuous team learning in organization. 

This study benefits the organization in ways that the organization have opportunity to 

identify the current situation and finds ways to improve the bettennent of organization for future 

development. Good working environment, coordination and collaboration process would be 

improved in the organization. The relationship between leadership and sub-ordinates were 

improved because of strengthening team cohesion, improvement of good interacting and 

communication among team members in organization. Employee would have more learning 

opportunities and share their knowledge, experience and skill among each other through sharing 

information, coordination and collaboration. 

This research helped a lot of change in organization and the researcher gained knowledge 

and experience after conducting this research. The researcher would like to recommend that ODI 

implementation and activity should not only be done in a short period in organization and it need 

to be done continuously based on the situation and change momentum which help to retain both 

employee and organization lead to succeed in the future organization development. 
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Enhancing Team Learning in a Faith Based Organization in Myanmar. 

Chapter I: The Problem and Potential Challenges for Change 

Background of the Study 

Nowadays, the act of humanitarian program and humanitarian assistance are 

recognized as key actors on the landscapes of development, human rights action, 

humanitarian action, environmental improvement, and many other areas of public action. 

Many of the humanitarian organizations were established through Christian communities, 

Churches and Convents which nowadays are recognized as Christian Faith based 

organizations that focus on people in need of health, education, development, human rights 

work and public campaigns in pursuit of social transformation, conflict resolution, cultural 

conservation, environmental engagement, policy analysis, research, and information 

provision. Christian Faith based organization formed under Churches and Christian 

community are widely known as "nonprofit," "voluntary," and "civil society" 

organizations. Caritas is one of the world known Catholic faith based organizations and is 

a social arm of Catholic Church that provide humanitarian assistance to the needy and poor 

people in community. 

Global Context 

Individuals and faith based communities provided care and support to areas 

afflicted by natural disaster, persecution, uprooting and war before international 

humanitarian law was fonnalized in treaty law. The subject of justice for the needy, the 

marginalized people and the weaker is important to the Bible Scriptures. In a later time, 

after World War II, the Churches and Temples become places of refuge and hospitality for 

the needy and poor people. Catholic missions were established to provide charity to the 

needy, medical care assistance to the sick, education for children and hospitality to the 

needy. In the other denomination such as Orthodox and Protestant traditions, a special 

group of layman ministry, the diaconate was formed to carry out Christian service (Greek 

word diakonia) which continues to be viewed as essential to the mission of the church. This 
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service to others was typically based not only on charity and mercy of Christian values but 

was also established in the belief in the whole value of the human person. 

Faith-based humanitarian organizations all over the world contribute many 

characteristics with their nonreligious partners and are influenced by political, social and 

economic contexts. Apart from most nonreligious humanitarian organizations, Faith-based 

humanitarian organizations are inspired and motivated by their faith, belief and they have 

a constituency which is comprehensive rather than mostly humanitarian concerns. For 

believers, to be a Buddhist or a Muslim or a Christian indicates a duty to respond to the 

needs of the poor, vulnerable and the marginalized. The expression of this faith takes 

different forms in different religious practices and traditions but is a powerful motivation 

for humanitarian action. Faith-based organizations are key actors in the international 

humanitarian communities in that they are mainly based in their local communities and 

societies and yet have global scope. Their great constituencies give faith-based 

organizations the potential to perform a great role in advocacy and public awareness. With 

their presence on the ground, in the most remote parts of every nation, they have a key 

position to take action and implement when emergencies arise. As illustrated most recently 

in the tsunami emergency response, local faith communities are one of the first to respond 

to the immediate humanitarian needs of affected people in the disaster areas. 

Christian NGOs play a very active role in virtually every country in the world. 

Christian organizations tend to have a more global outreach: to assist those in need 

regardless of their religious affiliation. 

Caritas Internationalis 

Caritas Intemationalis which is a world known faith based organization and a 

confederation of over 160 members who are working at the grassroots in almost every 

country of the world. When a crisis hits, Caritas is already on the ground. The diversity of 

Caritas members give strength from small groups of volunteers to some of the biggest 

global charities. Inspired by Catholic faith, Caritas is the helping hand of the Church -

reaching out to the poor, vulnerable and excluded, regardless of race or religion, to build a 

world based on justice and fraternal love. 
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Caritas Intemationalis has its headquarters in Rome - coordinating emergency 

operations, formulating development policy and advocating for a better world for everyone. 

All national Caritas organizations are members of their own regional Caritas networks and 

the international confederation. 

From the founding of the first Caritas in Germany in 1897, to the setting up of 

Caritas Intemationalis in 1951, until today, Caritas has a rich history of listening 

respectfully to the suffering of the poor and giving them the tools to transform their own 

lives. The deep moral and spiritual principles of dignity, justice, solidarity and stewardship 

still guide Caritas today. 

Asian Context 

Faith based organizations in South East Asia which have different religious 

traditions and practices which have developed different forms of Institutional structural to 

provide social services and they are not the same in their target population and 

stakeholders. In most religious traditions in south East Asia. Faith based organizations have 

primarily focused on serving their own religious communities and societies. However, later 

on, some of the faith based organizations especially Christian faith based organizations 

have actively served non-Christian populations regardless of religious traditions and 

practices. 

Despite the common emphasis of Faith based organization in Asian countries on 

social service to the poor and needy, the actual form of service provided is different 

between the religions. Many religions are equally involved in all social service sectors and 

religious faith based organization seem to have been most in involved in education, health, 

social transformation, human right work, food security, humanitarian assistance and 

environmental improvement, etc. For the Christian faith based organizations in south Asia 

focused on provision of education and health services. The Catholic Church in Asian region 

also operates several higher education centers, as well as high school, primary school and 

technical school. 

Caritas Asia 

Caritas Asia was set up in 1999. It has 23 members who work together in the 

different parts of the region to better pool resources. As the region is prone to repeated 
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natural disasters, Caritas Asia focuses on creating better disaster preparedness and on 

building stronger local capacity to respond to emergencies. Addressing climate change and 

human trafficking which are important regional issues are also priorities. With emergencies 

created by conflict also affecting the region, Caritas Asia also invests in reconstruction, 

peacebuilding and inter-faith dialogue. Caritas Asia supports eco-friendly sustainable 

agriculture practices by promoting organic fanning and working with small farmers to 

adopt agricultural practices and technologies that are not harmful to the environment. 

Caritas Thailand 

Fonnerly known as the Catholic Commission for Human Development, Caritas 

Thailand was founded in 1972 to carry out the Church.'s holistic human development work. 

At home or abroad, Caritas Thailand is able to deploy immediate and effective 

humanitarian relief to people in need. It has recently worked in close partnership with the 

global Caritas network to provide humanitarian aid to thousands of Syrian refugees, 

providing food and medical care. Caritas Thailand's programmers include providing care 

and support to the elderly and the disabled, developing sustainable agriculture projects and 

exploring methods to prevent child trafficking and exploitation. Caritas Thailand in 

conjunction with Caritas Spain has established 2 learning centers and an orphanage in Mae 

Sot, Tak Province to support vulnerable Bunnese migrants in Thailand. The Caritas 

Thailand Secretariat in Bangkok serves as the hub for the 10 Caritas Diocesan 

organizations spread throughout the country. Nationally, the agency employs 

approximately 500 staff and 500 volunteers. As a member of Caritas Internationalis and 

Caritas Asia, Caritas Thailand often collaborates and receives support from the global 

Caritas network. 

National Context 

Myanmar, formerly known as Burma, was long considered a pariah state while 

under the rule of an oppressive military dictatorship running 50 years of military 

domination. Before the first national elections under the new charter in 2010, in which 

there was neither freedom nor justice, the military leadership chose and selected the 

election commission and constituted election laws designed to favor military-backed 

parties, leading the opposition National League for Democracy (NLD) to boycott the 
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elections. However, the brighter future of Myanmar has emerged since after National 

League for Democracy won the election which took over from the military-backed parties 

on November 2015 election. The National League for Democracy won 80 percent of 

parliamentary seats, handing the National League for Democracy party a massive public 

mandate to rule. At the new period of civilian government, the new president promised to 

be "faithful to the people of the republic of the union of Myanmar". Myanmar is now in 

the period of transactional and transformational process which leads to democratization 

withnew government and good governance. Although the country has good infrastructure, 

development in education, health promotion, rights, policy development, peace and 

tranquility since Myanmar is in the situation of one of the poorest nations in the world. In 

line with the country development, Non-government and non-profit organizations, civil 

society and faith based organizations are taking the very important role of moving the 

country forward to the brighter future since the new government promote coordination and 

collaboration with International Non-Government Organizations, Non-Government 

Organizations, Community Based Organizations and Faith Based Organizations. 

Governments around the world pay more attention to Myanmar transformation and 

have now become much more involved in the situation of Myanmar and provide political, 

financial and technical assistance as well as support for peace process, development and 

transformation process. Although the significant increase in the presence of international 

non- governmental organizations has contributed their assistance to increase in aid, care 

and support to the country transformation and development process, national social 

security, development and other areas, benefits to the grassroots level and remote 

population has been marginal due to limitations in efficiency and effectiveness. Moreover, 

the prioritization of individual agendas over local practices by the International Non

Government Organizations that do not have enough consultation has undermined the role 

and lack of capacity oflocal organizations, community based and faith based organizations. 

The first detailed survey on civil society in Myanmar was carried out in 2003. The 

survey concluded that civil society in Myanmar was expanding rapidly: more Non

Government Organizations and Community Based Organizations were forming since 1990 

than at any other time in history. The study estimated the number of local Non-Government 

Organizations in the country at about 270, and the Community Based Organizations at 
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some 214,000. More local Non-Government Organization and Community Based 

Organization mushroomed after Nargis and now the movement of the Local Non

Government Organization and Community Based Organization are very tangible and 

recognized by the state. 

As the number of Non-Government Organization grows, various networks are 

established in various technical areas, most visibly with regards to HIV &AIDS. Formerly, 

the focus was on more of social development activities, however, after Nargis the 

movement of the civic society groups are reaching out to both business and government 

sectors working around environmental issues and other components of nation building. 

There were 128 Local Non-Government Organizations, 99 International Non

Government Organizations, 5 Red Cross Movements, 13 United Nations Agencies and 5 

donor agencies. 

Caritas Myanmar 

Caritas Myanmar which is called Kamna Mission Social Solidarity and is a faith 

based social network at the service of the Catholic Church of Myanmar. Inspired by the 

Catholic Social Teaching Principle of "Option for the Poor," The organization is 

established and mandated by the Catholic Bishops' Conference of Myanmar as its social 

arm to serve the poor and the needy. The specific areas of the Church's mission give 

attention to holistic human development, realization of Justice and Peace, environmental 

protection, humanitarian assistance and emergency relief services. 

The Catholic Bishops' Conference of Myanmar started a process to organize social 

development activities in the Church since 1988 as an expression of its concern for the 

basic communities. A Social Animation Programme was launched in 1998 to raise 

awareness and build the capacities of priests, religious, and lay leaders, and in anticipation 

of setting up the organization Offices. 

Organization Background 

Since 2002 Caritas Myanmar (Kamna Mission Social Solidarity), guided by the 

Social Teaching of the Church and mandated by Catholic Bishops' Conference of 

Myanmar, undertakes the Social Development activities in 16 Dioceses. It works m 

cooperation with faith based leaders, local authority, ethnic groups and community leaders 
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at all levels. The main role of Caritas Myanmar is to coordinate with donors and Diocesan 

Kamna Mission Social Solidarity offices through local Church and to help Diocesan offices 

in enhancing the capacity of the local people with practical knowledge and skills, in 

uplifting the overall living standard of the poor and the marginalized regardless of creed 

and ethnicity through facilitating awareness training workshops, strengthening formal and 

informal education, fortifying health, and improving agricultural and livelihood 

opportunities. 

Caritas Myanmar has been putting every effort to maximize the quality and the 

dignity of life of the poor and the needy. 

Caritas Myanmar has five focal areas of intervention in Education, Health, 

Livelihoods, Social Protection, Disaster Risk Reduction and Emergency. A number of 

dioceses will be targeted according to each focus area or sector. There will be the ongoing 

development and support in each sector of Sub-Committees whose members are from the 

National Office and Diocesan Offices and who provide specific focus on the management, 

implementation, monitoring, etc of the proposed activities. Each of the Sub-Committees 

was established since 2011-2012 for the sector development of the Karuna Mission Social 

Solidarity Country Strategic Plan 2012. 

Organization Mission 

To serve the poor and the needy by motivating and empowering them towards 

quality and dignity of life based on the social teachings of the Church. 

Organization Vision 

Our people transformed into mature, self-reliant, holistically developed local 

communities in solidarity with the Church. 
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Current Operation Area in Myanmar 

Figure 1 Current Operation Area in Myanmar 

Source: Organization Annual Report, 2014. Page 4 
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Caritas Myanmar (KMSS) is currently implementing via 16 Dioceses Office 

situated in 13 out of 14 divisions/states, Kachin State, Kayah State, Kayin State, Magwe 

Division, Chin State, Sagine Division, Shan State, Mon State, Kayin State, Irrawaddy 

Division, Mandalay Division, Bago division and Yangon Division with 5 thematic areas 

such as Health, Education, Livelihood, Disaster Risk and Reduction, Social Protection. 
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Organization Structure 

The Directors Board is the highest decision making and coordination body of the organization. The Country Director is the 

highest position and the top management leader of the organization which to foresee overall organization management and development. 

Board of Directors is formed with Chainnan of the Catholic Bishop conference, Bishops and Directors of Caritas Offices. Executive 

management team which formed by the top leadership of each department heads. There are three main domains in the organization chart 

which are Finance Department, Admin/HR department and Program Department. In Program Department, there are 5 thematic areas 

which are Health Program, Education Program, Livelihood Program, Disaster Risk and Reduction Program and Social Protection 

Program. 

Figure 2 Organization Structure 

Source: Organization Annual Report, 2014. Page 5 10 



Current Situation of the Organization 

The faith based organization has defined structures and practices for governance and 

accountability consistent with its Statutes and created learning opportunity for employees' capacity 

development. The Board of Directors is the highest decision making and coordination body and 

is called to submit reports and perspective plans to the top management for their review and 

suggested guidance. In the current situation, the organization has tried to improve and develop its 

structure for accountability and governance which needs to be improved and develop coordination 

and collaboration through facilitating experience sharing and learning. 

The organization has envisioned as fully coordinated network of people's organizations 

and seek to work as fully functional regional Offices in coordination with a national office 

providing learning opportunity and capacity building through teamwork and learning. In this way 

organization will continue work to be responsive to the interests of all stakeholders, and especially 

working towards the promotion of total human development and dignity of the poorest, based on 

the Catholic Social Teaching Principle of "Subsidiarity." 

The organization director oversees and manages the operational process and provide his 

highest decision making and facilitate coordination and collaboration among each organization 

personnel. Director always try to set up some changes in the organization and facilitate each of the 

employees' teamwork and learning with the organization values and employees values. 

Coordination meeting, mid-term review and planning and annual review and planning has been 

carried out for years regularly. Each of the employees of the organization has changes to learn and 

explore new knowledge and learning in the meeting. 

The organization leadership initiate to propose and facilitate the importance and use of 

teamwork and team learning in professional faith based organization in the way that employees 

have to take learning opportunity and replicate their knowledge and learning experience to regional 

offices working as a team collaboration and coordination. In the organization network, teamwork, 

collaboration, corporation, coordination and team learning has been incorporated into organization 

networks with overall strategy as a core element in new fonns of work organization. 
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Organizational Assessment 

The organization is constantly growing with its performance and implementation which is 

one of the biggest Local faith based organization in Myanmar. Since after new government taking 

over the country power, it has been many opportunities for faith based organization that 

government is going to develop country development plan which in coordination with Local 

community based and faith based organization. The organization is recognized by its good works 

in the grass root communities development and empowerment, provide its voluntary services in 

the area of coordination, networking and advocacy with various stakeholders at national and 

international level for community development and social empowerment. Following table shows 

organization's SWOT/ SOAR analysis 

Table 1 Organization's SWOT/SOAR analysis 

Strength Weakness 
- Employees and volunteer of the - Few learning opportunities and build 

organization has high commitment up capacity for employees and 
and teamwork of humanitarian work. volunteer. 

- Service minded and spiritual - Lack of individual commitment of 
empowerment in organization. learning and sharing. 

- New leadership and management - Incapable of giving immediate 
system empower transformation feedback in discussion. 
change through learning by - Limited number of qualified and 
considering how learning could be trained employees in the field. 
enhanced or built upon, or developed. - Lack of timely and appropriate 

- Helping the individuals in the team to technical support. 
share and learn - Low level confidence at field level 

- New Cross-cutting program approach staff in problem solving 
to strengthen team work and team - The organization structure is Silo, 
learning in organization. hierarchy and management and 

decision making sometime due to 
delay. 

- Cultural influence of teamwork and 
learning. (do not want to work with 
others and learn new thing) 

- Lack of coordination and corporation 
since organization's common goal and 
shared vision among management are 
not aware of. 

- Lack of helping to identify appropriate 
perfonnance metrics to measure 
success 

Continued 
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Tobie .1 OruanizaUon's SWOT/SOAR analysis (Continued) 

Opportunities Threats 
- Strong network and good community - Power and authority not truly 

participation in learning opportunity. delegated to Faith based organization. 
- Stakeholders are open to new and - Religious conflict and destruction of 

appropriate technology religious humanitarian activities. 
- The new government and - High level of donor requirements 

transfonnation of country - Difficulty in recruiting qualities and 
development will lead organization to experienced employees 
expend its implementation and - Government law, policies and 
humanitarian assistance. procedures 

- Government will open floor to the - Capable and skillful employees move 
Faith based organization for the to the private and profit organization. 
country development and faith based - Resistance of change in organization 
organization will be recognized one of 
the key factors for transformation 
process. 

- Learning opportunity to create new 
approaches of humanitarian 
assistance. 

Aspirations Results 
- To develop and empower continues - Employees commits each personnel in 

interdependency and team learning an organization for team learning and 
system and experiences sharing taking individual responsibility to 
culture in workplace. develop new learning abilities and 

- To strengthen team learning skills. 
opportunity and team work in - Achieving team learning and sharing 
organization. practice among individual and team. 

- To enhance capacity of employees in - Good communication and dialogue 
organization to serve the community will be empowered and strengthened. 
with high performance and more - Employees will gain resourceful 
professional and provide humanitarian knowledge though lesson learned and 
and social assistance to the vulnerable sharing information sessions. 
and beneficiaries. - Changing mental models encourages 

- To increase effectiveness of employees to be open to change their 
organization through coordination and ideas of operations and behavioral 
collaboration as the aspect of team outlooks in an open environment 
learning. where practices and new ideas are 

- To promote good communication, introduced. 
dialogue and team cohesion protocol - Team learning fosters employees 
in organization. learning from one another which to 

- To provide regular and timely enhance employees' performance and 
monitoring and evaluation process overall job satisfaction. 
base on the result of team learning and - Employees can operate promptly by 
performance. team learning and sharing. 

Continued 
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Table 1 Organization's SWOT/SOAR analysis (Continued) 

Improve beneficiaries' satisfaction on 
organization's supports, 
communication and services. 
Organization have continuous team 
learning process through team 
learning commitment, dialogue and 
teamwork. 

Source: Organization Annual Coordination Meeting Neport, 2014. Page 11 

The social and pastoral mission of the church has been strongly institutionalized since the 

missionaries arrived to Myanmar (then Burma). As the Myanmar Catholic church has grown in 

recent times, the realization of the church social and pastoral work much depends on the religious 

leaders as well as on the commitment of the members of the church and the Pope John Paul II 

clearly acknowledged the role that laities. 

Potential for Change 

Since the organization was founded in 1995, the programs and projects has been emerging 

with effective implementation especially in remote areas for humanitarian assistance. Thus the 

organization has long exist, it has good networking and involvement of community participation 

ranks with high notification. The organization has strong organization structure and best practices 

of its organization governance and accountability. 

The leadership and top management try to initiate and develop learning in the form of team 

learning which is more important and leads organization to future development. The new learning 

approach and learning opportunity has been generated in the organization ensuring employees 

learn new knowledge and team cohesion has been strengthened. The role and function of the 

employees in the organization will also change. Instead of being passive recipients of learning, 

employees are encouraged to be responsible for the initial acquisition of working collaboratively 

with regional offices to corporate and coordinate in team learning. 

Top management oversees and manages the operational process and provide his highest 

decision making and facilitate coordination and collaboration among each organization personnel. 

Director always try to set up some changes in the organization and facilitate each of the employees 

through team learning with the organization values and employees development. Each of the 
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employees of the organization has changes to learn and explore new knowledge and learning in 

the meeting. Employees in the organization are committed to their respective work and has strong 

respective technical skill and spiritual improvement. Since the country is moving forward, heading 

to transformational change and opportunities are waiting, employees from each organization need 

to have well knowledge and experience in order to response changes. 

Statement of the Research Problem 

With massive social development work, organizations flock into Myanmar, Faith based 

organization need to be aware and pay attention to team learning; interdependency, dialogue and 

team cohesion and its best practices which to reinforce qualified employees to various 

organizations and agencies since team learning process not only enriches the overall professional 

acumen of the organization, but also enriches employeess' the performance and overall job 

satisfaction. 

The main purpose of this research is to improve the quality of team learning in a faith based 

organization in Myanmar. 

Research Objectives 

1. To determine the current situation of the organization in terms of team learning. 

2. To determine and implement appropriate OD interventions to develop team learning in 

organization. 

3. To determine the differences between pre and post ODI in team learning. 

4. To develop a Team Learning action plan to sustain continuous team learning m 

organization. 

Research Questions 

1. What is the current situation of the organization in terms of team learning? 

2. What are the appropriate OD interventions for promoting team learning 111 

organization? 

3. What is the difference between pre and post ODI on teain learning in organization? 

4. What learning organization Action Plan can be developed to sustain team learning 

process in organization? 
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Hypotheses 

HI o: There is no significant difference between the pre and post ODI on team learning 

in organization. 

I I 1 a: There is significant difference between the pre and post ODI on team learning in 

organization. 

Definition of Terms 

Continuous Learning - Continuous learning has to do with shaping a team to adapt to changes 

in the organization environment. This is very important because the ever-changing economic 

climate demands that any team need to have and equip with up-to-date knowledge and also be 

flexible and easily adaptable to any changes that may be required. 

In this study, each of the employees of Caritas Myanmar will adapt, equip and build up to 

change for learning and lifelong learning not only for personal development but for the 

organization improvement. 

Learning Organization - This is the process of behavior change in acquiring, transferring and 

utilizing knowledge to create continuous learning and development in order to improve operational 

effectiveness and efficiency, and to obtain the goals. 

In this study, learning organization means to Caritas Myanmar in which each of the 

employees in the organization acquire, obtain and utilize knowledge, experience and skill by 

creating learning and sharing process in the sense of learning environment to strengthen learning 

organization. 

Team - A group of people with different competencies, skills and different tasks, who work hand 

in hand collectively on a common project, service, or goal, with a interconnecting of functions and 

mutual support in order to achieve common goal. 

In this study, team means to be a group of employees and staff with different levels who 

have a common project, service and goal and interconnecting with each other in mutual support to 

achieve organizational goal and objective. 
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Team Learning - Team learning focuses on the capabilities and skill set of a group that work 

together. It consists of the interaction of people learning from each other as well as from the task 

at hand. The learning attains through transferring skills by observing others in action, solve the 

problems together and experimentation, questioning assumptions and reviewing outcomes as a 

group. 

In this study, team learning is meant to be employeess of the organization as a team will 

have good learning interaction among each other in action, collective problem-solving and 

experimentation, questioning and reviewing outcomes as a team. 

Significance of the Study 

This study could benefit Caritas Myanmar which is the faith based organization in 

Myanmar to develop and create learning organization and learning environment by initiating at 

Caritas Myanmar national office. The top management and every level of employees would be 

engaged from the beginning of the process through the entire till end of the process which could 

also be a road map to the future years ahead. In that sense, each of the employees from the top to 

the lower level would obtain good experience and knowledge of learning organization and its 

practices through ODI intervention. 

This study will benefit Caritas Myanmar by igniting learning opportunity and creating 

learning environment through team learning experience that could contribute effectiveness of 

organization perfonnance and implementation. Employees of the organization would have 

knowledge and skill through technical and theoretical exercises and their intra and interpersonal 

skills can lead to their improvement of their responsiveness and accountability to their working 

environment. 

Moreover, this research will help OD practitioner to have better understanding of ODI 

process and its impact of OD I intervention into organization on learning organization through team 

learning initiatives. Since there is limited research on team learning in especially in the Faith based 

Organization, this study will help Faith based organization in Myanmar to learn and study the 

process of team learning and its effectiveness to sustain team learning in organization. 
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Scope and limitation of the Study 

This study is an example of OD action research this is designed to support only on 

employees of Caritas Myanmar (National Office) in Yangon which is stated in Head office of 

Catholic Bishop Conference Mission. The total sample of participants are 45 employees out of 50 

from top management to lower level employees. 

This study covered only one organization that focused on Caritas Myanmar which is the 

faith based organization and there were limitations due to organization confidentiality issues. 

Another limitation of the study were language barriers (English Bunnese translation) and time 

constraint and the learning culture of Burmese people. 

This study was done in 4 months with OD interventions in the faith based organization in 

Myanmar. 
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Chapter II: Review of related literature and conceptual framework 

This chapter consists of the literature review related to the research topic and describes 

organization as a system, organizational development, and change management, learning culture 

in organization and practical learning organization, core supportiveness of team learning which 

support the development of the theoretical and conceptual framework of this research. 

Learning 

"Learning" is an action and a process of acquiring, modifying and reinforcing of new set 

of knowledge, experience, skill, value and preferences that contribute many types of productive 

outcome which impact human behavior since learning produces changes into individual's behavior 

as well as oq,~anization, society, community, nation and the world. The learning of human being 

can be happened as part of education, school, training, personal development and peer learning. 

And also learning can be acquired by self-motivation that if a person wants to learn something 

new, he or she need to have self-motivation to initiate the learning process. For example, John 

wants to learn how to ride a bicycle that he hasn't tried before. He needs to have self-motivation 

to learn how to ride a bicycle which encourage him to learn a new thing. Leaming can be happened 

as a result of habitual action in order to maintain a good learning process. 

Learning is a process that brings together cognitive, emotional, and 

environmental influences and experiences for acquiring, enhancing, 

or making changes i11 one's knowledge, skills, values, and world 

views. 

Leaming can happen at early stage of childhood to adolescence. When we were a child, we 

learnt to eat, we learnt to crawl and walk. As we are getting old, we also have to learn a lot to 

become a mature person. Leaming is a never ending process that begins at birth and continues 

until you depart from earth which is the process through that we use our experience, skill and 

knowledge to deal with new situations and to develop relationships. 

We learn a lot throughout our life, from our new experiences, acquisition of information 

and from our observations which is called informal learning, for example: reading a newspaper, 

journal, magazine or watching a news program give us to improve our knowledge and wisdom, 
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talking with a friend or colleague makes us to learn building good relationship, chance meetings 

and unexpected experiences. 

We gain a lot of learning experiences with learning opportunities from which we can 

observe and decide even if we want to learn or not. This kind of experiential learning is in 

difference to more proper approaches to learning such as training, mentoring, coaching and 

teaching. 

Learning is important 

Since we have a good learning which is very important that we can have confidence and 

experience which we can apply in our daily life and at work. If we have a good learning process, 

we will enjoy our learning and will get lots of happiness that leads to our better life and we can 

perform the good quality of life which is personal development as well as if we have a good 

learning process in our organization, we will have a good working environment, we can learn from 

each other, we can share our knowledge and experience that can produce and effect our good 

performance which is called professional development. Learning is about more than individual's 

success, but it is also about the organization success which is related to each other's achievement. 

Leaming is the key to achieving an individual's full potential, possibility, competency as 

well as organization's achievements. Human beings are very special and they can be able to learn 

throughout their lifetimes. As learning is a kind of life-long-learning process, learning cannot be 

finished after high school, college or graduate school. People who never stop learning are able to 

transform their lives and become more successful person at home, more successful person with 

their families, more successful employees at organization and more effective person within their 

community. 

Sometimes, learning happens through external factors which is role and responsibility, 

obligations and demands that can affect individual's learning. Especially, a person who has to take 

care of any technical responsibility and/or respective duties in organization and Business Company 

need to learn their respective knowledge and skill. The availability of learning resources, the 

system of learning process, the infonnation of learning opportunity, the availability of appropriate 

learning environments and the climate in which learn can take place as external key learning 

factors. 
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What Is A Team and Characteristic of A Team 

Team is a group of people with a complete set of complementary skills required to finish a 

task, job, or project. Team members (1) operate with a high degree of interdependence, (2) share 

authority and responsibility for self-management, (3) are accountable for the collective 

perfonnance, and (4) work toward a common goal and shared rewards(s). A team becomes more 

than just a collection of people when a strong sense of mutual commitment creates synergy, thus 

generating performance greater than the sum of the performance of its individual members. 

The team is committed to: 

• Commitment to team achievement and shared goals - the team is highly focused on producing its 

excellence of performance, and not taken up by personal issues that might have interrupted this 

objective. They facilitate and develop positive rather than negative, cooperative-working 

relationships constructed upon the focus of improving a quality of excellence product that would 

inspire their client, peers and customers. The whole team is strongly encouraged to exceed other 

teams and share a strong shared goal of deficient to improve a product that would support their 

chances of winning employment. 

• Interdependence - the team members have a sense that they have accountability to the other 

members of the team and that project achievement is based upon each team member's participation 

and involvement. Team members are always energetic to provide their support to each other when 

they are having difficulties and problems. The team would proactively brainstorm problems and 

individuals' team members are having and offer their assistance if needed; 

• Interpersonal skills - the team acknowledge that team members have different characteristic and 

personalities and experienced problems at different kind of levels. They show their consideration 

and understanding for each other, respect and support others in difficult situations. 

• Open communication and positive feedback - the team recognize that it is a "healthy thing" to 

get a well discussion to solve problems or difficult issues and try to deal with constructive help 

and positive criticism in trying to determine to resolve the problems and difficulties. They strongly 

value open discussion and dialogue that assist team members to speak up and express their feelings 

and concerns in a non-defensive manner. They are honest and willing to express about all aspects 

of the project. 
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• Appropriate team work - the team proactively selects their team members well in advance for 

this unit. They have carefully examined the skills and capacity needed for each of the team 

member, and also the type of characteristic and personality for each team member. These use to 

be carefully discuss and consider by the team members. 

• Commitment to team developments, leadership and accountability - team members are all aware 

of the importance of each team member's role and responsibility within the team and the team use 

the practice to plan and analyze the timing and quality of essential responsibilities are in place. 

The leader is well respected and always consult the team before making any major decisions. Also, 

the team have a number of quality assurance procedures which helped monitor activities as well 

as individual team members' accountabilities. 

History of team learning 

The term 'team learning' was make known to lots ofreaders in the beginning of the nineties 

with Senge's bestseller 'The Fifth Discipline'. It was argued that individual learning isn't the true 

key player to create a learning organization, but team learning is the true engine in creating a 

learning organization. By what means of dialogue and thinking together about issues of 

complexity, creative, innovative and collaborative action, good communication and dialogue with 

members of other teams within the organizations, teams were offered to create a possible and 

potential basis to carry on organizational progress, change and transfonnation. 

Several authors; Edmondson, Dillon, & Roloff have come up with significantly to the 

theoretical development of team-level learning theory and concept. As noted above, the work of 

Senge was a first important theoretical contribution of team learning, and he developed the team 

learning concept and theory in the paths of the emerging discipline of the learning organization. 

He created a double loop learning cycle, individual connects each other for learning in the way of 

(reflecting, connecting, deciding and doing) to learning processes at the team level (public 

reflection, shared meaning, joint planning and coordinated action). 

From the time of millennium and onwards, theoretical research on the topic of team 

learning increased extremely. As a result of the increased interest in and acquirement of team 

learning research, the complexity and dynamism of the topic turned into a very interesting topic of 

the field. 
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Currently, the area of team learning extends the disciplines of learning disciplines, labor, 

social and organizational psychology, sociology, management, communication, political science, 

labor education, information science, and organizational theory. However, although many authors 

came up with the theoretical development of the team learning concept, only few crossed the 

boundaries of their discipline. 

Team Learning in Nonprofit organization and Simple Case Study 

Nonprofit organizations have conventionally provided a community care and support and 

are widely recognized as playing in a key role at the front position to address the problems and 

difficulties of community. They have served as the connection for people to come together as a 

team and to respond community requirements and build social capital. Until now, economic 

policies-at all levels of government-have provoked social, economic, and political problems 

for all communities, hence increasing the complexity of challenges threatened by non-profit 

organizations. This kind of situation has forced non-profits to think and act differently as they 

work to increase their capability to aim the basic root causes of the problems to address. 

Many scholars and researchers have been widely studied about the concept of team learning 

and related ideas, situated learning and communities of practice but have received little attention 

to the nonprofit organizations. Though many researches associated with learning organization has 

been in the large context, for-profit organizations, learning organization theory deals with a 

different model of adaptation and change that is more reliable with the values and social work of 

non-profit organizations than old business models of organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 

Few non-profits organization that applied learning organization approaches had better 

organizational capacity and exposed changes in the external environment much more easily. 

However in the research found that many of the organizations we studied were requiring the 

structures and processes to reinforce learning organization especially non-profit organizations. 

Organizations that develop employees and volunteers at the individual level through opportunities 

and changes to obtain knowledge, skills and participation fee better in terms of organizational level 

transfonnation. 

The Faith based Organization has, for over 90 years, helped the working poor and needy 

who were living around their areas. With a strong sense of organization stand and mission, it stands 
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out as a role model of a highly complex organization which has gone through a major change 

within the past years, organizational has increased its competency for learning and change. The 

organization represents a nonprofit that is transformative at the individual, team and organizational 

level. Opportunities for individual and team learning have increased by means of community 

members, volunteers, and employees in the organization work and learn together at all levels to 

address community requirements. The organization has integrated a finn culture of participation 

and there were good practices of team learning with organizational learning applications. The 

capacity of the organization to provide opportunities for transformational learning at the 

individual, team and organizational levels can be slightly linked to the development of a complex 

and integrated role and structure, a long historical culture of learning, and a highly developed 

networking system of partners and collaborators. The integration of organization members in all 

aspects of the organization increases opportunities for individual to learn and improves 

organizational competency by engaging input that stakeholders with different perspectives could 

participate in decision making. The organization team learning culture has assisted as the 

foundation for many of the new changes in which participation and a common mission have 

supported new leadership in developing structures and a vision for future improvement. The 

organization has also increased its capability by increasing its network of strategic associations. In 

doing so, it is engaging in the learning organization implementation of connecting the organization 

to its internal and external environment. These associations also serve as learning opportunities for 

employees in the organization. 

Team Learning 

Team learning focuses on the capabilities of a group working together. It involves the 

interaction of people learning from each other as well as from the task, role and responsibility 

which undertaking at hand. The learning takes place through the transfer of knowledge, skills and 

experiences by observing others in action, collective problem-solving and experimentation, 

questioning expectations and reviewing outcomes as a team. 

Team learning has been identified as an important mechanism through which teams 

develop their performance competencies, adapt to changes in their environment, and renew and 

sustain their performance over time. In addition, concern in team learning has been driven by its 

important role in organizational learning. Research has begun to categorize the conditions under 
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which team learning translates into learning organization and has observed the impact of factors 

within the team environment on learning behavior within organizations. 

Uniqueness of Team Learning 

Team learning can be developed from individual learning because team learning can be 

occurred when one person is coordinating with or engaged with the other person. Disparate 

individual learning, team learning needs individuals to share and contribute knowledge and skill, 

and share experiences with other team members. Team learning happens when each of the person 

bring knowledge together and they have shared behaviors in order to reach a team goal. Especially 

when we are dealing with social process, team learning isn't similar individual learning in that it 

involves collaboration and coordination between each other. Especially, these individuals are 

members of teams that 1) work interdependently on a collective task or objective, 2) have specific 

boundaries, and are 3) identified with a team which is also acknowledged as such by others. 

The George Washington University. Whereas individual learning depends on more 

specifically on intellectual, emotional and individuals' behaviors, team learning develops as 

perceptions, emotions and behaviors are shared among each other. Exposure to individuals with 

different skill and knowledge, and experience is important source of team learning. Interaction and 

collaborating with others encourages learning by exposing actors to new paradigms and by 

enabling to share the ideas. The more they share and learn from each other, the more the team, 

rather than the individual, can be said to be learning. 

Team learning is different from individual learning because team learning: 

1) involves the interaction among each other in the team which is basically associated with 

coordination, collaborating, sharing, processing, and acting on knowledge, 

2) needs a level of understanding among each of the team members which concern with 

suitable standards and forms of behavior for knowledge sharing, 

3) Benefits in performance development for the team that provide a good impact from this 

interaction. 
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Team Cohesion in learning 

According to the research by Bossche, team members who have a strong sense of belonging 

and feelings of attachment to other members are highly likely to interact with other members, 

share, and exchange their ideas. Cohesion is defined as "the team members' commitment of their 

team work and their desire to maintain group membership". Bossche referred to cohesion as "the 

nature and quality of the emotional bonds of friendship such as linking, caring, and closeness 

among group members". Cohesion is considered as an important factor in the team context because 

it influences members' commitment as well as internal processes, including communication 

among members. 

Cohesion and cooperation foster team learning by reducing conflicts. Specifically, 

cohesion and cooperation increase commitment and bond, leading to enhance internal relationship 

among members. Wong, in regards to local and distal learning, argues that high levels of cohesion 

reinforce distal learning whereas excessive cohesion affects local learning negatively. This 

outcome contradicts the common belief that internal cohesions increase the resistance to external 

knowledge. He suggests that this finding should be investigated more carefully and may be a good 

direction for future research. In addition to cohesion, cooperation promotes interpersonal 

interactions among team members. Cooperation is defined as "the process of working together 

towards the same goal and mutual benefits". 

The degree of cooperation within a team is one of the important factors that influences 

team learning. Today, organizations inevitably experience mistakes. However, mistakes and errors 

provide experience from which to learn through cooperation. Though learning from experience 

has been thought of as an essential source for gaining knowledge, learning from mistakes is often 

challenging and hard to manage. If the attitude within the team is uncooperative (e.g. blaming 

mistakes and errors on others), members ultimately are reluctant to exchange their opinions, or 

engage in constructive interactions with others. 

Team learning behaviors 

The basic mechanism of team learning behaviors are directly visible in the interaction 

between each of the team members. They have team spirit and work collaboratively in team 

towards a common goal, shared mission and objective. Sharing is one of the first basic team 
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learning behavior which consist of sharing new infonnation of a vision, an idea, a meaning, a 

proposal, etc. by one of the team members to the other team members who are not well known 

each other with this information sharing, and who are an active listener while trying to understand 

the given explanation. 

Individual influences in the form of new information, knowledge, skills and ideas of 

different team members are an important initiative spot for learning as a team. Once different team 

members participate in sharing infonnation, and team members build upon in addition, challenge 

and develop the information that is contributed in the team, team members start engaging in 

learning behaviors such as co-construction and constructive conflict. Co-construction that is the 

process of creating the knowledge together in the sense of refining, building on or adapting the 

information, knowledge and skills sharing of the team members. Constructive conflict occurs when 

members of team come across a conflict or discussion as a result of diversity, complexity and open 

communication need to be carry out in which this diversity is exposed. On the other hand, not the 

contradictory opinions or know ledge itself, but the constructive act of incorporating different point 

of views towards a new and greater solution is what explains a constructive conflict. The happening 

of one or various disagreement of some sort which do not lead to accept the shared information, 

but to deliberating the conflicting information, is the key feature to differentiate between co

construction and constructive conflict. 

Comprehensive Model of Team Learning 

Figure 3 Comprehensive Model of Team Learning 

•Interdependency 

•Diaglogue 

•Team Choesion 
•Co-construction 

•Constructive 
Conflict j 
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•Performance 
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Source: Model of Team teaming, Van den Bossche, 2006~ p. 503 
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Interdependency concerns team shared intension and collegial interaction in handling 

work tasks. Although the team always has a shared purpose and an overall collective task the team 

members' interdependently work are related to different types of interaction between each team 

member. Interdependency define the low level of interdependence which is called "storytelling" 

and the second and third level of interdependence are "giving assistance" and "sharing knowledge 

and experiences". The highest level of interdependency is 'joint work" which mean that team 

members share their practices, create a joint work task and develop understanding and 

collaborative learning in everyday work. 

Dialogue is a key concept in creating team shared understanding argues that a "convergent" 

dialogue is a conversation where team members find the solution to a problem together. Dialogue 

develop each team member to reflect their though and experience of complexity and let them create 

shared common sense and understanding which is potential to create team awareness and team 

learning even if team making conflicting ideas or intension available. 

Team cohesion necessary for establishing shared belief and safety for interpersonal risk 

taking which team members are being accepted and respected is balanced by dynamic processes 

including social, cognitive as well as emotional dimensions. A desired cohesion on team is 

characterized by comfortable and trustful team members feeling safe about critically reflecting 

upon their experiences. Team cohesion and safety for team interpersonal risk taking could create 

the best atmosphere which team member could feel safe in team, connected to each and passionate 

about what they are doing together. Team cohesion establishes critical dialogue and collaboration, 

as well as see the problem as positive view for interesting challenges and each of the team members 

willing to express and share their experiences and learn together. 

Team Learning and Organization Learning 

Organizational learning literature includes both individual-level learning and organization 

level learning. Organizational learning has one basic assumption: an organization gains insight and 

innovative ideas through interactions that occur amongst individuals or individuals working within 

a team, not the organization as a whole. Organizational learning is defined as "a process of learning 

of sharing and adopting the knowledge to reach maximum organizational effectiveness". 
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Consistent with this, organizational learning is refeITed as the dynamic process of learning that 

occurs over time and across levels, as well as creating new knowledge in an organization. 

Thus, organizational learning can be thought of as the outcome of team learning. This is 

because organizations cannot gain insight unless teams communicate and there is interaction 

among team members. However, knowledge learned by individuals cannot be integrated into 

organizational knowledge without team learning. Chen et al. posited that 'collective learning 

within a team is a precursor to organizational learning'. Through the processes of team learning, 

such as sharing and discussing, members in an organization create new knowledge to maximize 

organizational effectiveness. Compared to individual learning - which focuses on individual 

learning process of gaining, sharing, and utilizing know ledge - organizational learning is viewed 

as the dynamic learning process of creating knowledge and achieving maximum effectiveness at 

the organization level. Moreover, some research contends that organizations can learn only 

through team members learning. In other words, teams collectively learn knowledge through 

interaction and exchanging their ideas. 

Team learning in Organization 

Leaming provides to organizational value by facilitating teams to generate knowledge 

between each of the team members in the organization, create knowledge with others which isn't 

belong to the team and external members into the team, and to cooperate with the environment to 

support adjustment and adaptation to transfonning situations. Team learning helps to enriched 

performance within the team which is moreover turned it into organizational performance. It is 

argued that learning involves interaction and communication among each team members, with 

others outsider to the team, and with the internal and external environment as well. It is suggested 

that these processes are what propose to developed team and organizational performance. 

Organizations that influenced by team learning can be able to solve and response complex 

problems, create new knowledge, and to develop the performance of ad-hoc or task precise project 

teams. On the other hand, failures in learning often effect the organization capacity to perform. 

Team learning acquires special importance as organizations caITy on to meet the demands of 

knowledge work. 
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A Framework of Team Learning 

Figure 4 Framework of Team Learning 
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Source: SUNHYUNG LEE (2014). A Framework of Team Learning: A Review of ream Learning, 22(2), Page 26. 

Team composition has been studied as a team-level predictor that affects team processes 

and outcomes. It is defined as "the aspect of a team created by the configuration of team member 

attributes". In general, member's attribution affects team learning by changes in individuals' 

learning behavior. Team composition includes personality factors, members' abilities, and 

demographics. In general, team composition variables classify team membership characteristics, 

such as surface (diversity, membership change) and deep-level factors (cognitive ability) in 

different configurations. It is predicted that those variables are affected by various complicating 

factors. This thesis does not include team size, which is a factor of team composition; because it 

is rarely found that team size affects team learning. 

Team context is referred to as "conditions that influence the team not only team members' 

action but also teamwork and performance". Also team context is a "collection of relevant 

conditions and surrounding influences that make a situation unique and comprehensible". 

Depending on how organizations create context, team learning is influenced under various 

conditions such as psychological safety, cohesion/cooperation, and leadership. 

Some of the researchers posit that team learning increase team performance. Team learning 

allows members to adopt change and modify their mistakes. Specifically, team learning such as 

interdependency, Dialogue and team cohesion provide the information about team perfonnance. 

Also, team learning enables members to respond better to changing situations and contexts, 

causing members to seek ways to enhance team performance. 
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Edmonson empirically examined the effect of team learning and team perfonnance beyond 

laboratory experiments. Edmonson measured how teams meet customer satisfaction. Also team 

learning behaviors accompanied with psychological safety positively affects team performance by 

not only building upon internal trust but also taking on challenging new tasks. 

Similarly, Brueller and Carmeli show that team learning has a positive relationship with 

team performance in regards to measured HQR and psychological safety. They conducted 

experiments in several service organizations. Compared with Edmonson 's research, the research 

of Bruller and Carmeli assessed team performance including overall team performance, 

completing tasks on time, the quality of team performance, and achieving work goals. Likewise, 

they found out that service teams develop team perfonnance by facilitating team learning. 

Appreciative Inquire for Organizational Change and a Simple Case Study 

Appreciative Inquiry is the cooperative search for the best in people, their organizations, 

and the world around them. It involves systematic discover of what gives a system 'life' when it 

is most effective and capable in economic, ecological, and human terms. Appreciate Inquire 

involves the art and practice of asking questions that strengthen a system's capacity to heighten 

positive potential. It mobilizes inquiry through crafting an "unconditional positive question' often 

involving hundreds or sometimes thousands of people." 

Appreciative Inquiry is a scientific process in which positive thinking to discover the best 

solution of effective organization perfonnance, process and system of organization for further 

improvement and development. Appreciative Inquiry consists of 4Ds which are Discover, Dream, 

Design and Destiny/Delivery. 
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Figure 5 Appreciative Inquire Process 
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and adjust!improvise) L. .... _ , , . ._[--.....\ 0>. callin? fo!·) 

Innovating l,, v . Envisioning 

4. Design 
"What should be?" 

(The ideal) 
. Co-constructln 

/ 
Source: Susan Donnan. (n.d). Retrieved from http://www.metavolution.com/rsrc/articles/whotis_ai.htm 

USAID is the lead U.S. Government agency that works to end extreme global poverty and 

enable resilient, democratic societies to realize their potential. In 2011, USAID Administrator 

Rajiv Shah acknowledged the importance to strengthen learning within the organization by 

facilitating a revised evaluation strategy as part of broader refonns set out in USAID Forward and 

carried out an appreciative inquiry into organization transformational change to improve program 

effectiveness and ultimately development outcomes, USAID pay attention to learning and has 

established learning organization as a priority. 

This study reports that is used a method of Appreciative Inquiry process and that has been 

designed and run by the organization. In this case, they have delegated internal organizational 

change agent in coordination with external resource of Appreciative Inquity team to have joint 

implementation to build a strong learning organization which relating to learning organization 

expert Peter Senge, is "one in which people at all levels, individually and collectively, excellent at 

creating, transferring and acquiring knowledge in order to increase their capacity to produce results 

they really care about." 

The organization emphasized and initialed AI process with the following 4Ds. For the 

discover stage, organization have to create mapping of current learning applications and process, 
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identifying what works and who is implementing the learning process in the organization. AI 

included activities that help employees to better understand what is learning and what the best 

practices exits is and how learning can be incorporated into their work. For the dream stage, based 

on the opportunities that also provide a chance for staff to dream of their future that they want to 

pursue for their learning organization. For the design stage, a small group of learning champions 

divided by the leverage of expertise have to analysis and develop learning models of the 

organization based on the collective dream. Organization supported the implementation which 

related to assist learning and that have the potential to be applied in the organization. Once they 

developed and created learning model, organization recognized the importance of communicating 

messages which concerns with learning at every level and a comprehensive communication 

strategy was added-on the learning strategy to share the information about what the organization 

is learning. The destiny phase, organization created a learning culture is understanding what 

success looks alike in organization and the level of this stage is transformational site as a successful 

change with a strong monitoring and evaluation process that impact learning organization. A 

conclusion of this study said that there are a lot of people who eager to learn, collaborate, and share 

knowledge among the knowledge champions and many interested in joining SILK (Sharing 

Insights, Learning and Knowledge). 

Theoretical Framework 

Based on the literature review and definition of other researchers and authors, Team 

learning is defined as three inteITelated concepts; Interdependency, dialogue and team cohesion. 
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Fiqure 6 Theoretical Fromework of Team Leorninq 

'11irec Legged Stool (Team Learning) 

In ll•1«.l1:po:nd1.•nt·~

- l11IPrnclic111 

- ~hariny. 

Team Learning 

j)ialoglw 

- RcOcclivc (\>lll'L'l'"'lion 

Source: Peter Senge. (1994). The Fifth Discipline 

ll'aJll Cnh1:.«ion 

- Collohl)rnlion 

- \\'ii lingne" 

Interdependency concerns team shared intension and collegial interaction in handling 

work tasks. Although the team always has a shared purpose and an overall collective task the team 

members' interdependently work are related to different types of interaction between each team 

member. Interdependency define 

the low level of interdependence which is called "storytelling" 

the second and third level of interdependence are "giving assistance" 

"Sharing knowledge and experiences". 

The highest level of interdependency is 'joint work" which mean that team members share 

their practices, create a joint work task and develop understanding and collaborative 

learning in everyday work. 

Dialogue is a key concept in creating team shared understanding argues that a "convergent" 

dialogue is a conversation where team members find the solution to a problem together. Dialogue 

develop each team member to reflect their though and experience of complexity and let them create 

shared common sense and understanding which is potential to create team awareness and team 

learning even if team making conflicting ideas or intension available. 
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Team cohesion necessary for establishing shared belief and safety for interpersonal risk 

taking which team members are being accepted and respected is balanced by dynamic processes 

including social, cognitive as well as emotional dimensions (McCotter, 2001). A desired cohesion 

on team is characterized of comfortable and trustful team members feeling safe about critically 

reflecting upon their experiences. 

Conceptual Framework 

/ 
I ; 

\ 

Figure 7: Conceptual Framework of the study 

' ' 

/ 

The Organization Development Intervention (ODI) approach (Independent Variable) in 

implementing team learning (Dependent Variable) in organization. This ODI approach provides 
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an opportunity to researcher whether team learning energizes each of the level of employees of the 

organization, development of supportive team learning environment, the concrete team learning 

process and practice in the organization. The leadership of the organization will also reinforce and 

develop team learning process in the organization. 

Action Research Framework 

Pre-ODI 

Interdependency 

- Feel unfordable to share prior 

infonnation, experience, skill, 

problems and issues. 

- Difficult to accept other ideas and 

differences. 

- Afraid of making mistake and error 

- Lack of patient and interactive in 

listening to the team. 

Dialogue (Reflective Conversation) 

- Lack of effective communication 

within the organization. 

- Do not want to share individual 

learn the value of sharing 

information with colleagues. 

- Lack of common sense and 

understanding of complexity. 

- Lack of questioning skills 

Team Cohesion 

- Lack of co-operative working 

practices and build better 

relationship within organization. 

ODI 

Intervention 

Group Level (Workshop based) 

- Participatory learning for 

teamwork 

- Participatory learning for 

effectiveness of team learning. 

- Interpersonal and Intrapersonal 

skill development 

Intervention 

Group Level (Training Based) 

- Learning on effective 

communication 

Al approach for the following on 

Team cohesion and Team spirit. 

(World Cafe technique) 

- Team cohesion and Team 

spirit project. 

- Coaching and mentoring 

Post-ODI 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Improvement to information, 

experience, skill, problems 

and issues sharing process. 

Improvement of ability to 

generate win-win strategy in 

discussion. 

Unintentional mistake and 

error are acceptable. 

Good interpersonal skill and 

interactive in discussion. 

Good communication 

improvement. 

Enhance ability to understand 

difference and complex. 

Creating team cohesion and 

team learning process. 

Making trust among each 

other. 

Continued 
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Table 2 Action Research framework (Continued) 

- Lack of trust and creativity, - Improvement of creativity, 

problem solving and decision problem solving and decision 

making in organization. making. 

- Denied and afraid to take - Enhancement of motivation 

responsibility. and commitment on learning 

- Lack of motivation and new things as lifelong 

commitment on learning new 

things. 

Table 2 Action Research framework 
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1. 

2. 

Chapter III: The Research Design and Methodology 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the research design and methodology in tenns of 

research respondents, research instruments, tools and techniques of research data collection and 

data analysis, method and design of ODI activities within the Action Research Design. 

Research Design 

The research design in this study is enhancing team learning component to start up Caritas 

Myanmar (Faith Based Organization) as a Learning organization. The Research Design is divided 

into three stages; Pre ODI, ODI and Post-ODI as shown in figure 3.1. Pre ODI is the preparation 

stage, Data collection and Data analysis stage and ODI is OD intervention process in which 

implementation come up with training, workshop and awareness driving process based on AR 

topic. Post ODI is the stage of monitoring and evaluation that evaluate and analysis the outcome 

of OD intervention. 

Pre ODI 

Preparation 

Getting approval from 

organization - approval granted to 

proceed 

Identify the problem (Team 

learning in organization) 

Diagnosis the problem, find the 

root causes 

Prepare instruments; 

questionnaire 

Data Collection 

Survey 

Questionnaire concern with the 

areas of team learning in the 

current situation and reflection of 

organization 

Intervention 

Participatory learning, Team mentoring 

and coaching, Al approach - In-depth 

interview, Focus group discussion and 

Observation, Survey questionnaire 

I ,...._____-

Feedback collection 

Prepare instrument; questionnaire 

After OD intervention, prepare 
questionnaire to measure the 

result and improvement based on 

actual and collective data 

Data collection 

Survey 

Questionnaire concern with the 

areas of team learning in the 

current situation and reflection of 

organization 

8. Data analysis 

•!• Analyze the post data collection 

after OD interventions 

3. Data Analysis 

•!• Find the differences between Pre 

and Post OD/ 

•!• Analyze all collected data related 

to team learning in the 

organization. i. 5. Implement OD/ 

Figure 8 Research Design 
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Pre-ODI stage, the researcher to define and identify the current situation in tenns of 

learning organization by accessing primary and secondary data collection and direct observation 

as well as further preparation of the AR instruments such as questionnaire and reflection in order 

to analysis the data. 

ODI stage was to design, plan and prepare the appropriate OD intervention in the fonn of 

workshop, training, awareness raising and seminars in order to initiate learning environment and 

idea sharing activities among team members. And as well, the researcher will facilitate OD 

intervention by applying Appreciative Inquiry (Al) 4D's model for the target group of the 

organization. Furthermore to implement the designed OD Intervention for improving team 

learning to start up learning organization in the organization. 

Post-ODI stage was to acquire expected result from the OD intervention, which the 

researcher facilitated the same and similar instrument to figure out the difference between Pre

ODI and Post-OD I. Additionally, the researcher analyzed all collected data in order to provide the 

feedback and results to the management and executives of the organization. 

Prellmlnary Data 

?.. - Pr12lirninnry 

Procedut'• 

I iteo~tun'"° on te.=:in1 

learning th{..'"ury. 

1n1 Pf d'•pendPn<-v, 
Dinlop;llP., Tf','HY'I 

Cohp.::;ion, 

A~~-.;es•:.i rH•n l 

Product 

l hcof it'~~ I E.•IHI t'd t 0 

irnprove tP.nn1 

k.•,:nnin5 h1 f,.:.tilh 
lhl~<·d org<111i7a1 inP. 

Majo1 Oo<'ilil afr ... w 
Ontn: O<:ltn 

CulleLlir.:m 

l'V1djn1 (.hrnlil nf hu.> 
Ont n: Ont n J\nnlvcots 

Procedure 

lntervi~ .. "V'.t with 
enlploy~·E~~ f(H'.ll"' 

group intP-1-viR\1'.!, 1\1 
[Ja?;;ed \Nv1 kshop, 

DiM.ll'~-slo1), 

Coe.line/inter cui.:li11g 

Product. 

ll)t('IVi<'\.-V ffilrlV"lipt~.;, 

K~y th\""'<rnp 

001 

L Lh"•tign of OUI 

Procedure 

rlE-c;.ign tn d!"'!ve:-lnp 

Leurn le..Jrr1ing at.tiur1 

plan f(.)I 01gnnin1tir")n. 

Product 

Nt-_•vv te~irn k--m 11it1g 
action plan f()f 

nrgAni7ntion. 

Table 3 the Procedural Table 

Pha>;:;e Ill 

lrnpfPnH'ntatio11~ Po~,.1 

tP.<:;t data r.olh»;th;n, 
Oatn l\naly'-~i~ 

Procedure 

Pos.t ·test as~r-•!),s.rnenl~ 

Dt."'>niptiw ... ',;lnthtit, 

T-tP<;t 

Product 

Po..-.t-test r.cunpletinn, 

St;.:1tistkvl lk1t<.-1 
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Respondents 

The Researcher used Random sampling techniques for the pretesting with staffs from 

external organization and there were 20 respondents participated in the pretesting process. See the 

table below of respondents for pretesting with staff from external organization. 

The level of respondents Respondents 

Top-level Management 3 

Middle-level Management 7 

First Line Management 10 

Total 20 

Table 4 Total number of respondents 

This study was to benefit for the whole population of the organization and there are 

altogether 35 respondents in the organization. The total number of available population is shown 

in table below: 

The level of respondents Respondents 

Top-level Management 6 

Middle-level Management 12 

First Line Management 17 

Total 35 

Tobie 5 Total number of respondents 

The sampling technique used in this survey is Purposive sampling of the entire population 

[N=35] and only 33 respondents replied back and participated in this survey process. Two 

employees were out of the office area and travelling a long field trip in organization's project site. 

Instruments 

The researcher used observation checklist, interview guideline and questionnaire for data 

collection. Primary data were collected from the questionnaire, interview and observation 

checklist. Secondary data collection has been achieved by gather information from organization's 

pamphlets and reports. Observation was also used during meetings, discussion, training and 
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workshop. An observation schedule was used to record specific aspects of team learning and 

observations helped determine some of the areas to be included in the survey. 

Questionnaire 

Questionnaire for this Action Research was developed by the researcher with the close 

supervision of respective supervisor, Human Resource manager in respective organization, 

program managers of the respective organization and survey specialist (external consultants). 

Pretest survey launching was conducted with 20 samples in order to test the reliability of the 

questionnaire to obtain the values by using statistical software. 

The questionnaire was designed by the researcher which covered all areas of concern in 

tenns of team learning in organization with the aspect of individual learning and team learning and 

further to visible understand and implementation for Organization Development interventions. The 

expected results would show the significant areas to improve for team learning in organization. 

Questionnaire outline 

The researcher distributed the questionnaire to 35 respondents from the respective 

organization and the returned questionnaire was expected to provide more solid support data to 

this Action Research. The questionnaire consisted of four parts as shown in the table below. 

No Subject Items No of Question Total No of Question 

1 Demographic Profile •!• Gender 1-5 5 

•!• Age 

•!• Education 

•!• Year of Employment 

•!• Position 

Interdependency To examine the whole 1-18 18 

and snapshot of 

interaction and 

interdependency 

Continued 
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Tobie 6 Questionnaire outline {Continued) 

Dialogue To examine 1-12 12 

communication and 

dialogue 

Team Cohesion To examine sense of 1-20 20 

team spirit and team 

work 

Total 50 

Tahle 6 Questionnaire outline 

Content Validity Test 

Content validity is important in research methodology term to measure the validity and 

questionnaire. 

In this content, the researcher coordinated with three experts which were from the field of 

Program and Operation in World Concern Myanmar, Organizational Development Consultant in 

Sagawa Organizational Development Consultancy Firm and Country representation/National 

Director of Kamna Myanmar Social Solidarity to measure the elements of questionnaire which 

relevant to each variables. 

The researcher brought an IOC (Index ofltem Objective Congruence) concept to measure 

the content validity. Its concept is if contents in questions are complete per theory, are appropriate 

and make sense to definitions of terms, the expertise grade "+ 1 point". If contents in questions 

were not in line with theory, appropriate and make sense to definitions oftenns, the expertise grade 

"-I point". If the contents were not clear and complied with objectives, the expe1iise grade "O 

point". The IOC grading has to be IOC>=0.5 means validity to be distributed. 

Content Reliability Test 

The researcher measured the reliability of the questionnaire by pretesting with 20 samples 

from other organization after finishing IOC testing. The result was that all questionnaires passed 

out but two of them, which have deleted already. 
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Below are showed results of reliability of the Variables which showed that the actual 

Cron bah 's Alpha .809 is greater than .06 which means that the questionnaires were reliable. See 

the Appendix for the Reliability Statistics of each questionnaires. 

The table below showed for the result of reliability test 

Interdependency 

r Re 1ability Statistics 

Cronbach's N of Items 

Aloha 

.890 18 

Dialogue 

R I' bTt St t' t' e 1a I l[Y a ISICS 

Cronbach's N of Items 

Aloha 

.821 12 

Team Cohesion 

R I' bTt St . t' e 1a I ICY at1s ICS 

Cronbach's N of Items 

Alpha 

.931 20 

Table 7 fies ult of reliability test 

Survey Questionnaire 

The survey questionnaires are aimed to gather data to analyze what is the least and best in 

the organization in order to meet research objective. Survey questionnaires are divided into three 

parts of main variable which are Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion. The marking 

points are classified into four point which is (1) Poor, (2) Fair, (3) Good and (4) outstanding. 
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'Theme No Questionnaire 1 2 3 4 
I 1 I can develop my understanding and collaborative learning in everyday work in my 

team. 

oai¥8:n~ Gt.oeoai¥8~8d~,8d0'(?8: C\'8G~d?8<9a58d§8:§8::n8°i?§8:t8 •. p:ro~'lloo~ 
GOO)a5§8:d?C\'OGOO)t~8UJ:n~11 

2 The lessons learned are made available to all the team members. 

g;igo88d~8:~8:(\'8G00)8~G~(\'8c+:"'lP:g;iGoT§+ro~~::n86>+:oo°i(§8:"'lP:~Ul:n~11 

3 My job cannot be done unless others do their work. 

(\'OG~d?8<9a5"'lP:8d(\'O<cJ(\'OUlmoait8~8d(\'Oro~:<cJ~:G§':ia5~8Ul11 

4 I can share my purpose, intention and collegial interaction in handling work tasks. 

C\'oc+:C\'8G00":>8q:>068 oa1+0~~§oS~a51 ~:oo~~a58d~8doet~ 
(\'OG~d?8<9a58d~8:~8:8d0f?C'>6~~8:GOO":>t§a5'll"'lP:d? GO'n1~8J:n~11 

5 The work performed on the job has an impact on people in the organization. 

oa!tOC\'OG00":>8~a5GOY.>(\'Oc+:9C\Y.)5:n~ g;igg;io~:8d0'(?8:~o+ooG:"'!P:8dGoT O'(?t8dO'~Jl: 
:na5Gq:>a5'l!~c)]:n~11 

6 We learn from each other by sharing practices and giving supportive assistance. 

C\'8o?:C\'8.y.~:"'lP:Gorn1§8:t~ 8d0f?8d~Go:§8:sn:§~ oai¥8cf?. ooS~:a.':><yooS~::n8°i?Ul:n~ 
7 I understand and aware of the needs of my colleague in my organization. 

:>. g;igg;io~:8d0'(?8:~ (\'OG~d?8<9a5"'lP:~c\?g;i()~d)"'lP:d?~~t'):ro~Ul:n~11 
() 

i::: We are always willing to help each other although we are busy with daily routine. Cl) 

8 "Cl 
Gt.o2aai¥oo?.~s.98q:>s.98q:> C\'oc+:a:Y:>o+"'lP:<cJsn:ro8G~ro~: 02Jt8o?.8d~8:~8:0f?~~ i::: 

Cl) 

0.. SaS~Ul:n~11 Cl) 

'E I work with my team even if I have difficulties and problems. Cl) 

9 "i:l g;iQd)g;iQ§O-XJ'f'')"'lP:G06§[G<f>G'[G~ro~: aaJtO:n~ aaJt0~8dSf>~8dOf?8d(\'0(\'0G00":>8Ul ....... 

::D~ll 

10 I work with my colleagues in different sectors/departments even if I have difficulties 
and problems. 

8dQa58dQ§::D:Jt')"'lP:G06§[G<f>G'[G~C\)~: g;i@:>:GOY.>8d~I Pt~C\'0G~d?8<9aS"'lP:f>~8dOf? 
000'68d(\'0(\'0GOO":>tUJ:n~ll 
If problems and difficulties happen, everyone wants to give their help to get the 
problem solved together. 

11 g;iQd)g;iQ§::D:Jt')"'!P:GoT GUlaSC\Y.)Ulm 8dQd)g;iQ§::D:Jt')"'lP:d?8dOf?0006GB<jl8:~89+g;i02a5 
(\'OG~d?8<9a58d~8:~8:0f?~~SaS~§Ul:n~11 

12 We always learn from our mistake after solving problems together. 

§::D:Jt')"'lP:8dOf?OOO'dGB<jl8:~:G.y.')a5y8: oait8cf?.~~:~8:'ll"'lP:'f :n86>+:008d@i°i(Ul:n~11 

13 My colleague give me enough opportunity to improve my own performance. 

aaJtO~o8ol?oS~G:GOO":>t~§~ooa5C\Y.)GOG'[+8dO'(?d) aaJt0~(\'0G~d?8<9d)"'lP:'f <:\>GC\Y.)d) 
GOY.>8d~8,8droG:"'lP:<9+d3:Go:Ul:n~11 

14 We get together and review our outcomes after we finish our operation and task. 

aai¥8o?.~C\'8c+:1 a:Y:>O+"'lP:~:G§:iaS~:Ulm 9~C\Y.)G0Y.>G'[C\Y.)5"'lP:sn: 8d~8:~8:8d0f?0006 
§+ro~o.?::no§Ul:n~11 
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15 We regularly take our time to reflect on what we do things together. 

°dJ{.Od?.8';>0j?0006Y~~~C\'OG6XY.>8::n~o? 8';>918:918:8';>~t°if~: §tro~~:::n8§UJ::n~11 

16 After trying something new, we take time to think about how it worked. 
ooS?ooSyGOY.>V0:::nS::n~cy8G6XY.>8cn"lf-'=0(0G6XY.>8~:Ulm y~~~C\'OG6XY.>8q::n~o? 

~~t°if~=§tro~ve:oo:§Ul::n~u 

17 In meeting, discussion and dialogue different points of view are expressed openly 
and sincerely. 
~O)~:!)';)GO"lf':I G~:G~:~"lf'=t~ ~§t!)';)C\'tGIP~§8:"lP:o;?8 oai{.8d?.~008§8°i(oo91oS"lP: 
~6~ri>"lP:o? ~:OY.>:~8.ro8:~G§:>~oo8§~8Ul::n~11 

18 In meeting, discussion and dialogue the points of view of others are listened 
carefully. 
~v~:~Go:"lP:1 G~:G~:~"lf-':;;8. ooS~:3;)GoT ooS~:~§tC\'tt2~8:G§:>~cn"!P=o;?8 ooS~:~ 
008§8°i(oo91oS"lP:o?°1Jt~GOY.>Oij>"lf'=m8';>G::D!)';)~t'):GOOJCGu:Ul::n~11 

(!) "Two-way" communication (boss-subordinate and subordinate-boss) and critical ;:::! 19 bJJ 
0 dialogue is frequently used. 

...--< ro 
~~=~m;;~roa5GG'd'Ja5cclSOY.>:~~= !)';)§t~C\'tG§:>~oooS~cJScn"lP:1 ...... 

Q 
ooooo8oCG§:>~cn"!P: Y~QC'Vl~::>.:m'?§cJlo.:>~11 

20 We can question each other when we think the work can be done better and. 
improved. 
cy8ct"lP=Y~~:Gjpa5o;?8CY.jjclSG0S[t!)';)craoS aaJ-t.8o'?. ~918:918: GY:~t:CX?oS§8:1 oo8§80jlOO 
91oS"!P=~C)lclS§8:"lP:§[cy6~8Ul::npS11 

21 In meeting and group discussions, everyone's opinion is taken into consideration. 
~v~:~GC>:"!P: ~§~oSG~:G~:cn"!P=o;?8 3;lGGpa5~o'?8:~008§80jloo91oS"lP:o?oo~~8: 
ve:oo:Go:UJ::n~ll 

22 Whenever I have a conversation with my colleagues, I find difficult to understand 
what they are talking about. 
°dj{.b~cybGOOoSo?fooS"lP:;'>~V(Y)'):G§:>~o-'?8: Oij>d?.Y~::D~~G~t:~Gf>"!P:G§:>~G'\" 
::n~o?aaJ-t.Ot'):CU~S[tQa)Qc.))::D~ll 

23 In meeting and discussion, if speakers ask to raise questions, everyone doesn't 
hesitate to do so. 
~v~:~Go:"lP:t~G~:G~:~"lP:o;?8 ~:G6XY.>80ij>'fGY:~+:GY:§t="l+~~~Go:GOY.>~Ql 
!J;)GJCXY)oS~o'?t:Y~t:YO(?GY:~+:GY:§UJo.:>~11 

24 We always try to create shared and common sense of understanding in our 
organization. 
aaJ{.8d?.~8';>§~v~:8';>068: 8';>0j?0006t'):ro~cnoo~G6XY.>oS§8:1 oo~:~GuT ooS~: o3~t'): 

ro~§t:"lf':d?.d? 8';)BOOG0~t~:cy8Gro:>tUl::n~11 

25 I am always ready to response to the questions that I have been asked. 
aaJ{.OG'd'J:GY:~t:GY:§t:cmUlm §tro~G§~:"lt~o;?oS8';>B~::n~~Ul::n~11 

26 I am always ready to ask question to my colleague for clarification. 
Y118:ro8:§8:1 t'):Yro~§cS:"lP:~Ulm aaJ{.8~cy8G~o?fooS"lP:G'd'J:Gy:§t="lt3;)::>.J~~Ul::n~11 

27 I always try to introduce my ideas and find out the understanding of my colleague by 
asking questions. (eg- Do you understand what I mean?) 
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aaJ{.8<3\iSoSOf?:3dBe:>cf>"!P:3;YJ:3d~OOG0Gcf.>§[9: C\(0Gd3J?8<9o5"!P:t'):ro~'ll~(,)~J? 
G<,i:~+:G<oi:§+:§8:3;YJ:§~ (jpG~Gcf.>oroSobJ~ll 

28 In meeting and discussion, we exchange our reflection, thoughts and experience to 
one another. 

3d0~:3dGO:"!P:f~ G~:G-a:g"!P:°dt °dJ~0~<3\ioot§tUj?009Jo5"!P:1 o.?:o:ib'll"!P:I 3dG063d6[ 
"!P=o? 3d918:918:<9C\jlo.S§c.ll:xi~11 

29 We expect team spirit among each other in order to do our jobs better. 

C\(Oc+:C\(0GQ0')8~°d8Y~GO'Y.>t:~+~s)(\'0GQ0')8~89+3d°do5 g;)§SoSGJoSOY.>:~9+ 

aaJt6~G'ilf>'f+:JOJ~ll 
30 We trust each other in our work. 

C\(bc+:3d°d8:ooSe:3dGoT 00Se:o.;>§~'ll~J:xi~11 

31 Our each and every point of views and opinions are being accepted and respected. 
aaJ{.800Se:ooSGc..rno5~<3\1008§8°i?oo9JaS"lP:1 g;)Be:icf>"!P:3;YJ:roo5@§8:1 Gro:m:§8:~ 
J:xi~n 

i::: 
.s 32 In my organization, we love to help and support each other. 

</J 

aaJ{.8<3113d§3do~:3d°d8: ooSe:3dGoT 00Se:~8:08°1?~9J8:~c.ll:xi~11 Q) 

..c: 
0 In my organization Teamwork is encouraged as a way of learning from others. u 33 
§ aaJ{.8<3113d§3do~:3d°d8:ooSe:roryooSe::xi8°i?'ll3dG'fB~ 3d§~o5<i?:GJ8:"?8GQ0')8§8:J? 
Q) 
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34 When a problem occurs, there is a search for "Collective feedback" in team instead of 
blaming each other. 
§o:it')(J)S~ooSrGoT Gc.llo5roJc.llm ooSe:ooSGOf ooSe:3d§Soo8G§:>~§8:ooo5 3dS3d°d8: 
3dOJ?OO°d3dB§t§8:1 o?.§+91o5Go:§8:r.w:J?(jpG~C\(bGQO')tc.ll::i.:i~11 

35 In my organization individual and/or team actions are taken to continuously improve 
and develop. 
3d§3do~:3d°d8: ooSe:ooSGc..rno5 d?.(,)CY(oS 3d§~o5C\(OGQ0')8'll"lP:3';)'): Gb)~~.f9t:d?: 
ooo5'l13df9Soo~~8:C\(8GQ0')8c.ll::i.:i~11 
When I perform, I feel like it is a team effort. 
aaJt03dC\(bC\(0GQO')tG:::m3dQ11 oo8:C)>bGQ0')8'll::i.:i~ 3d§<31i~t:m:3;YJ:CX?oS'll3dSSQ°i?c.ll 

36 OJ~ll 
37 I am comfortable working as a team rather than individual. 

aaJtO:xi~ooSe:ooSGc..rno5ooo5 3d:J.Jt:3d§19~3dC)>bC)>09§8:J?.pS:xio5Gyf3§8c.ll::i.:i~11 

38 For me, team success is more important than my success. 
aaJt03d°dd) 3d:J.Jt:3dg<3\iG3;YJt§t§t::J.J~ aai{.8<3\1G3d')t§t§t:ooo5y~3dGb):Jc)]:xi~11 

39 I feel comfortable even when I have critically feedback and reflection upon my work 
done. 
aai{.8<3\iC\(bc+:C\(0GQO')t'll3dGoT 3d§t:3doo+3dGB[Go:§8:1 o.?:o:i0Go:§8:J?.pS:xio5o:iGxrJ 
°1jc.ll:xit§11 

40 I can give critical feedback to my team members and it is acceptable. 
aai{.8:xi~ 3dgo8"lP:3;YJ: 3d§8:3doo+3dB§tGo:~8[9: oo8:3dBBlGo:'i1J?0i?d?8:roo5@c.ll 
OJ~ll 
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41 We all take responsibility for any mistake, loss and poor perfonnance by our team. 

oaJ¥8ol?.::De3;l::D8m§SoSGJoS§~ "'e::D~<r=>:°<?8:81oSG~'ll' ~:5l:'llt8. ~~:Gro:>89e011 
oot:"i!"!P:~: 3;l0j?OOO(?OY.>O+Oj?C\(0G ro:>tOl:neu 

42 I have a high degree of loyalty to follow my team members. 

oa!¥8:ne ::D~§~§~ 3;)§o8"!P:t~ oo:xn:ooe:§Ol::Deu 
43 I like the way we work together as a team. 

3;)§083;)918:918m0jj>OOO(?<yOGro:>t::D~f>e:ro~:"lP:3;)GUT ::DG:YY.)01j0l:ne11 

44 As a team, we are united. 

3;lsooS§3;)§S oaJ¥8ol?.oe:c'?:~26oS§OJ::Deu 
45 There is good alignment between my department and others with whom I need to 

coordinate. 

oaJ¥03;lOj?OOO(?~lG0Jt:Gro:>t§o5!;jY~SJ'\"3;l06t:§ <y0Gd)o78C9d)"!P:'\'~ G('f)')t:~+G:rr.J 

ot§:c%o7o5~"i!I G0Jt:oe:"i! §OJ::Dell 

46 My department has enough knowledge about other related departments within the 
organization. 
3;)§3;loe:3;)068: oaJ¥8~g:it:ne 3;)§:>:G:rr.ipt"!P=t~uoS:no5::D~ 3;)G~8:3;)§8:3;)sr 
"!P=o? o3§::D~:nGcmo5o3§0J:neu 

47 It is easy to discuss difficult issues and problems in my team. 

oa!¥8~3;)§3;)028: 19::DJt'J90"lP:I 3;)Qd)3;)Q"lP:o7 ~uSOfi>~G~:GfllGIP~~80l:neu 

48 We are not rejected for being different. (Knowledge, Ideas, Experience, etc) 
oaJ¥8ol?.::De(,)Oj?~G:rr.Jo21P:'l!"!Pl3;lGUT m+,:noS§t:yQ90J:ne11 (3;lGC6,3;l§[I 3;lG06l3;)§81 
O<.Y(0\'001 3;)0~::De) 

49 What are three ways you did well in functioning as a team? 
1. 

2. 

3. 

50 What problems have you had interaction as a team? 

Table 8 Survey Questionnaires 

The Appreciative Inquiry approach was used for the In-depth interview, focus group 

discussion for both Individual and group level of organization staff. 
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Data Collection Technique and Procedure 

Data collection were conducted by using several techniques such as survey, interview, 

reports, group reflection and observation. The method of interview were used in these aspects; 

Interview with Top-level management, Middle-Level management and First Line management of 

the organization. The focus group discussion were carried out with two groups of the middle-level 

management and first line management level. The researcher also informed the respondents what 

is the purpose of the study and returned questionnaire would be kept in confidentiality. 

Data Collection Procedure 

Figure 9 Data Collection Procedure 

The researcher conducted data collection procedure which consisted of 7 steps, namely; 

Step 1 - Preparation - prepared the instrument for this study (Questionnaire, Interview methods 

and survey form) 

Step 2 - Designing - developed and created Interview and survey questionnaire in order to get 

ideas of team learning in organization. 

Step 3 - Pretesting - defined and identified the result of reliability and validity by pretesting 

questionnaire with sample respondents. 

Step 4 - Distribution - distributed survey questionnaire to the respective respondents of 

organization after finishing and finalizing pretesting questionnaire. 

Step 5 - Data Collection - collected data after completion of questionnaire by the respective 

respondents. 

Step 6 - Data Analysis - analyzed the data with qualitative and quantitative approaches in order 

to meet the hypothesis. 
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Step 7 - Feedback - finalized and summarized the data which already analyzed and hand-it-over 

to organization respective manager and the team. 

Data Analysis 

Both qualitative and quantitative data analysis approaches were used in this Action 

Research. 

Qualitative Data Analysis 

In qualitative data analysis, the researcher used contents analysis. The researcher used 

interview and focus group discussion and individual reflection as a result of qualitative data 

analysis. Both instruments were divided into three areas: Interdependency, Dialogue and Team 

Cohesion. 

Quantitative Data Analysis 

In quantitative data analysis, the data were derived from questionnaire and was analyzed 

using statistical and mathematical methods and techniques based on statistical analysis program. 

The data analyzing includes frequency, mean and standard deviation to measure the PRE and 

POST ODI results. The initial impact of ODI on Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion 

in organization were determined by using t-test. 

The demographic profile was measured by descriptive statistic test to collect Mean and 

Standard Deviation. Average Mean and Standard Deviation was used to measure the Likert scale 

questionnaires. 

The Descriptive Statistic was used for measuring and assessing response rates for levels 

(Poor, Fair, Good, and Outstanding) for each variable as follows: 

Level Arbitrary Level Descriptive Ratings 

4 3.26-4.00 Outstanding 

3 2.51 - 3.25 Good 

2 1.76 -2.50 Fair 

1 1.00-1.75 Poor 

Table 9 Description of Arbitrary Level 
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Action Research Timeframe 

The Action Research was done in four months which included the Organization 

Development Intervention in Organization inclusively with one month preparation stage and one 

month data analysis, evaluation and writing up Organization Development Intervention report. The 

table shows the actual Action Research Timeframe for the PRE - ODI, ODI and POST - ODI 

stages. 

Year2016 

Month Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Event Week 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

Preparation and Proposal Defense 

Revise and Modification 

Pre-testing : 

Validity and Reliability Testing ·; 

Initiate meeting with respective 
Organization I•'/; 

Conduct Survey 1·i{' 

Survey Data Analysis ii;j; 

OD Intervention Process :" ·"·· ... 

Year2017 

Jan 

Data Analysis from ODI 

• 
Post ODI Data Collection and Analysis .. 

Evaluation (the result of ODI) ,_ 
Finalizing AR paper 

Writing up AR ;;\;! 1··· 

Final Defense 

Feedback (result and outcome) 

Table 10 Action Research Time Frame 
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Chapter IV: PRESENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS 

This chapter presents the research findings and analysis of survey results including a 

reflection point of team learning in organization. The data analysis and interpretation are in 

response to the research question for detennination of the current situation of the organization in 

tenn of team learning and the study was to implement OD Intervention to develop team learning 

in the organization and develop learning action plan which to sustain team learning process in the 

organization. 

Part I: Quantitative Data 

Demographic Profile of Respondents 

The demographic profile presents the gender, age, marital status, working experience and 

current position level of the informants in the organization. The survey was conducted only in the 

Faith Based Organization in Myanmar. The questionnaires were distributed to N = 35 respondents 

and the result was N = 33 respondents participated in this survey process. 

Gender 

Table 11 shows the majority of availability of respondents were female with 51.5% and 

male 48.5%. The total numbers were 17 female and 16 male. 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Male 16 48.5 48.5 48.5 

Valid Female 17 51.5 51.5 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 

Table 11 Gender of respondents 

Age 

Table 12 shows the age range of available respondents. 11 respondents (33.3%) were 

between 20-30 years old. 15 respondents (45.5%) were between 30-40 and 7 respondents (21.2%) 

were over 40 years of age and above. 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 20-30 11 33.3 33.3 33.3 
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Work Position 

30-40 

Over 40 

Total 

15 

7 

33 

45.5 

21.2 

100.0 

Table 12 Age of respondents 

45.5 

21.2 

100.0 

78.8 

100.0 

Table 13 shows the position level of respondents. The majority of 17 respondents which is 

51.5% were First Line-Management level who were officers and assistant officers, Accountant and 

Cashier, 11 respondents (33.3%) were Middle Level-Management as Project Manager and 

Program Manager. Five respondents (15 .5%) were executive level as Department Heads, 

Operation Manager and Director in organization. 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Top Level-Management 5 15.2 15.2 15.2 

Middle Level-Management 11 33.3 33.3 48.5 
Valid 

First Line-Management 17 51.5 51.5 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 

Table 13 Work position of respondents 

Years of Service 

Table 14 shows the number of working experience in the organization of respondents. 

There were 25 respondents (75.8%) who worked under 5 years and 7 respondents (21.2%) who 

worked between 5 to 10 years of services and only 1 respondent (3.0%) who worked over 10 years 

in the organization 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Under 5 years 25 75.8 75.8 75.8 

5-10 year 7 21.2 21.2 97.0 
Valid 

Over 1 0 years 1 3.0 3.0 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 

Table 14 Year of work experience of respondents 
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Marital Status of available respondents 

Table 15 shows the marital status ofrespondents. There were 20 respondents (60.6%) who 

were single and 13 respondents (39.4%) who were married. 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Single 20 60.6 60.6 60.6 

Valid Married 13 39.4 39.4 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 

Table JS Marital status of respondents 

Department of respondents 

Table 16 shows the current department ofrespondents in the organization. The majority of 

respondents belong to Program and Operation department which is 19 respondents (57.6%). There 

were 8 respondents (24.2%) who belong to Finance Department and 2 respondents (6.1 %) who 

belong to Human Resource Department and 4 respondents (12.1 %) who worked in the Admin and 

Logistic Department. 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Program/Operation 19 57.6 57.6 57.6 

Human Resource 2 6.1 6.1 63.6 

Valid Admin Logistic 4 12.1 12.1 75.8 

Finance 8 24.2 24.2 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 

Table 16 Department of respondents 

The current Situation Statistical Finding Analysis 

Concerning the first research question in Chapter One, "what is the current situation of the 

organization in terms of team learning?" descriptive statistical analysis was used to answer the 

research question. The researcher used the descriptive rating scale to identify the results. 

The rating scales used a 4 points scale to achieve better understanding and properly recheck the 

current situation in terms of team learning. The researcher distributed the survey questionnaires to 
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respondents in 2 stages where the first stage was PRE - ODI and the second stage was POST -

ODI. The first PRE - ODI stage was to understand the current situation of organization and to 

design appropriate OD Intervention. The second POST - ODI stage defined the result of OD 

Intervention on team learning in organization and compared the differences of PRE and POST -

ODI in order to determine the change. 

Statistical Findings of "PRE - ODI" Phase 

Perception on overall Interdependency 

The perception of respondents on Interdependency as shown in the Table 1 7 Descriptive 

Statistics of the overall Interdependency. The overall score ranked at "Fair Level" of qualitative 

rating with average mean of (2.45% ). By which the items in the category of teamwork the highest 

score is (2.64%) and the lowest score is (2.33%). There were two lowest point which are "/can 

share my purpose, intention and collegial interaction in handling work tasks" and "We learn.from 

each other by sharing practices and giving supportive assistance". There could be some weakness 

that employees did not have chance to share their purpose and collegial interaction in handling 

work tasks since they have to focus on their individual work to finish in time and no chance to 

share their purpose and interacting each other. Since they did not have chance to share and 

interacting each other, they also did not learn from each other and helping each other. However 

once they finish their job and operation, they had time to gather and review their outcomes which 

is one of the operational procedure that employees were planned to review their outcome and 

result. The highest point was (2.64%) which was "We get together and review our outcomes after 

we finish our operation and task". Based on the operational log-frame, employees tried to finalize 

the outcomes after they finished their operation in order to write operational final report. In that 

sense, they got together to find out the outcomes and finished their final report. 

Table 17 Descriptive Statistics of overall Interdependency 

Std. 
N Mean Deviation Result 

1. I can develop my understanding and collaborative 33 2.36 .489 Fair 
learning in everyday work in my team. 

2. The lessons learned are made available to all the team 33 2.36 .489 Fair 
members. 

Continued 
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Table .1.7 Descriptive Statistics of overall Interdependency {Continued) 

Std. 
N ~AP:.n nP\/i:>tinn RP<o11lt 

3. My job cannot be done unless others do their work. 33 2.39 .496 Fair 

4. I can share my purpose, intention and collegial 33 2.33 .479 Fair 
interaction in handling work tasks. 

5. The work I performed on the job has an impact on 33 2.45 .506 Fair 
people in the organization. 

6. We learn from each other by sharing practices and 33 2.33 .479 Fair 
giving supportive assistance. 

7. We share our knowledge, experience and skill among 33 2.36 .489 Fair 
the different team members. 

8. I understand and I am aware of the needs of my 33 2.48 .566 Fair 
colleague in my organization. 

9. We are always willing to help each other although we 33 2.48 .508 Fair 
are busy with daily routine. 

10. I work with my team even if I have difficulties and 33 2.45 .506 Fair 
problems. 

11. I work with my colleagues in different 33 2.48 .508 Fair 
sectors/departments even if I have difficulties and 
problems. 

12. If problems and difficulties happen, everyone wants 33 2.48 .508 Fair 
to give their help to get the problem solved together 

13. We always learn from our mistake after solving 33 2.58 .502 Good 
problems together. 

14. My colleague give me enough opportunity to improve 33 2.48 .508 Fair 
my own performance. 

15. We get together and review our outcomes after we 33 2.64 .489 Good 
finish our operation and task. 

16. We regularly take our time to reflect on what we do 33 2.52 .508 Fair 
together. 

17. After trying something new, we take time to think 33 2.42 .502 Fair 
about how it worked. 

18. We share our new methods, techniques and 33 2.45 .506 Fair 
approaches to each other after we have new 
experimentation. 

Average (Interdependency) 2.45 0.50 Fair 
Pre 001 

Valid N (listwise) 33 
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Perception on overall Dialogue 

The perception of respondents on Dialogue is shown in on Table 18 the average 

mean ofoverall Dialogue (2.50%) is ranked at "Fair Level". By which the items in the category of 

Dialogue the highest score is (2.61 %) and the lowest score is (2.33%). In this perception, the 

highest score is "We can question each other when we think the work can be done better and 

improved". This implies that employees always try to get their safe-side for their individual work 

and they asked questions to each other to do their job better. If employees do not ask question and 

they do not understand how to start up the job. So they asked question to each for their job security. 

The lowest score is "I am always ready to response to the questions that I have been asked". This 

indicates that employees did not have a good dialogue, whatever you asked may not get the answer 

which could be they did not want to response or they did not have knowledge and experience to 

response the question they had been asked. 

Table 18 Descriptive Statistics of overall Dialogue 

Std. 
N Mean Deviation Result 

1. In meeting, discussion and dialogue, different points of 33 2.55 .506 Good 
view are expressed openly and sincerely. 

2. In meeting, discussion and dialogue the points of view 33 2.52 .508 Good 
of others are listened carefully 

3. "Two-way" communication (boss-subordinate and 33 2.45 .506 Fair 
subordinate-boss) and critical dialogue is frequently used. 

4. We can question each other when we think the work can 33 2.61 .556 Good 
be done better and improved. 

5. In meeting and group discussions, everyone's opinion is 33 2.48 .508 Fair 
taken into consideration. 

6. Whenever I have a conversation with my colleagues, I 33 2.55 .564 Good 
find difficult to understand what they are talking about. 

7. In meeting and discussion, if speakers ask to raise 33 2.39 .496 Fair 
questions, everyone doesn't hesitate to do so. 

8. We always try to create shared and common sense of 33 2.48 .508 Fair 
understanding in our organization. 

9. I am always ready to response to the questions that I 33 2.33 .479 Fair 
have been asked. 

Continued 
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Table .18 Descriptive Statistics of overall Dialogue (Continued} 

10. I am always ready to ask question to my colleague for 33 2.58 .502 Good 
clarification. 

11. I always try to introduce my ideas and find out the 33 2.52 .508 Good 
understanding of my colleague by asking questions. (eg-
Do you understand what I mean?) 

12. In meeting and discussion, we exchange our reflection, 33 2.52 .508 Good 
thoughts and experience to one another. 

Average (Dialogue) 2.50 0.51 Fair 
Pre 001 

Valid N (listwise) 33 

Perception on overall Team Cohesion 

The perception of respondents on Team Cohesion is shown on Table 19 the average mean 

of Team Cohesion is (2.48%) ranked at "Fair Level". the items in the category of Team 

Cohesion with the highest score is (2.58%) and the lowest score is (2.33%). The highest score in 

this perception is "/am conifortable working as a team rather than individual" which means 

that employeess have a sense of team spirit in mind and they were willing to work as a team 

rather than individual. The lowest point is "My department has enough knowledge about other 

related departments within the organization, it means there were no interacting and sharing 

among each other and each individual department only focus on their department operation 

process rather than overall organization operation process. 

Table 19. Descriptive Statistics of overall Team Cohesion 

Std. 
N Mean Deviation Result 

1. We expect team spirit among each other in order to do 33 2.42 .502 Fair 
our jobs better. 

2. We trust each other in our work. 33 2.52 .566 Good 

3. Each and every point of views and opinions are 33 2.48 .508 Fair 
accepted and respected. 

4. In my organization, we love to help and support each 33 2.45 .666 Fair 
other. 

5. In my organization Teamwork is encouraged as a way 33 2.52 .508 Good 
of learning from others. 

6. When a problem occurs, there is a search for 33 2.55 .506 Good 
"Collective feedback" in team instead of blaming each 
other. 

Continued 
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Table .1.9. Descriptive Statistics of overoll Team Cohesion (Continued) 

Std. 
1\1 tAo~n n On~ 1\t 

7. In my organization individual and/or team actions are 33 2.55 .506 Good 
taken to continuously improve and develop. 

8. When I perform, I feel like it is a team effort. 33 2.55 .506 Good 

9. I am comfortable working as a team rather than 33 2.58 .502 Good 
individual. 
10. For me, team success is more important than my 33 2.45 .506 Fair 
success. 

11 . I feel comfortable even when I have critically 33 2.42 .502 Fair 
feedback and reflection upon my work done. 

12. I can give critical feedback to my team members and 33 2.48 .508 Fair 
it is acceptable. 

13. We all take responsibility for any mistake, loss and 33 2.55 .506 Good 
poor performance by our team. 

14. I have a high degree of loyalty to follow my team 33 2.52 .508 Good 
members. 

15. I like the way we work together as a team. 33 2.55 .506 Good 

16. As a team, we are united. 33 2.55 .506 Good 

17. There is good alignment between my department and 33 2.39 .496 Fair 
others with whom I need to coordinate. 

18. My department has enough knowledge about other 33 2.33 .479 Fair 
related departments within the organization. 

19. It is easy to discuss difficult issues and problems in 33 2.45 .506 Fair 
my team. 

20. We are not rejected for being different. (Knowledge, 33 2.39 .496 Fair 
Ideas, Experience, etc) 

Average (Team Cohesion) 2.48 0.51 Fair 
Pre 001 

Valid N (listwise) 33 

As the overall quantitative data analysis result, it was indicated that employees did not have 

strong level of interacting each other, did not have good communication and did not have sharing 

and learning process among each other. On the other hand, they have sense of team spirit and eager 

to work together as a team which is one of the key point to step forward in OD intervention. 

Qualitative Data Analysis 

Researcher interviewed three representative from three areas which are from Top - Level 

management, Middle - Level management and First Line management. Researcher also conducted 
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focus group discussion with two employee from Top - Level management, two employee from 

Middle - Level management and three employee from First - Line Management in the 

organization. Based on the interview and discussion outcome, the table shows the interview 

outcome from interview and discussion. 

Table 20 Interview outcomes 

Management Employees 

Interdependency - The organization structure and - Only focus on individual work and 

management system limit working responsibility. 

together. - Did not have time to interact with 

- There were no joint work process. others in organization if they did 

- Management itself like to work not have to. 

independent. - Acknowledgement went to 

- Management work for their own individual than team. 

benefit. 

Dialogue - Few communication with Boss and - Did not have time to listen due to 

sub-ordinate. workload and pressure. 

- Boss and subordinate weren't - Dare not to question and give 

effectively connect and engaged. feedback to the Boss. 

- Rarely ask for employees' opinion - Did not want to talk too much and 

and ideas before doing the job. could not solve the problem 

- Employees always had to be 

listener. Do as the Boss say! 

Team Cohesion - Management personnel have few - Employees thought about 

knowledge and experience of team individual role and responsibility. 

management. - Only finished the assigned duty 

- Management itself focus on their and responsibility. 

individual role and responsibility - There were no alignment of team 

rather than group dynamic. work in the organization as a 

whole. 

Continued 
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Table 20 Interview outcomes (Continued) 

- The organization structure and 

management system limit working 

together. 

- Management did not provide and 

create dynamic team work in the 

organization as a whole. 

The researcher interviewed one of the representative from top management and he said that 

"There were existing team work in the individual department but not the organization as a whole. 

Since the organization is long lasting organization of faith based organization, the system and 

procedure were overused and we were trying to modify the system and procedure as well. In 

individual team, they were working together and did a good job but employees only focused on 

their individual work to be done successfully since they had their individual team project and 

management style. This was one of the weak points that we tried to coordinate with every 

individual team could also be work as one big team in organization. The top management leaders 

did not have enough time to participate in the organization daily management and could not be in 

touch with employees. The workload is one of the reason that we did not have time to share and 

learn from each other since we had to focus on our individual work. For some leadership positions, 

one manager could take five to seven projects which was over workload for them and their 

individual team. And we also had lack of project management competencies in our team. I gave 

them full authority and their own individual management as I have no time to oversee and manage 

them. Now we the top management leaders try to coordinate each individual team to come across 

to work together as whole team and we try to create a joint project and program for individual 

team to cooperate and work together as a big team. 

The second interviewee was from middle level management and he pointed out some of 

the areas that was top down management system and operational system and organization 

structure. Most of the leaders from top management were priests and religious leaders. We cannot 

complain and argue with our leaders because they were appointed by God and they were chosen 

people. Most of the time we had to listen to what they said and did what we were asked to do and 

communication was one way communication and no interaction. We had five departments and 
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each department had their own management plan and style. They only worked for their best to 

their department and could not able to communicate with other departments unless they had work 

to do with. We did not pay attention to other departments and did not care about what other 

department were doing. We only focus on our respective team and we tried to protect our 

individual team. We had sharing session in first day of the week which was not effective and 

nobody gave attention to the sharing session because everyone rushed to their individual work, 

meeting and discussion. Some employees hardly express their opinion and real idea even if they 

wanted to decently communicate with each other since they were afraid of workload and argument. 

Most of the employees had in their mind was that if you did not involve in any situation, you were 

OK and you were long lasting in the organization. In that sense, nobody did not want to involve in 

any situation. In my team, I often tried to share our experience and new knowledge but we did not 

have much time to do it regularly. However, organization as a whole we only have coordination 

meeting twice a year which was not effective because only leaders talk and no application carried 

out in actual work. 

The researcher interviewed the third employees from first line management and she 

mentioned that "In my team, in fact, we did not have a good communication. Sometimes, I did not 

know what my supervisor was doing and my supervisor as well did not know what I was doing. 

However we understood each other and we know that we were doing something good. In my team, 

we tried to understand each other but organization as a whole we had some misunderstanding and 

not a good communication. However we tried to coordinate each other as much as we could. My 

manager/supervisor did not tell me anything concerning with my work as she did not know my 

nature of work. Most of the time, she left me alone and did not intervene with my work and 

responsibility. We told each other sometime based on the work requirement. When it comes to 

conversation, I find that mostly, the conversation was like monologue as she told me what to do 

and I did not have chance to argue what she was talking because she was my manager and 

supervisor. If I tried to please her, everything was smooth and going well. I dare not to give 

feedback and response to her suggestion and comment. Sometime ifl did not understand what she 

was talking, I asked questions for clarification and I found out sometime which was useful and 

sometime was not. In the organization, we had sharing program every week especially after 

Monday worship service program. I was sure that minority might pay attention to the sharing as 

we all were rush for your daily routine and Monday was the first working day of the week. More 
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or less, our organization sharing program is like you reported what you had done during the whole 

week. Nobody give comment and suggestion but only Director, because of time limitation. 

In my team, we did not really have sharing as experience, knowledge and skill sharing 

because everyone keep on focusing on their own duties and responsibility. We were OK as long 

as we did our assigned job good and finished on time. 

My manager was very busy with meeting, workshop and other matters. Sometime we had 

meeting and discussion which was not such effective because not many people paid attention on 

that. We had to work on our own knowledge and experience. However we had to give report to 

our manager every month and I did not think she was going to read all of my report. 

Summary of employees' perspective on Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion in 

current situation of organization 

Employees like to work with Christian faith based organization because religious taught 

people to be kind, helpful and resourceful person to the needy as the organization values and 

employees' values were match in helping the needy. Employees did not have good coordination 

with sub-ordinate as they had their own work-plan and did not want to interrupt other's work and 

responsibility. Employees had their own management style and only focused on their individual 

tasks and did not want to work with others, share and learn from others. Due to Time limitation 

and work-load, they did not share and learn from each other. Organization leaders were like project 

driven and project oriented and employees had to finish the project within time frame. Employees 

could not speed up their performance and capability as they did not learn and share knowledge and 

skills. Employees only worked for their own project benefits and did not pay attention to other in 

team as the organization as a whole. Employees, especially sub-ordinate were requested to wait 

decision from the top management due to the structure and system. It happens to delay work and 

performance. 

The organization is Christian faith based organization and people in the organization are 

very friendly and the working environment is likely to be a family. Family type working 

environment was not effective because people in the organization were easy going and did not pay 

much attention and respect others as they were busy with the daily routine. Time limitation of 

sharing and learning process and also limited technical support, employees did not have good 
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communication and interrelation with each other. They tried to focus on their individual work and 

responsibility and do not want to interval other's work. The organization have meetings and 

discussions but due to time limitation and work-loading, many of employees could not pay 

attention and focus on the meetings and discussions. The boss and sub-ordinates conversation were 

monologue and could not give good feedback and sub-ordinates cannot argue to their boss. The 

boss could not give effective feedback to sub-ordinates. If employees were doing well with their 

work and responsibility, the boss might not say anything to their work and duty. 

Based on the interviews and observations, the researcher found out that Employees were 

willing to develop sharing and learning process in organization as they understand and see the 

values of team work and learning in the organization can contribute organization effectiveness. 

Employees have motivation and eagerness of learning from each other not only just one team but 

the whole team in the organization as a whole. Due to the time limitation and work-loading, 

employees only have to focus on their work and responsibility in order to finish their work in time. 

OD Intervention Program 

In this section, the researcher presents the appropriate OD Intervention based on Pre-ODI 

survey results. A one day workshop were arranged on the topic of "Enhancing team learning in 

faith based organization" for the respective respondents in the organization. The purpose of this 

OD Intervention was to provide awareness of Organization Development, Team building, 

Effective communication, mentoring process and then proposed team learning action plan for the 

organization. The OD Intervention was divided into 5 activities and the table shows the OD 

Intervention Framework in organization. 

#Activity 1 

OD Awareness 
Action Research orientation of Key topic "Team Learning in Organization" 
Theory of change 
Three Dimension of Change (Development Change, Transitional Change, 
Transformational Change) 
Kotter' s steps of change 

#Activity 2 & 3 (External Resource Person) 

Participatory learning for Team building 
Communication Activity 
Group work and Discussion 

Continued 
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Table 2.1 ()!) !ntcrn'nfion Framework infilith bused organi::ution (Co111i11111c·1/) 

- Presentation 

# Activity4 
- Appreciative Inquiry (Creating Action Plan on Team Learning in Organization) 
- With 5D approach 
- Definition 
- Discovery (Zooming!) 
- Dream (Draw a Picture!!) 
- Design (Creating Action Plan) 
- Destiny (Future Organization) 

#Activity 5 
- Mentoring and Coaching 
- Rap up and Consolidate Data, infonnation 
- Celebration 

Table 21 OD !ntenvntion Framework injirith hased organization 

The intervention were conducted during weekdays especially on the whole day of special 

organization day program and half day of organization office working days. There were 35 

participants who were invited to participate in the OD Intervention process, however only 21 

participated in the ODI process. The table below showed infonnation of Attendees. 

The level of respondents Gender Respondents 

Male Female 

Top-level Management 1 2 3 

Middle-level Management 4 3 7 

First Line Management 4 7 11 

Total 9 12 21 

Table 22 OD General ln(hrmatiun oj'uttendees 
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# Activity 1 - Awareness of Organization Development to enhance team learning in faith 

based organization. 

Date: September 9, 2016 

Venue: Organization Office 

Objective: to develop employees' awareness of Organization Development and Changes and to 

perceive the scope of team learning in organization. 

Description: "Ice Breaking Activity", There were many plastic animals and insect, many kind of 

plastic trees and toys on the table and each respondents had to pick up one each and describe what 

they got on the table and how it was related to their life. For example, if a person picked up a tiger, 

he/she had to explain what did she pick up and why did she pick up and he/she also had to explain 

how this tiger was related to his/her life. Respondents picketed up what they wanted to get on the 

table and explained to the group. Then activity one was divided into two sessions which were 

presentation session that of knowledge sharing and awareness raising and the second session was 

discussion and presentation session. For the first session, the researcher shared the knowledge of 

Organization development to let respondents obtain knowledge of OD. After sharing of OD 

knowledge, the researcher presented Theory of change and let respondents to discuss how they 

understand the change and aware of any changes in Country into five groups. The respondents 

shared their experience and knowledge of changes that they aware of in their Country. After that 

researcher contributed the knowledge of Three Dimension of Change and Kotter's steps of change. 

The respondents had chance to discuss in pair about how their life had been changed and developed 

after finishing their school and let respondents to notice changes in their life and who was 

supporting their changes and shared their presentation to plenary. Respondents evaluated their 

lives changes and shared their experiences to the group. 

In the evening session, the researcher provided three dimension of team learning which were 

Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion in organization that was proposed in the Action 

Research. The respondents had the chance to know and be aware of three dimension of team 

learning which was not new to them but they rarely used to practice these sometime in the 

organization. In each session, there were energizing games and action songs conducted by 
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researcher and co-facilitators. The evening session was closed by a debriefing of the whole day by 

one of the participants then the closing prayer followed by participants. 

Result: Respondents got to know and be aware of Organization Development, Theory of Change 

and Three Dimensions of Change and as well Kotter' s steps of "Change" and they got to know 

what were the Changes in their lives and how they could step forward for the change they had been 

made. They had chance to share their experience and knowledge based on their life experience of 

Change. During the group and pair discussion, respondents had good communication and dialogue 

between each other. The morning session was almost presentation and they were bored, however 

by the evening session, participants were actively participate in the discussion and sharing session. 

#Activity 2 -Team Building Training 

Date: September 22, 2016 

Venue: Organization Office 

Objective: Employees aware of team building to strengthen team work and team unity in 

organization 

Description: The team building workshop was conducted by an external resource person from 

another organization. The training aimed to develop and strengthen team work and unity in 

organization. There were two sessions in this training, the first session was a learning and sharing 

session on the topic of team building and the second session was group assignment which to 

generalized the understanding of team building. The external resource person came up with the 

knowledge sharing of team building and characteristic of effective team building in the 

organization. In the evening session, respondents were divided into four groups which were 

Operation Team, Admin and Logistic Team, Finance Team and HR Team to implement the small 

project to reinforce team work in each team and the whole team as one organization. Each team 

had to respond to the external situation and internal situation to run the organization. Each team 

had to pick up the situation written in the envelope and to manage their situation. Based on the 

situation, teams were actively interacted each other, coordinated and cooperated each other. After 

their project, each team had to share their learning experience based to the project they were 

implementing. The researcher closed the session by recap of the day that each participant had to 

express what they had learnt from the training and closing prayer followed by participants. 
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Result: The employees had the knowledge and understanding of team building and team 

effectiveness in the organization. They also aware of the characteristic of effective team in the 

organization and they had chance to practice it in small project which is the class exercise. The 

employees were actively participated and interacted with each other. The knowledge and 

experience that they learnt from this session could be a resourceful to implement team learning in 

organization. Some employees got new ideas of what they wanted to propose not only in their 

team, but other team related to each other as a big team. This session was one of the good learning 

for the employees and management level could also had new knowledge and idea to strengthen 

team cohesion in the organization. 

# Activity 3 - Communication Training 

Date: September 23, 2016 

Venue: Organization Office 

Objective: To develop good communication in organization and to strengthen good and effective 

dialogue in organization. 

Description: the researcher with the cooperation of external resource conducted a communication 

training for employees to develop good communication in organization in terms of developing 

good dialogue and discussion in organization. The session was divided into two sessions which 

were learning session in part one and communication exercise session in part two. The first session 

described the meaning of good communication and effectiveness of communication through power 

point presentation and then the video clips followed which was bad and good communication at 

workplace. Participants were asked what they had learnt from the video clip and they had shared 

their points of view based on their experience and video clip. The second part was group exercise 

which each group had to answer the questions provided by the facilitator. Each group had to 

discuss and provide the suitable answer to each question then one of the group representative had 

to come up and explain their answer. The facilitator summarized the answers of the group and 

asked participants what were the challenges based on the exercise. The researcher ended up the 

session by summarizing of the day that each participant had to express what they had learnt from 

the training and closing prayer followed by participants. 
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Result: The employees got to know effectiveness of communication and able to apply it in their 

future working environment. They had chance to evaluate their current situation of communication 

in organization and employees put their comment and suggestion on their current communication 

process which needed to develop and for management also to be aware of how communication 

was connected to the operation process in organization. Management considered to develop good 

internal communication channel and provided everyone to. open floor that everyone could 

contribute their new ideas to develop better communication in organization. The employees tried 

to contribute their suggestions and ideas for better communication in organization. 

#Activity 4 -Action Plan "Enhancing team learning in faith based organization" 

Date: October20-21, 2016 

Venue: Organization Office 

Objective: to develop Team Learning Action Plan with employees to sustain team learning in 

organization. 

Description: This session was mainly based on Appreciative Inquiry approach (AI) which covered 

by 4Ds (Discover, Dream, Design and Destiny). The researcher with the help of co-facilitators 

conducted the AI process which was new to the employees. For the first session, researcher 

provided background history of Appreciative Inquiry and how AI influenced to the current 

Organization Development process. Participants were divided into three groups and requested to 

discover the areas of team learning based on three dimensions which were "Interdependency, 

Dialogue and Team Cohesion" in their groups and then they had to write down what they could 

think on post it paper. There were requested to use three color pen to describe three dimension and 

post it on the paper. They had good discussion and put the key word on the flip chart. After putting 

the key word on the flip chart paper in the plenary, they were asked to find out some similarity and 

put it into one word. Researcher pointed out the key word and participant were aware of all the 

key word based on the three dimension of team learning in the discover stage. 

For the dream session, based on the opportunities that also provide a chance for employees to 

dream of their future that they want to pursue for their learning in organization. Pmticipants were 

divided into three groups and discussed about their dream based on organization team learning. 
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They were requested to create any ideas that represent their dreams in plenary. Two groups drew 

pictures of their dream and one group composed a poem of their dream. 

For the design session, participants were requested to work on their proposed Action Plan for 

future team learning in organization by three group and then the final action plan was combined 

after all. The whole group of participants had to analyze and develop team learning action plan of 

the organization based on the collective dream. The participants developed a solid action plan of 

what they would like to do in their organization based on the top of team learning. 

For the destiny session, participants had to create their own destiny that they wished to sustain 

team learning in organization and they assigned the responsible person who are in charge of this 

action plan for future development. 

Result: A small group of learning champions divided by the leverage of expertise had to analyze 

and develop team learning action plan of the organization based on the collective action plan. The 

Organization supported the implementation to assist team learning and that had the potential to be 

applied in the organization. Once they developed and created learning action plan, the organization 

recognized the importance of communicating messages which concerns with learning at every 

level and a comprehensive communication strategy was added-on the learning strategy to share 

the information about what the organization is learning. The organization created a learning culture 

what success looks alike in organization and the level of this stage is transformational site as a 

successful change with a strong monitoring and evaluation process that impact learning 

organization. A conclusion of this session observed that there were a lot of employees who were 

eager to learn, collaborate, and share knowledge and experience among each other 

# Activity 5 - Mentoring and Coaching, Celebration of Achievement. 

Date: October 25, 2016 

Venue: Organization Office 

Objective: to strengthen the sustainability of team learning in the organization by mentoring and 

coaching each other and celebrate the achievement of OD Intervention in the organization. 

Description: The first session was a learning session of mentoring and coaching. First of all, the 

respondents had to play the game called "Find the Leader in the group". After the game, the Power 
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point presentation came along with the "Description of mentoring and coaching and what was 

effectiveness of mentoring and coaching in organization". Respondents were asked to develop 

their personal development plan and the group were divided into pairs. Each individual employees 

had to develop their personal development plan and gave advice and feedback to each of the 

individual plan by pair work. Then they could develop and modify their personal development 

plan again based on the feedback and suggestion they had got. After that respondents had to share 

their experience of discussion in pair in the group. Researcher found out whether they had their 

learning plan and if they did not have it, respondents were requested to put some of their team 

learning action plan in their personal development plan as well. Then researcher consolidated all 

the data into their team learning action plan. After data consolidation, respondents were asked to 

find out a new pair or current pair to apply mentoring and coaching for long process. Respondents 

had to pair up again and draw their meeting plan for mentoring and coaching process to strengthen 

their personal development and their collective team learning action plan in organization. Based 

on the collective feedback and suggestion, monitoring and evaluation team in organization would 

take in charge of the overall team learning action plan in organization. The second part was 

celebration session of successful achievement of OD Intervention in Organization and successful 

Team Leaning Plan was developed successfully. Organization director gave an honoring speech 

and award giving ceremony to those who were actively participate in the OD Intervention process. 

Researcher gave words of thanks and appreciation to those who participate in the process and 

encourage everyone to create our destiny what we wanted to be in future. The closing session was 

finished by the closing prayers. 

Result: Respondents were able to develop their personal development plan based on their learning 

and they also developed their personal learning plan. Collective team learning action plan was 

developed successfully and employees were eager to sustain their learning action plan for future 

organization development. Management was aware of some changes in organization and requested 

to implement another ODI process in organization again and managed to allocate the organization 

budget for learning and another ODI process. Employees had good relationship and good 

communication flow were established. Organization monitoring and evaluation team will develop 

team learning action plan annually based on suggestion and feedback from employees. 

See the Appendix for fu1ther infonnation and reference. 
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Feedback of OD Intervention 

After weeks of OD Intervention finished, the researcher got some responses from 

employees of top-level management, middle-level management and first-line management level. 

There were two sides of positive and negative effects after OD Intervention. There were interacting 

and interdependence each other in organization and employees were a lot change to share their 

knowledge and experience and they were helping each other to find out solution together and 

giving time for others much more than before. The working environment was lively and productive 

and management also accepted feedback from employees and it was easy to discuss problems and 

issues in the group more than before. Mentoring and coaching process had been activated and 

employees in pair took their time together and discuss their individual learning plan and find out 

learning opportunity for each other. Employees actively participated in the meeting and 

discussions and management also gave time to their sub-ordinate's response. The organization 

director had plan to meet with his employees in a specific time and discussed organizational and 

personal issues as well. At the same time, there were some employees and management who did 

not want to see changes in organization and did not want to change themselves since there were 

working with the organization for a long period and some employees were afraid of losing their 

power and authority which they could not influence in the management and operational process. 

Some employees were afraid oflosing their position and job. 

For interdependency in organization, the employees of the organization were helping each 

other and found solution together if they had problems and difficulties. Operation team did not 

complain finance team for their delay, poor performance and mismanagement, they found out how 

to solve the problem together and interacting each other. Good coordination and collaboration had 

been carried out in the organization and employees were aware of the need of others and think of 

how to fulfill the need of other team as they realized that their efforts were required in order for 

the group to succeed. 

For the team cohesion in organization, employees liked to share their knowledge, ideas and 

suggestion among their team and they had positive feedback and suggestion from others much 

more than the previous time. Employees had close relationship and they could share their problems 

and difficulties to other even their personal issues could be share among each other as they had 

developed respect, trust and mutual support among each other. Employees gave the opportunity 
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for each other to talk in the meeting and discussion and everyone did not hesitate to talk. They 

solve the problems and difficulties together in the organization. One depaiiment could be resource 

for another department and helping each other. This could be a good initiative to implement team 

learning in organization. 

Team learning action plan helped to initiate genuine team learning in organization and 

employees were eager and attached to participate in the team learning activity. Management also 

supported necessary inputs which to contribute team learning in organization such as financial 

support and human resource support. 

Statistical Findings of POST - ODI 

Quantitative Data 

After the OD Interventions, the researcher used quantitative data analysis to analysis the 

questionnaires and launched the questionnaire to the same respondents of 33 respondents in order 

to compare Pre and Post OD Intervention. 

Perception on overall Interdependency 

The perception of Interdependency after OD Intervention, the statistical results 

showed that there were slightly improvement in Interdependency. The average mean of PRE -

ODI 2.45 improved to 2.73 in POST - ODI. The overall result showed that the respondents 

answered "Good" in most of the questions as we compared it to PRE - ODI the respondents 

answered "Fair" in most of the questions. Based on the statistical result, OD Intervention affected 

to their Interdependency in organization. The table shows the statistical results of POST- ODI. 

Table 23 Descriptive Statistics on overall Interdependency 

Std. 
No Questionnaire N Ranae Mean Deviation Result 

I can develop my understanding and 33 2 2.73 .517 Good 
collaborative learning in everyday work 
in my team. 

1 
The lessons learned are made available 33 2 2.70 .529 Good 
to all the team members. 

2 
My job cannot be done unless others do 33 2 2.45 .564 Fair 
their work. 

3 

Continued 
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Table 23 Descriptive Statistics on overall Interdependency (Continued) 

No Questionnaire N Range Mean Std. Result 

Deviation 

I can share my purpose, intention and 33 3 2.82 .528 Good 
collegial interaction in handling work 

4 tasks. 

The work I performed on the job has an 33 3 2.88 .600 Good 
impact on people in the organization. 

5 
We learn from each other by sharing 33 2 3.00 .559 Good 
practices and giving supportive 

6 assistance. 
We share our knowledge, experience 33 2 2.61 .609 Good 
and skill among the different team 

7 members. 
I understand and aware of the needs of 33 2 2.61 .609 Good 
my colleague in my organization. 

8 
We are always willing to help each other 33 2 2.91 .522 Good 
although we are busy with daily routine. 

9 
I work with my team even if I have 33 2 3.06 .496 Good 
difficulties and problems. 

10 
I work with my colleagues in different 33 2 2.55 .506 Good 
sectors/departments even if I have 
difficulties and problems. 

11 
If problems and difficulties happen, 33 1 2.76 .435 Good 
everyone wants to give their help to get 
the problem solved together 

12 
We always learn from our mistake after 33 2 2.85 .566 Good 

13 
solving problems together. 

My colleague give me enough 33 2 2.82 .528 Good 
opportunity to improve my own 

14 performance. 
We get together and review our 33 3 2.70 .637 Good 
outcomes after we finish our operation 

15 and task. 

We regularly take our time to reflect on 33 2 2.61 .496 Good 
what we do things together. 

16 
After trying something new, we take time 33 2 2.58 .502 Good 
to think about how it worked. 

17 
We share our new methods, techniques 33 3 2.55 .711 Good 
and approaches to each other after we 
have new experimentation. 

18 
Average Interdependency 2.73 0.55 Good 
Post ODI 

Valid N (listwise) 33 
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For question number three which was "my job cannot be done unless others do their job" 

still remain "Fair" since each individual team performance cannot effect other team performance 

and they tried to solve the problem and difficulties together. If one's job cannot be done, they tried 

to find out solution and help each other. 

Perception on overall Dialogue 

The perception of Dialogue after OD Intervention, the statistical results showed that there 

were slightly improved in the rate of scale in Dialogue. The average mean of PRE - ODI 2.50 was 

change to 2.75 in POST- ODI. The overall result showed that the respondents answered "Good" 

in most of the questions as we compared it to PRE - ODI the respondents answered "Fair" in most 

of the questions. Based on the statistical result, OD Intervention affect to their Dialogue m 

organization. The table below showed statistical result of POST- ODI. 

Table 24 Descriptive Statistics on overall Dialogue 

Std. 
No N Ranae Mean Deviation Result 

In meeting, discussion and dialogue, different points 33 2 2.97 .529 Good 
of view are expressed openly and sincerely. 

1 
In meeting, discussion and dialogue the points of 33 3 2.79 .600 Good 
view of others are listened carefully 

2 
"Two-way" communication (boss-subordinate and 33 3 2.85 .712 Good 

3 
subordinate-boss) and critical dialogue is frequently 
used. 
We can question each other when we think the work 33 2 2.70 .585 Good 

4 
can be done better and improved. 

In meeting and group discussions, everyone's 33 2 2.73 .574 Good 
opinion is taken into consideration. 

5 
Whenever I have a conversation with my colleagues, 33 2 2.64 .549 Good 

6 
I find difficult to understand what they are talking 
about. 
In meeting and discussion, if speakers ask to raise 33 2 2.55 .506 Good 
questions, everyone doesn't hesitate to do so. 

7 
We always try to create shared and common sense 33 3 2.70 .684 Good 
of understanding in our organization. 

8 
I am always ready to response to the questions that I 33 3 2.82 .683 Good 
have been asked. 

9 
I am always ready to ask question to my colleague 33 1 2.73 .452 Good 
for clarification. 

10 

Continued 
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Table 24 Descriptive Statistics on overall Dialogue {Continued) 

No N Range Mean Std. Result 

Deviation 

I always try to introduce my ideas and find out the 33 2 2.73 .517 Good 
understanding of my colleague by asking questions. 
(eg- Do you understand what I mean?) 

11 
In meeting and discussion, we exchange our 33 2 2.79 .485 Good 
reflection, thoughts and experience to one another. 

12 
Average Dialogue 2.75 0.57 Good 
Post ODI 

Valid N (listwise) 33 

Perception on overall Team Cohesion 

The perception of Dialogue after OD Intervention, the statistical results showed that there 

were slightly improved in the rate of scale in Dialogue. The average mean of PRE - ODI 2.48 was 

change to 2.93 in POST - ODI. The overall result showed that the respondents answered "Good" 

in most of the questions as we compared it to PRE- ODI the respondents answered "Fair" in most 

of the questions. Based on the statistical result, OD Intervention affect to their Dialogue in 

organization. The table below showed statistical result of POST- ODI. 

Table 25 Descriptive Statistics on overall Team Cohesion 

Std. 
No N Rani:ie Mean Deviation Result 

We expect team spirit among each other 33 2 3.09 .459 Good 
in order to do our jobs better. 

1 
We trust each other in our work. 33 2 3.15 .508 Good 

2 
Our each and every point of views and 33 2 2.85 .566 Good 
opinions are being accepted and 

3 respected. 

In my organization, we love to help and 33 2 3.00 .433 Good 
support each other. 

4 
In my organization Teamwork is 33 2 3.18 .528 Good 
encouraged as a way of learning from 

5 others. 

When a problem occurs, there is a search 33 2 2.67 .540 Good 
for "Collective feedback" in team instead 
of blaming each other. 

6 

Continued 
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Ta hie 25 Descriptive Statistics on overall Team Cohesion (Continued) 

No N Range Mean Std. Result 

Deviation 

In my organization individual and/or team 33 2 2.91 .522 Good 
actions are taken to continuously improve 
and develop. 

7 
When I perform, I feel like it is a team 33 2 3.12 .545 Good 
effort. 

8 
I am comfortable working as a team rather 33 2 3.15 .619 Good 
than individual. 

9 
For me, team success is more important 33 3 3.24 .663 Good 
than my success. 

10 
I feel comfortable even when I have 33 2 2.79 .600 Good 
critically feedback and reflection upon my 

11 work done. 

I can give critical feedback to my team 33 2 2.36 .653 Fair 
members and it is acceptable. 

12 
We all take responsibility for any mistake, 33 3 2.73 .626 Good 
loss and poor performance by our team. 

13 
I have a high degree of loyalty to follow 33 3 2.97 .585 Good 
my team members. 

14 
I like the way we work together as a team. 33 2 3.12 .485 Good 

15 
As a team, we are united. 33 2 3.15 .566 Good 

16 
There is good alignment between my 33 2 2.94 .496 Good 
department and others with whom I need 
to coordinate. 

17 
My department has enough knowledge 33 2 2.76 .502 Good 
about other related departments within the 
organization. 

18 
It is easy to discuss difficult issues and 33 3 2.73 .674 Good 
problems in my team. 

19 
We are not rejected for being different. 33 3 2.61 .609 Good 
(Knowledge, Ideas, Experience, etc) 

20 
Average Team Cohesion 2.93 0.56 Good 
Post 001 

Valid N (listwise) 33 
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For question number 12 "I can give critical feedback to my team members and it is 

acceptable" was still remain "Fair" Since the organization was religious and faith based 

organization, sometimes critical feedback was rarely accepted and employees had to give positive 

feedback rather than critically and judgmentally giving feedback to others. 

The following statistical findings summary explained the comparison between PRE - ODI 

and POST - ODI after implementation of OD Intervention in organization. The table below 

showed PRE and POST ODI result of three areas which were Interdependency, Dialogue and Team 

Cohesion. There were significantly changed after OD Intervention in organization. 

Table 26 Descriptive Statistics of PRE and POST 001 

Std. 
Filter N Mean Deviation Result 

Interdependency 33 2.45 0.50 

PRE Dialogue 33 2.50 0.51 

ODI 

Team Cohesion 33 2.48 0.51 

Interdependency 33 2.73 0.55 

POST Dialogue 33 2.75 0.57 

ODI 

Team Cohesion 33 2.93 0.56 

There were 0.28 changed on "Interdependency", 0.25 on "Dialogue" and 0.45 on "Team 

Cohesion". Based on the descriptive statistic of data analysis, Employees were mostly on the level 

of 2.51 and above which was "Good" after OD Intervention in organization. As we think of the 

result of POST- OD!, respondent's satisfaction level was increased. 

Hypothesis Testing 

HI o: There is no significant difference between the pre and post ODI on team learning 

in organization. 

II la: There is significant difference between the pre and post ODI on team learning in 

organization. 
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If the P-value result is :S 0.05 means there is significant between PRE and POST so 1-Ilo 

will be rejected. 

If the P-value is ::'.:: 0.05 means there is no significant between PRE and POST so Hlo will be 

accepted. 

In order to test hypothesis, researcher tried to compile the data and set up into SPSS by 

using Paired Sample t-test for all sub-variables. The table below showed the Paired Sample t-test 

on Interdependency. 

Table 27 Paired Samples Statistics on Interdependency 

Std. 
Std. Error 

Interdependency Mean N Deviation Mean t P-Value 
Pre_ODI 2.4467 18 .08395 .01979 -6.397 0.001 
Post_ODI 2.7328 18 .16782 .03955 

The average mean of Pre ODI was 2.4467 and the standard deviation was 0.08395. The 

average mean of Post ODI was 2.7328 and the standard deviation was 0.16782. P-value was 0.001 

which was smaller than 0.05 so the null sub-hypothesis Hlo is rejected. The data interpretation 

showed that there was significant between Pre and Post ODI. 

Table 28 Paired Samples Statistics on Dialogue 

Std. 
Std. Error 

Dialogue Mean N Deviation Mean t P-Value 
Pre_ODI 2.4983 12 .07918 .02286 -6.786 0.001 
Post_ODI 2.7500 12 .10652 .03075 

According to the Paired Sample t-test description, the average mean of Pre ODI was 2.4983 

and the standard deviation was 0.07918. The average mean of Post ODI was 2.7500 and standard 

deviation was 0.1052. P-value was 0.001 which was smaller than 0.05 so the null sub-hypothesis 

Hlo is rejected. The data interpretation showed that there was significant between Pre and Post 

ODI. 
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Table 29 Paired Samples Statistics on Team Cohesion 

Std. 
Std. Error 

Team Cohesion Mean N Deviation Mean t P-Value 
Pre_ODI 2.4850 20 .06970 .01559 -8.893 0.001 
Post_ODI 2.9260 20 .23374 .05227 

Table 29 shows that the average mean of Pre-OD I was 2.4850 and the standard deviation 

was 0.06970 while the average mean of Post-ODI was 2.9260 and standard deviation was 0.23374 

after implementation of OD Intervention. P-value was 0.001 which was smaller than 0.05 so the 

null sub-hypothesis Hlo is rejected. The data interpretation showed that there was significant 

between Pre and Post ODI. 
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Proposed Team Learning Action Plan base on the ODI 

The team learning was developed by management teams and sub-ordinates in the organization to initiate actual team learning in 

organization and then proposed to the road map of learning organization for future organization development. This action plan aimed to 

sustain the team learning in organization and based on the team learning action plan, organization would propose another learning 

process to initiate Learning organization. 

Act Quarter Resource 
Expected Output Activity description Expected result 

Team 
Location Budget 

Responsible 
(s) 1 2 3 4 person 

persons 
no. needed 

Share skills, 1.1 Formal Sharing 
knowledge and - Sharing Session in Employees may 
experience Every week. have 

- After worship learning 
service program, experience m 
Individual and group team. 
sharing program ( 45 
Mins) Everyone share 
- Sharing session in their experience, 
monthly meeting knowledge and 
and/or KMSS Day skill. All YGN ® ® ® ® HR manager 

1.2 Informal Sharing Employees may 
- Sharing in Lunch have good 
and Tea Break time relationship in 
- Sharing session team. 
once a week after 
working hour. Employee can 

learn from each Admi 
other and create n 
learning Team YGN ® ® ® ® All 

Continued 
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opportunity for 
each other. 

Engage employee 1.3 "Open floor" to 
to present, everyone to 
promote and contribute their point 
negotiate their of views, suggestion 
views and comments in the Everyone can 

meeting (Put one present, 
session in every promote and 
meeting - "Speak speak out for their Admin 
Out") point of views. All YGN ® ® ® ® Manager 

1.4 Create employee Every 
comment box and suggestions, 
open the box in every comments and 
KMSS Day to see feelings well be 
employee feeling and considered and 
views. count on for any 

situation. 

Employees have 
freedom to 
experss their HR 
feeling. Team YGN ® ® ® ® CB Manager 

Develop open, 1.5 Review JD (Job 
effective Description), Role The 
communications and responsibility Communication HR 

of employees channel is clear Team YGN ® ® ® HR Manager 
Continued 
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within the 1.6 Review organization The HR& 
organization structure and line of Communication Pro gr 

communication channel is clear am YGN ® ® ® HRManager 
1.7 #Conduct effective Employee may 

communication work in 
training concert, 
#Intrapersonal and coordinating their 
Interpersonal efforts and 
awareness communicating Resource 

openly and Budget persons 
closely. HR YGN ® ® Need CB Manager needed 

Create co- 1.8 Create Cross-cutting Good 
operative working project coordination and 
practices (Health and cooperation will 

Education, Social be effectively 
Protection and ORR) carried out in the 
#Project 1 organization. 
#Project 2 
#Project 3 Employee will 

work with cross- Pro 
department and Coordinator 
learn and share 
their knowledge Pro gr All Pro 
and experience am YGN ® ® ® ® Managers 

Build trust and 1.9 Create good working Organization will 
create a environment in have good 
supportive organization working 
environment #Coffee Cycle environment and 

#Chit Chat Session working Admin 
#Conduct team relationship. Manager 
working activity HR& Resource 
twice a month Capacity building Admi Budget persons 

I and awareness of n YGN ® ® ® ® Need CB Manager needed 

Continued 
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Trust Building trust building 
Awareness protocol. 
#Hire External 
resource person to 
conduct workshop 

Celebrate Team 2 Mid Term Evaluation Employee may 
Achievement and Annual Retreat have strong 

#Retreat@ motivation to 
ChauhgTha Beach work harder and 
(X'mas Celebration) learn more from 
# MidTerm @ Pyin each other. 
Oo Lwin (April 

i 
KMSS Day) Employee may 

I 

have strong 
confidence to 

I explore beyond 
their perceived CT Budget M&E 
limitations. All POL ® ® Need Manager 

Training and 2.1 Training Employee may 
relative event in #Team building have strong 
regards of #Communication commitment and 
Team Leaming #Mentoring and awareness of 

Coaching team building and 
team work in the 

Seminar organization. 
#Leadership 
#Management Mentoring and 
#Entrepreneurship Coaching session HR& Resource 

will be carried out Pro gr MDY Budget HR&CB persons 
for future. am YGN ® ® ® ® Need Manager needed 

Continued 
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Mentoring and 2.2 Pair up Mentor and Mentor and 
Coaching Session Mentee mentee will 

- Set up meeting plan be paired in 
- Set up thing to organization. 
develop (Team 
Learning) Mentor and 

mentee will have 
their own meeting 
plan. 

The outcome and 
result of 
Mentoring 
process will be 
good input for 
team learning in Pro 
organization. HR YGN ® ® ® ® Coordinator 

Regular Team 2.3 #Every end of the Everyone will 
Review and month have chance 
Evaluation #Quarterly meeting to review and 

#Annual Meeting evaluate their 
team learning Budget Pro 
effort. All YGN ® ® ® ® Need Coordinator 

Tobie 30 Team learning action plan 

Team learning action plan helped to initiate genuine team learning in organization and employees were eager and attached to 

participate in the team learning activity. Management also supported necessary inputs which to contribute team learning in organization 

such as financial support and human resource support. Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) team will manage the team learning action 

plan based on the situation and any comment and suggestion from monthly meetings and discussions. 
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Summary 

In Summary, data description based on Paired Samples Statistic, the null hypothesis Hlo 

was rejected which mean that there was significant between Pre - ODI and Post - ODI. In the OD 

Intervention process, there were Team building and Communication training was conducted and a 

complete team learning action plan was developed successfully. Employees also developed their 

personal development plan and mentoring and coaching session was set up for their future 

development. Coordination meeting and discussion was carried out occasionally based on the 

situation. Some of the activities need to be carried out and continued based on their team learning 

action plan, mentoring and coaching activity also need to continue to maintain team learning 

process in the organization. 
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Chapter V: SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

This chapter includes and presents the summary of findings, conclusion and 

recommendation for further research. The summery of findings covered qualitative and 

quantitative findings, statistical result of demographic profile and the perception of PRE - ODI 

and POST - ODI on Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion. The conclusion covers the 

overall research process, methodology and design and recommendation includes additional 

discussion and proposal to improve and develop further team learning process in organization. 

Summary of Qualitative and Quantitative Findings 

This summary is typically based on the result of statistical findings from Chapter Four and 

researcher captured the key findings of PRE and POST ODI in organization and analysis 

comparison between pre and post and translated the result of variables which are Interdependency, 

Dialogue and Team Cohesion since the objective of this research is to enhance team leaning in 

faith based organization and provide the basic recommendation to implement team learning in 

organization and the study of team learning in organization. 

The table below shows summary of quantitative result of respondents on Interdependency, 

Dialogue and Team Cohesion in organization. 

Table 31 Summary of Quantitative Result 

Mean of Mean of Difference Hypothesis 
T P-Value 

Pre-OD I Post-OD I of mean Testing 

Rejected 
Interdependency 2.450 2.730 0.280 null -6.397 0.001 

Hypothesis 

Rejected 
Dialogue 2.500 2.750 0.250 null -6.786 0.001 

Hypothesis 

Rejected 
Team Cohesion 2.480 2.930 0.450 null -8.893 0.001 

Hypothesis 

Table 31 shows that there were some improvement of team learning in organization after 

ODI implementation and the average mean were increased to a certain points which are (0.28 for 
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Interdependency, 0.25 for Dialogue and 0.45 for Team Cohesion). The improvement of 

Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion in the organization and employees changed their 

perception of team work and team learning in organization. 

For the hypothesis testing, based on the SPSS result, researcher got the following data 

interpretation. P-value was 0.001 which was smaller than 0.05 so the null sub-hypothesis Hlo was 

rejected. The data interpretation showed that there was significant between Pre and Post ODI. 

Summary of Demographic Profiles 

The population of employees in the organization was thirty five and only thirty three 

respondents participated in survey process, the two employees were out of the organization for 

field trip. The majority of 17 respondents which is 51.5% were First Line-Management level were 

defined as officer and assistant officer, Accountant and Cashier. And 11 respondents which is 

33.3% were Middle Level-Management were defined as Project Manager and Program Manager. 

5 respondents which is 15.5 were defined as executive level which is Department Heads, Operation 

Manager and Director in organization. 

The majority of availability of respondents were female with 51.5% and male 48.5%. The 

total numbers were 17 female and 16 male. The age range of available respondents were 11 

respondents (33.3%) were between 20-30 years old. 15 respondents (45.5%) were between 30-40 

and 7 respondents (21.2%) were over 40 years of age. 

There were 25 respondents (75.8%) were mostly working up to 5 years and 7 respondents 

(21.2%) were working between 5 to 10 years of services and only 1 respondents (3 .0%) were 

working over 10 years of services in the organization. 

Based on the demographic findings, the majority ofrespondents were young and adult the 

age between 20 - 40 years and the minority were employees who were over 40 years of age. The 

majority of respondents were working up to five years of working services and minority of 

respondents were working up to ten years and above. The meaning of data interpretation described 

that there were young employees who had young working experience in the organization and 

minority were at their middle age and had a strong working experiences in organization. 
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Summary of employees' perspective on Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion in 

current situation of organization 

Employees like to work with Christian faith based organization because religious taught 

people to be kind, helpful and resourceful person to the needy as the organization values and 

employees' values were match in helping the needy. Employees tried to develop and create good 

coordination with sub-ordinate as they had their own work-plan and management were suggested 

to develop cross-cutting work plan in organization to work together and help each other. For the 

previous time, employees had their own management style and only focused on their individual 

tasks and did not want to work with others, share and learn from others. However after ODI 

implementation, employees proposed team management which not only focused on individual 

work but also to coordinate and to cooperate with others and help each other to do their work 

better. They shared and learned from each other and created mutual team goal. They tried to 

allocate specific time frame based on their team learning plan and motivate each other to 

pmiicipate in the change process. Coordination meetings and discussions were carried out 

occasionally based on the situation. They tried to solve problem and find out the solution together. 

Employees focused not only on individual capability, but also focused on team performance and 

team productivity as a whole. 

The employees developed a specific time of sharing and learning process and also 

management provided technical support to strengthen team learning in organization. Good 

communication flow were carried out with management and sub-ordinates. Management gave 

their time to listen to their sub-ordinates, ensure that their sub-ordinate were clearly understand the 

message and employees tried to make sure that they had good communication among their boss 

and sub-ordinates by asking questions, giving feedback and having a good dialogue. Employees 

actively participated in group discussion and meeting and could provide their ideas, suggestion 

and comment in the discussion. Employees were satisfied with their good relationship between 

boss and sub-ordinates and among each other and most of the respondents suggested management 

to support more effective way to improve communication and information sharing in organization. 

Team cohesion showed in the statistical findings indicated that all respondents had very 

strong recognition and awareness of team unity. Employees were improved and initiated to commit 

to the success of the team and they developed their shared goals for the operational and 
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implementation project in organization. Good working environment was established to enable the 

team to achieve not individual goal but to organization goal as a whole. Each employees of the 

organization encouraged each other to achieve and contribute their knowledge and skills and learn 

from each other in the organization. The statistical results indicated that employees emphasized 

more on team unity and they stated they would like to see trustw01thiness, supportiveness, show 

respect and commitment to each other in the team. Respondents proposed management and 

leadership to have strong commitment to team processes and effective management and leadership 

to support team success for future team learning. 

Based on the interviews and observations, the researcher found out that Employees are 

willing to develop sharing and learning process in organization as they aware and see the values 

of team work and learning in the organization can contribute organization effectiveness. 

Employees have motivation and eagerness of learning from each other not only just one team but 

the whole team in the organization as a whole. 

Conclusion 

The objective of this research was to enhance team learning in a faith based organization 

in Myanmar and this study only focused on the study of one faith based organization in Myanmar. 

The researcher wished to find out the current situation of team learning in organization and 

designed three phased of Pre-ODI, ODI and Post-ODI to identify the current situation, design 

appropriate OD Intervention in organization to improve the current situation, implementation of 

OD Intervention in organization and analyze the result after implementing OD intervention in 

organization. 

In OD Intervention process, there were workshops, trainings and meeting, some activities 

which to develop team learning in organization with the areas of Interdependency, Dialogue and 

Team Cohesion. Some workshop and training coordinated with external resource person and three 

co-facilitators from internal as employees were requested to have sense of ownership in the process 

of change. Employees developed their team learning action plan and started to apply the action 

plan in their working environment. 

In order to compare Pre and Post of ODI, researcher used Paired Sample T-test and testing 

hypothesis of the research study. Based ~n the SPSS data analyzing, there was significant change 
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between Pre and Post OD Intervention. In additionally, researcher conducted interview and focus 

group discussion for qualitative data analysis. 

Pre-ODI result discovered that most of the respondent have the level of "Fair" in all 

categories and they did not have the good Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion in the 

organization. 

Post-ODI result discovered that many of the respondents have the level of "Good" in all 

categories and they had OD Intervention process through effective workshop and training and 

awareness of effective team learning in organization. 

The organization has many benefits after ODI implementation which the researcher found 

out that the good working environment was created and employees had good working relationship 

not only in their individual team but the whole organization as a big team. The meeting and 

discussion in the organization were carried out occasionally and employees actively participated. 

Employees got learning oppmtunity and they shared their knowledge and experience among each 

other. Team learning action plan was developed and there were monitoring process along the 

action plan which to monitor and continue the action plan for future. Majority of employees 

satisfied with the OD Intervention and eager to see another ODI implementation in future. Trust 

and respect had been strengthened in the organization and there were good communication flow 

between leaders and sub-ordinate. Leaders also aware of the potential changes in organization and 

provide organization support to the change process. 

Recommendation 

Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion are concrete factors to enhance team 

learning in organization. Team cohesion is one of the master point which to strengthen and sustain 

Organization development in organization. 

The outcome result of the research showed that there were significant change between Pre 

and Post-ODI in organization. The comparison between the means are not quite increased. It is in 

between of "Fair and Good" level and need to be increased up to "Outstanding", which means that 

organization need to monitor the sustainability of team learning process and maintain to strengthen 

OD process in organization. Organization leadership was one of the key factors to develop the 
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momenta of Change process in organization and their influence and support were strongly 

recommended to contribute organizational development. 

Recommendation for team cohesion 

At the organization level, organization leadership have to set up team vision, mission and 

goal for the overall team work in organization to maintain and strengthen team unity and engage 

employees to attach with these team vision, mission and goal in their daily operation. The 

management and Human Capacity Building unit need to carry out team-building exercises in 

organization which to see individual employees could work together and bond with each other in 

team process to accomplish their team mission, vision and goal. Mentoring and coaching session 

need to be carried out in organization based on individual development plan and team learning 

action plan in organization. 

At the team level, team coordination meeting and discussion have to be carried out at least 

once a month and team celebration program need to be carried out once the team achieve their 

vision, mission and goal. 

At the individual level, each individual in team has to coordinate and cooperate and interact 

with each other and building up their individual strength collectively on the team effort. 

Recommendation for Dialogue 

A good communication and effective dialogue impact effective team cohesive. In 

organization level, organization have to strengthen and enhance two way communication and 

dialogue are consistent in the organization. Organization management should pay attention and 

listen to the message from individual employees and create open flow for employees to speak out 

their ideas, point of views and suggestion which need to be clearly express and benefit the 

organization. Management need to emphasize the communication flow and dialogue between Boss 

and Sub-ordinate are clear, smooth and consistent. 

At the team level, team members have to create a good workplace that to promote good 

and effective communication among each other. Team members have to coach and consult each 

other which to improve their communication. 
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At the individual level, Manager and supervisor from organization need to give a 

constructive feedback to their related sub-ordinate and explain what worked well, what did not, 

and the results of their project. Employees should also ask for feedback from the team and 

contribute their opinions, ideas and suggestion to the team. Employees need to have open 

communication and develop positive relationship among each other. Employees know their roles 

on the team and know they are valued. Managers are able to correct employees' mistakes without 

creating a hostile work environment. 

Recommendation for Interdependency 

At the organization level, organization need to create more opportunity for employees to 

share and learn from each other in the organization and create a shared purpose that employees 

could be able to provide their collective assistance to each other and share their knowledge and 

experiences in organization. Leadership should create cross-cutting task and joint project that 

employees can share their practices, develop their understanding and collaborative learning in 

everyday work. 

At the team level, team members have to rely on each other while working together. They 

have to interact and coordinate with each team members by sharing and helping each team in the 

organization. The team has to have a clear task or goal so every team members know they are 

doing well or not in their team work. 

At the individual level, each individual must be accountable for contributing a fair share of 

the work toward the group goal. Each individual efforts not only benefit individual, but also 

everyone else in the team. The perfonnance of each individual must be assessed and the results 

given back to the group. It is important that the individual have commitment of helping and 

supporting each other, giving encouragement and praising each other's efforts to learn and share 

their knowledge and experiences. The key to positive interdependence is committing to individual 

achievement as well as the achievement of every member of the team. 

Recommendation for further research 

Since this research study aimed to enhance team learning in faith based organization, 

researcher found out there were improvement in the organization in regards of Interdependency, 

Dialogue and Team cohesion in organization. OD Intervention was effectively impact organization 
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that leadership aware of organization development and improvement of organization contribute 

good working environment, smooth operation process and good employees' relationship in 

organization. Coordination, cooperation and good communication are the basic elements of 

organization development and team learning in organization. 

Future research should observe the improvement of the team learning processes in the 

organization as they develop over times. The researcher may address such questions as how to 

sustain the initial conditions of team learning and how to develop the current team learning process 

for future. For example, to what extent team share their knowledge, experience and skill in team 

and to what level the degree of changes of these variables over time. In addition organization could 

study how the teams that emerge affect team learning in the future. 

To summarize, this research study has overviewed the current state of team learning 

research and provided helpful assistance to other faith based organization in Myanmar since this 

research study attempted to enhance team learning with diverse perspectives and definitions. Also, 

I suggested a framework for team learning, summarizing the influential team level analysts and 

outcomes. Future research into team learning may lead to new discussions into how organizations 

can work and succeed more effectively with their internal teams and subgroups. 

Based on this research experience, researcher recommends to focus on some other topics 

for further research in faith based organization. 

1) The role of leadership in learning organization. 

2) How leadership behavior impact employees personal development and motivation. 

3) Study employees commitment between Private organization and faith based organization. 
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Epilogue 

I have been working with faith based organization for almost five years in the area of 

Human Capacity Building and Development. I had chances to create capacity building opportunity 

for organization and had good networking with external capacity building agencies. I found out 

myself that I need to pursue Master program in the area of Organization Development and 

management which helped me both my professional development and development of my current 

organization as well. 

I took two years to finish my study of Master of Management and Organization 

Development at Assumption University, the university is well known in the area of Business 

management and Organization Development in Thailand. The OD program equipped me with 

well-organized instruments, methodologies, tools and techniques, effective OD practices and 

implication that I can replicate and apply in my organization. On the other hand, I have developed 

my professional and personal development in the way that I can apply my knowledge and 

experience incorporate with OD practitioners in my country. 

I strongly believe that Organization Development and Management is necessary and 

essential for every organizations in my country especially faith based organization need to have 

OD process and implementation. Organizational development affects the organization in in various 

ways of innovation, creativity, productivity, efficiency and performance of organization. And also, 

OD aligns organization mission, vision and objective and focus on development and effective 

organization services and employees satisfaction are increased. The improvement and 

development of organization provide a distinct advantage in the competitive marketplace and may 

of business and private sectors get to pay attention OD in Business world. 

Moreover, it was a good learning, knowledge sharing of international perspective, good 

facilitation proficiency of many internal and external professors, effective supervision of my 

research supervisor and learning by doing process which I got from this Master of Management 

and Organization Development can be able to apply in my professional world and my organization. 

Since learning doesn't have its end and it is "ongoing" process, I need to learn and upgrade my 

knowledge and experience of Organization Development and Management for future in this 

changing world. 
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Appendix A 

Survey Questionnaires 



Survey Questionnaire on Team Learning in Organization 

Part (1) Survey Identifications (Official Use Only) 

Information Code 

Respondent's Code 

Organization 

Date 

Part (2) Respondent's Socio-demographic Characteristics (Please tick./ the correct answer on the appropriate 

code no) 

Sr Question Response Code 

Q201 What is your age in completed years? Completed years --

Q202 Gender Male 1 

Female 2 

Q203 What is your current marital status? Single 1 

Married 2 

Divorced/ Separated 3 

Widowed 4 

No Answer 99 

Q204 What is your work position? Top Level-Management 1 

Middle Level-Management 2 

First Line-Management 3 

Other (specify) 96 

Q205 What is your department? Pro gram/Operation 1 

Human Resource 2 

Admin/Logistic 3 

Finance 4 

Other (Specify) 96 

Q206 Year of work experience in current Completed Years --

organization? 

Q207 Type of organization 



Part (3) Questionnaire on team learning in the area of Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion in 

organization. The marking points are classified into four point which is (1) Poor, (2) Fair, (3) Good and (4) 

outstanding. Please indicate only one appropriate number from question 1 to 

,.....,,,,,,,,,,~=~,,-~,,,,~~·>'""'"'~~~,_,,,,,_,,MW""~"'~"mnn,=-~,,.,.,,_,_,_,,,_,,m,_ 

OUTSTANDING 
~~~,_~,_,,,,,,,,,,,~~,,~,,,=~~,,,,,--~,~-~,,,,,,~~· 

GOOD 
·---·-

FAIR 

POOR 
,_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,, __ ~.,,--~~,,,-,,~-~ -·-- ·-- ,---- ··~ 

Theme No Questionnaire 1 2 3 4 

Q301 I can develop my understanding and collaborative learning in everyday work in my 
team. 
aaJt6~~ Gt.OeaaJ¥fo\b·;)~.8dCY6C: C\(bG~J?8C9a58d§8:§8:~80?§8:tq f''):(\)~<.ffO'.)e 
Goo-Ja5§8:J?"?6Goo-JC¥8J~eu 

Q302 The lessons learned are made available to all the team members. 
8dgo88d918:918:C\(OGOO'JCi.1G~"(OCt:"!P:8dGOT§troe[g:~8Qt:oo°i?§8:"1P:~J~e11 

Q303 My job cannot be done unless others do their work. 
C\(OG~J?8C9aS"!P:8dC\(0YC\(6JmaaJ¥0~8dC\(Oroe:yfg:G§':>aS¥8Ulu 

Q304 I can share my purpose, intention and collegial interaction in handling work tasks. 

"?oct:C\'oGoo-Jt<;p068 °dl¥6~~§oS91aS1 ~=ooe91aS8d~8doetq 
C\(OG~J?8C9a58d918:918:8dO(?CY(?~~8:GOO')C§aS<.ff"IP:J? GO'rlJ¥8J~eu 

Q305 The work I performed on the job has an impact on people in the organization. 

aaJt6"?8Goo-J8"'?aSG~"?oc+:9C\Y.)5~e 8ds8doe:8d068:~o.}ooll:"!P:8dGoT Cf688d~t= 
~aSG<;paS<.ff~a~eu 
We learn from each other by sharing practices and giving supportive assistance. 

;>. Q306 C\(Oa?:"?6f>e="!P:G<>'rll§8:t8. 8d0jjl8d~Gu:§8:8d.>:[9q 
u 

aaJtcS~. ooS~:oorrooS~:~8°i?J~e i::: v 
'O 

We share our knowledge, experience and skill among the different team members. i::: 
Q307 v 

fr 8d§:nG~8ds"!P=~roe: aaJ¥6~~8d::>So~"!P=1 8dGC68dBt"!P=tq 3;)~8d918:"!P:J? ] C9C)>oS§J~~ll +-> 
i::: 

I understand and aware of the needs of my colleague in my organization. >--< Q308 
8ds8doe:8d06c:~ C\(bG~J?8C9aS"IP:~"'?8d691aS"!P=J?::>S~f>')=roea~eu 

Q309 We are always willing to help each other although we are busy with daily routine. 

Gcp.oeaaJ¥6~~~8<;p~8<;p "?6ct:O'.)')o.}"!P:"'8d.>:rooG~roe: 02!¥60.8d9J8:918:0jj>~"'? 
SaS~J~~u 

Q3010 I work with my team even if I have difficulties and problems. 
3;)Qd)3;)Q§~t')"!P:G~[Gf>G)G~ro~: aaJ¥o~e aaJ¥0~8dg.pq8d0(?8dC\(OC\(0Goo-:>8J 

~~II 

Q3011 I work with my colleagues in different sectors/departments even if I have 
difficulties and problems. 
3;)Qd)3;)Q§~t')"!P:G~[Gcj'>G)G~roe: 8d§:>:G~8d~I g:>f>~C\(OG~J?8C9aS"IP:f'q8dO(? 

OOCY(?8d"?o"?0Gro:ica~e11 

Q3012 If problems and difficulties happen, everyone wants to give their help to get the 
problem solved together. 
8dQa58dQ§~cf>')"!P:GU'f GJdJC\Y.)c)]O) 8dQd)8dQ§~cj'>')"!P:J?8dO(?OOCY(?G[95)8:¥8G\t8dCf6dJ 
C\(8G~J?8C9a58d918:918:0jj>~"'?SaS~§J~e11 



Q3013 We always learn from our mistake after solving problems together. 
gjOJJ.p"i]):8'dOf?OOO(?GB,-i8:~:Gt'XrSy8: <"Yd1¥80.~<f->:o,:<8:r.n"iP:cr ::D8Qt:ro8'd~°i(Ol::D~ll 

Q3014 My colleague give me enough opportunity to improve my own performance. 

<"YdJ¥8~08o?o.S~tl:G00')8~§qooa5(\)')Go9t8'dCf6a5 <"YdJ¥8~0?8Gcf.io78<.9a5"iP:cr 
c\JG(\)')d) G~8'd~q8'd(\)tJ:"i/):<.9td3:Go:0J::D~ll 

Q3015 We get together and review our outcomes after we finish our operation and task. 
<"Yd1¥80.~0?8ct:1 o:not"iP:~:G[paS~:Ulm 9~(\)')G~9(\)')5"i/):3n: 8'd 918:918:8'd0j(OOO(? 
§+(\)~~:::D8§Ul::D~ll 

Q3016 We regularly take our time to reflect on what we do things together. 

<"YdJ¥80.8'dOf?OOO(?Q~~~C\(0G00')8o.J~o? 8'd918:918:8'd~t°i?~: Bt(\)~~:::DO§UJ::D~ll 

Q3017 After trying something new, we take time to think about how it worked. 
ooS?ooSyG~oG:::DS::D~C\(0G00')8r.n"iP:C\(0GOO":l8[g:Olm Q~~~C\(0GOO":l8~::D~o7 

8'd~t°i?[g=§+(\)~oe:ro:§Ul::D~11 

Q3018 We share our new methods, techniques and approaches to each other after we have 
new experimentation. 
ooS?ooSyGo.Y5oG:::DS::D~C\(0G00')8r.n"iP:GCJ6~::D~Gt0a5y8: t~:o~8'd::DS"i/):1 91~:m8 

t~:8'd::DS"i/):1 t~=otSG'd::DS"iP:o? 8'd918:918:§t(\)~Go1iJ§Ul::D~11 

Q3019 In meeting, discussion and dialogue different points of view are expressed openly 
and sincerely. 
8'do~:8'dGO"i/):1 G~:G8:g"i/):fq 8'dBt8'dC)>tG!P~[98:"i/):Cf68 
<"Yd1¥80.~008§8°i(oo91a5"i/): 8'd§~~"iP=o? ~:~:~q(\)8:f??G[p~oo8§¥80l::D~11 

Q3020 In meeting, discussion and dialogue the points of view of others are listened 
carefully. 
8'do~:8'dGO:"i]):1 G~:G-B:g"iP:+& ooS~:8'dGoT ooS~:8'd§tC)>t~¥8:G[p~r.n"iP:Cf68 ooS~:~ 
008§80.j?oo91aS"i/):o7'">11t~G~~"iP:m8'dG::D8'd~·jO:Gcm8Go:Ol::D~11 
"Two-way" communication (boss-subordinate and subordinate-boss) and critical 
dialogue is frequently used. 

Q3021 8'd~:8'do?<j>8,(\)a5G3na5co.S~:G'd§: 8'd§t8'dC)>tG!P~ooa5ogo.Sr.n"iP:I 

c0c00Co8G[p~1X"iP: Q§Qm~::Dc"?~J::D~ll 

Q3022 We can question each other when we think the work can be done better and 
improved. 

C)lOCt"i]):y~[g:Gjpa5Cf68'">11o.SG09trrdCf6d) <"YdJ¥80, 8'd918:918: GQ:~t:O?oS§8:1 
(!) 008§80.j?OO 91a5"i/):<.9C)>o.S[98:"i/):§[C\(0¥8UJ::D~ll ;:::l 
Of) 

In meeting and group discussions, everyone's opinion is taken into consideration. 0 
Q3023 -(I:) 

8'd0~:8'dGO:"i]): 8'd~c"?a5G~:G-B:rx"iP=Cf68 8'dG~a5~J?8:~008§8°i(oo91aS"i/):o?oo~og8: ...... 
Q 

oe:oo:Go:UJ::D~ll 

Q3024 Whenever I have a conversation with my colleagues, I find difficult to understand 
what they are talking about. 
<"Yd1¥8~C)l0Gooa5o78<.9a5"i]):tqocm:G[p~J?8: ~0.Q~::D~8'dG§8:8'd~"i]):G[p~Gt 
::D~o70dJ¥0fD:C\)~9tQd)QUJ ::D~ll 

Q3025 In meeting and discussion, if speakers ask to raise questions, everyone doesn't 
hesitate to do so. 
8'do~:8'dGO:"i/):<j'>qG~:G8:g"i/):Cf68 ~:G00')8~CfGQ:~+:GQ:§t:9t8'd~qGo:G~8'dQJ 
8'dGo:r:>a5~J?8:Q~8;QCf6GQ:~+:GQ:§UJ::D~ll 

Q3026 We always try to create shared and common sense of understanding in our 
organization. 
<"YdJ¥80.~8'd~8'd0~:8'dCf68: 8'd0j(OOO(?f0:(\)~rxoo~GOO":la5[98:1 oo~:8'dGoT ooS~: ~~+0: 
(\)~[98:"iP:0.o? 8'd~OOG0<.9td3:C)lOGOO":l80J::D~ll 

Q3027 I am always ready to response to the questions that I have been asked. 
<"YdJ¥03n:GQ:~+:GQ:§+:(\)')UJ(Y) !9+(\)~G§§:9trrdCf6d)G'd~8'd::Dq~UJ::D~ll 



I am always ready to ask question to my colleague for clarification. 

Q3028 <.J518:ro8:§8:1 'fomroe§S:rcir:~Ulm 
aai+oC3]C'(OG~~8cio5rcir:3J'):G<.J:§+:9+SJOJ&~UlOJe11 

Q3029 I always try to introduce my ideas and find out the understanding of my colleague 
by asking questions. ( eg- Do you understand what I mean?) 
aai+oC3]SoSOf?:~Be:irf>"tP:3J'):~igooGoG~§~: C'(OG~~8cio5'1P:+'):(\)ein~(.,)~d? 
G<.J:~+:G<.J:§+:§8:3;)'):[98. wGgG~CX(oSOlOJen 

Q3030 In meeting and discussion, we exchange our reflection, thoughts and experience to 
one another. 
SJoe:SJGO:<cjp:t& G~:G'8:~rcir:028 aa1+00.C3]008§80j?oo~o5"tP:1 ~:OJO)i<cjp:I SJG~SJ§[ 
"tP=d? ~~s:~S:ciC'foS§UJOJen 

Q3031 We expect team spirit among each other in order to do our jobs better. 

C'(Oc+:C'(OGOO':>C<>p028y~GcmC:~+~C'(OGOO':>C¥c9+3;)02o5 ~ssoSoooScx:n:~9+ 

aai+o0.G~rr+=010Je" 
Q3032 We trust each other in our work. 

C'(oc+:SJ028:00Se:SJG0T 00Se:o?§e11~U10Je11 

Q3033 Our each and every point of views and opinions are being accepted and respected. 
aai+oooSe:ooSG(),)')o5~C3]008§8°i?oo~o5rcir:1 S;)Be:iri>rcir:3J'):roo5Q§8:1 Gro:oo:§c:~ 
UJOJen 

Q3034 In my organization, we love to help and support each other. 
aai+o~~SJSSJoe:SJ0'68: ooSe:SJGoT 00Se:~8:08°1?~~8:~0l0Je11 

Q3035 In my organization Teamwork is encouraged as a way of learning from others. 
aai+oC3]SJSSJOe:SJ06C:ooSe:ooryooSe:OJCOj?1!3JGtl9& SJgc\?aS~:GUlC:C'(OGro:>C§c:cf? 
3J'):Go:UJOJell 

Q3036 When a problem occurs, there is a search for "Collective feedback" in team instead 
of blaming each other. 
BOJ<fOOJS?ooSrGoT GUlo5ro:>Ulm ooSe:ooSGoT ooSe:SJ§Soo8Gjp~§8:ooo5 SJSSJ06C: 

i::: SJOJ(OOC"YJSJB§i§8:1 o?.§+~o5Gu:§8:rcir:~wGgC'(OGro:>CUlOJen 
0 

In my organization individual and/or team actions are taken to continuously ...... 
U'J Q3037 Q) 

improve and develop. ,.i:: 
0 
u SJgSJoe:SJ0'6C: ooSe:ooSG(),)')o5 ~<.JU[>oS ~sc\?o5C'(OGOO':>C)i<cjp:3;)'): GG}~~.@1:0: s ro ooo511SJ[9Soo~~8:C'(OGro:>tU10Je11 Q) 

E-< When I perform, I feel like it is a team effort. Q3038 
aai¥0SJC'(OC'(OGro:>tG~SJQJ1 w8:C'(0Gro:>c110Je SJSC3]B1:00:3J'):CX(oS1!SJ[9SQOj?Ol 
::>.Jell 

Q3039 I am comfortable working as a team rather than individual. 
aa1¥00JeooSe:ooSG().)')o5ooo5 SJOJC:SJ~&SJ"?o"?&9§8:cf?tSOJo5GtifJ§80lOJen 

Q3040 For me, team success is more important than my success. 
aai+oSJ06o5 SJOJC:SJsC3]G3;)')8§8§c:OJe aai+oC3]G3J')c§c§c:ooo5y~SJG9:0101::ne11 

Q3041 I feel comfortable even when I have critically feedback and reflection upon my 
work done. 
aai¥0C3]C'(oc+:C'(OGOO':>C1!3JGUT SJ§8:SJOO+SJ§§1Go:§8:1 
~:OJOGo:§8:~tSOJo50JGOY.l °1jUlOJe11 

Q3042 I can give critical feedback to my team members and it is acceptable. 
aai+oOJe SJgo8rcir:3;)'): SJ§8:SJoo+SJB§1Go:¥8~: w8:SJ§§1Go:11cf?C)(08:roa5@0l 
::>.Jell 

Q3043 We all take responsibility for any mistake, loss and poor performance by our team. 

aa1¥00.0JeSJOJC:SJssoS01oS[9& (.,)eOJ~v:i=06c:81oSG6ifJrn1 ~=~=rnts. ~~=Gro:>c9e°11 
ooc:in"tP:3;)'): SJO'j(OOO'JOJ')O+Oj?C'(OG ro:>COlOJeu 



Q3044 I have a high degree of loyalty to follow my team members. 

aai¥8:n~ :n~~~§8. 3;)~o8"iP:f8, ooo:n:oo~:~Ul:n~u 
Q3045 I like the way we work together as a team. 

3;)go83;)9j8:9j8:3;)0jj>0006C\(8Gam8:n~t~:cu~:"iP:3;)Go'T o:>G:n:>o:iJOlo:>~u 

Q3046 As a team, we are united. 

3;)soos~3;)§S aai¥80.{)~:c\>:~rnoS§J:n~u 

Q3047 There is good alignment between my department and others with whom I need to 
coordinate. 

C'Ydltb3;)0jj>00°2W:GJt:Gamt§a59<c1~g:>'f3;)068:~ C\(bG<fJd?tGa5"iP:f8, GO'Y)t:~~Go:n 
{)~:<~:d?a5~cn1 G018m~:cn ~J:n~u 

Q3048 My department has enough knowledge about other related departments within the 
organization. 

3;)g3;){)~:3;)06t: C'Ydltb~g:>'f OJ~ 3;)§:>:Go:ng:>'f"iP:f~OoSo:>a5o:>~ 3;)G§>t:3;)§t:3;)9'.> 
"iP:d? ~~o:>&OJG(\)')d)~~Jo:>~ll 

Q3049 It is easy to discuss difficult issues and problems in my team. 

C'Ydltb~3;)§3;)06t: §o.:n'f')9b"iP:I 3;)Qci)3;)Q"iP:d? "6o50f?~G~:G~:Gjp~~tJo:>~ll 
We are not rejected for being different. (Knowledge, Ideas, Experience, etc) 

Q3050 aai¥8J?.:n~ <c10jj>~Go:n~jp:cn"iP:3;)Go'T m+.:noS§8:<c1@90l11 (3;)G063;)Bl1 3;)GC6:3;)§81 
00'(~001 3;){)~0J~) 

Q3051 What are three ways you did well in functioning as a team? 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Q3052 What problems have you had interaction as a team? 

Thank you very much for your kind assistant in this important endeavor. 



Appendix B 

Questionnaires Content Validity 



Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) 

The test validity 

1 he test's validity is the extent to which the test mcasLnes what it is intended to 1reasurc. 

Hence, the index of the Item····· Objective Congruence (IOC) is used to 0va!uatc the congruence 

between the test iterns and the objectives (Harrison 1983) 

l he criteria are as follows: 

+ 1 merins thP question is congruent with the objectives 

0 means the question is uncerl<iin to be congruent with the objectives 

- 1 means the question is not congruent with the objectives 

•:• The questions that obtain the IOC values betweN1 0.5 -1.0 were deemed acceptable. 

•:• Items with IOC values below 0 ')have to be revised 

Every item in the research instruments have to be evaluated by three e~~perts in lhe field of 

Non-profit organintion and OD field with the use of t.tw test quCJlity and the index of the ltcrn·· 

Objectives Congruence (IOC) forms. 

Here is the table to be accomplished by experts to rate items in research instrument. Muy I 

have your tin'les to fill up this IOC from to check whether the questionnaires arP congruent with 

the re!;earc:h objectives. 

lhe objective of my research i:; a~ r ollow: 

•!• to define what is the current situation of team learning in C:aritas Myanrn;ir, 

•:• to discover wh;1t initiative and existence of team learning in C:aritas Myanmar, 

·:· to Lici!ilatP the team learning in Caritas Myanmar for their future, 

•!• to crecitP. design and action plan to irnplenwnt team learning alive in Caritas Myanm<ff 

for future, and 

·!· to develop destination that Caritas Myanrnar's accomplishment and transformation of 

team learning 

Definition of Team Leaming 

TP<H11 learning focuses on the capabilities and skill ~.et of a p,roup that work and learn together. 

It consists of three dimensions which are lnte1·dependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion. 

l1_1Jerc:l<:P~llc.!.~_IJ..£Y. is the interaction of people learning from 0ach other as well as from the tJsk 

at hand, transferring skills, knowledge and experience by ob~,erving other> in action, givirie 



assistance and solve the problems together and experimentation, questioning assumptions and 

reviewinp, outcomes as a group . 

.Pi.ill.!2K!d .. ~ is development of each team member to reflPct their though and experience of 

comrlexity by having reflective conversation and let them create shared common sense and 

understanding. 

}5'~1Tl Cohes.i.QD_ h \he unity o~ 'i.eeim and oes\reo r.or·1e·:;'1on on \e-i"Jm \:, tha1<ic.teT'12t:d 1)1 

comfortable and trustful team members feeling safe about critically reflecting upon their 

experiences. 

In this study, team learning is meant to be employees of Caritas Myanmar as a team will havr! 

good learning interaction among each other in action, collective problem-solving and 

experimentation, questioning and reviewing outcomes as a team. 

+ l means the question is congruent with the objectives 

O means the question is uncertain to be congruent with the objcctivcr, 

- 1 means the question is not congruPnt with the objectives 

Theme , ~<o --~)ucsr.ioni1:_1irc 
(HO 1 I cm dc\·ciop my U1Hkrs1a11ding and collalioniti\'t~ lc;nning in c:Ycn·day \York in rn\· 

tc;1111. 
I ~(' (' ,. ,,,, " , . " (' s 0(' , ~' r.:·-- t: I~" ('. s ': ; <Y.:Jh'0:'.):)2:'. '°·~PeC!Jl<fU@l!T.lg.s-JC76Cl C\jlUG('f. 0(CC~0)3""Jfj\.;:l~Ci'.UCtY, <g(:•+~ f>:rnr:l::.'[0')2_-:;i 

: G;;:moS§8:07cy<'iGro:it¥8c~:D~11 
()302 The lessons learned arc mack available to all the t~·am mernlx-rs. 
·····················-··r····· ··-······------·············---· .---·------··-··---······---···----·-······· ····--· - -············-- .... 

·. __ .::::S.:)?C1:l91~:~~:cyOG~C~_G~??~~c.~:~e3')~~~jf~~~:~J:'-~~f~mc'i?§~_:_'1p:~C).')~~I! .... 
Q.rn:; My job cannot be done unless others do their \\"ork. 

..... ; 5__y~Gc~_(1t\9nS~~:=:<y~~~~l!.._m'3:llf~C'1~3:;1<)l~C~)B:--~:G_@ld.lt~~l1r .. _ ... 
Q30-l J .:<in ~;hurc my purpose, int,;11tion a11d rnlkgiai i11kraction in handling 11·ork i<hks 

c'?Dc~:cy[iGr;aJCGpa2t crdl·~r'.J~sp)9oS-i10)1 e:m~~~o)3:,i£\s;m§tt. 

... ____ Jc y8~_1!s<?~~-(9os~~11c =~~-~'~()l?~.~:~~:~::>.:~?l<??1!'lE'cr2 ~<l)i]f § (~~121' .. .. . ...... . 
QJO.'i l The work J j)<.:rforrncd on the job has an impact 011 people in the org~111i1;111011 

i oai-Ficy0Goxnfr~d.JG::G'J<ybct:9C'D")5::oc..~ S'J~3)D[~;3;)02E:~o.f.wl:i:1.1p:3)GU102b.)(Y~\' 

... '..:~?~G~p<r'~st!J0~~ll .. ---- .. ---·- ... ---···--·· .... -----
\ \Vl' lc;1rn frn111 each other by sharing prnctic,:s <incl ginng ~;upportive ass1;-;1;111t:c'. 

h ~ r- cc >:; 11 C>: C""' C)J ()(l n;iucx?:t\'Of c:!-~ !(if):G< l)iJL<:JC :tc. 3')0;(2"J2:;GU:[g, .::1.)'):(J(: 

,,C)'JJ·~[)o{'.~Y.J?e:?:')<r.~§-~::;_1s°'1 ui:<:r~----- _ ...... --·----- _ 
___ Q~07 Wy sliarc'.t!Ur k11~J\\· ledgc~o: pe_t:.~~nc_'2_ancl__sl~I :1111\lll{L_l he ~!J!ii::r~n t_ 1,:a_111_rne111bcr.~ 

-I 

1 

/ 

/ 

/ 
.i 

/ 



I !Y.l§'):G:).TI3"Jgyp:~c\12?: o;:ii+&0.o\i3:l:'3u2!,)~lf):1 :>JG0'6:1:iE-'.J1'1P:t~ ::.r.ic;12?:n91b-jp:u'? 

I
r. I 0<)><-'5§obJ2?11 

QJORT::~~~:t;~~,-;~-"~~~=,,~-1:(~-j-,~-\;-·;~-~--~~-~-~-2~-h~-.(-~-~-Cl-:~~~::K~c~;~~~-~t~:~~~~~~~'.,ion. -·-- •'''''' 
-~;;~;;~Twc~1rc al~~;ays-;:f~l_~ro help each orher alcl~·Zi~1gi~~~;(;;;1~ i;us0~:;-~-~i,1i1y routin~. 
' j Gf:o2rYctJF>~:CT\l•~E:Gfi~tt;p <)'Ocf:a.no;r:yp:o~m:cdiG:xhrnt:!.: rYdJ¥60,3:J91t:"iJC:CYJ~<\\ 

. So5~1Jl:n2?11 
• -1· ·-·· ·-·············· -------~-·. 

I Q3010 I' ,,·ork ,1·ith my team t:n:n ir l have difficulties and probkllls. 
i 3'JQcfS:rJ~[J::n)pi..1p:c;a6fulc;,~r,p:xhrn2?: C16Jtt.i:nP.:!. rrdl·Fi~i\'l:n~.pt/.JJai?:r.ioy&C\lJG;;xJ)CJ 
' 1 :).Y\S11 
................................. .; ... L ... ,........... .. ....... _-..... _................................. ................... .... . .......... . 

) 
I
: I 11·ork \\'i .. 1h my collc:agucs in different sectors. dcpartmcnls c1·cn if 1 hm c ! (JO 11 I clinicultics aJJCI problems. 

' ::r.iQc-h3'J£i§ ::.m.pyp:G~IG f r,1c; ::i.:/)roe?: ::r&[p:G ::i::rx1J~1 SJt~(\?{;c;c})o~c(mS'iP:t6.::rJ<Y~ 

cr:c:a3)(~)6(\l~-~:X:"?.?0?.:~_ll .-................ ' ............. """'"""'"' _,, .... .. 
QJO J 2 fr probiCl11S ctild di fficuflics happen, C\'ClYOllC \\'Hills lo gi\'('. their help LO gel l!Jt• 

problcn1 Sl>lvcd together. 

I 
:r.>~cf.m~~::n~,PYJ'):Go'. Golcfl<D'Julm ::~~nS~1.-io[J:J::i.)r)~lf):cJ?~nonimo-.;iG.[g116:¥tb1t'.:rJo;.;oS 

, , 0(0Gc))oi~cim3::><ijb:91b:o;?~cVSoS~§ul'.X>~n 
(-) 3 o.i.1T\v~: ;;1~~ ... ,;;;~-i~-;;:;:;- 11·~111~t;1. ;1;i~i;1kc ~1t1~;: ·sol~·i 1~g.]1rnt;fcms ,~;g~·rh~;:.·············· ·········· ···· 

' i El ::l').)fX1fl:3"Jo;(O'.)o;?GB1JC:~:Gt')r-hyc: f16J·~Dcf?.<Jl\i<rJlC ~Cl1/Yf)1'f :DC Qt :QYJ3;.i(Yoijltl').)~J.11 
03 0 1 .. 1 

: ~·t y ~c;ffc;1.~;.1c.Qi~·c 1-;:J~ cn\~tlgl~>rr;;·r .. 1~1~i!y. io i 11; 1~1:;;<:(~ ;];;, m1·11 1)crft;101~mcc. 
' CC' C: C o f" C' C r['C C' \; .f. ~c- <' ~ C QS.: .{' 

OdJ'\"OClllUCfY?ci)~IJ:G (..r)')C G\2 C.f.;OJ<YJC\)' JG OG)"j':TJCJ6C,) ('dlf Otllll(\(( )Gl'.00 (<-=<.9C 7 J4?:'f 
• (' c (' (' i'5 ~ (", 

........ '. _c:1>G_CYY)~'.2 ~~:;J]__~::.::ic~~!.'l.P:~t( :c~~J:l) ::J:lt;::Y " ·--·-- --------.... 
QJO 15 I Wl~ ,'.!l:l t?gt~thcr ~rnd rc:,·icw c;t~r r11Hco1!1cs afrt'r 11·c llni:;lt om opcra1io1,1 ci1'.d wsk. 

: crdJ~,u~e<~cyJct:i u::nclt"'lP:IS:G[lflth::J.{J:dm 9~cmG'.:1.Y>9cYn5"1l:ii:):Y): ~"'11c:q1c~:!;)a;,im(Y2 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. : §¥(~~~?~:~0§~~b:)~'.! ' ............ . 
<)10 I() , We regularly take our time to reflect on what \l'C do tlt1111!s lO.l(l'lhL·r. 

OdJ·FJ0~3'JOj~O'.J('l'J<.J~O~~(y0GuDt::ne:?o~ 3",)11t:'1[C!3::'~Uf<..9[~: r~-~(\)~'. .. )?::u0§l~'.)_)i:~Sli ....... - .. '. ""' ....... _____ .... ------·""'."iJ ............. ___ ,, ____ .. ,,_ ........... '""""'" '"' 

03017 ·\fh:r trying :;01~~cthi_11g 11C\\,: \\·c take tirncc!ll think ~bout l'.o~v ir \\;irked:~ . 
0 

Wb)>m'5yG :n)Ot.J:::-.>.JS:)_y~~<\'UG ~X.DC7,''JP!(~)OG r;;cnc[lj:u:m Co>2a~~cyuc; r;;o')C ~:x:y~o? 

, '.D~tort,",:§~(l.)~~)e:m:§olJJ~ll ..... -.... ..r .......... -......... 6' ............... ----.. --.--..................................................... .. .. ·-..... _ .. __ .. ___ --.......................................... .. 

03018 ! We share <:ur new_ methods. techniques and approacl1cs to each other after \\"c han: 
11c11· cxpen111enlal1011. 

(' • ,-. .C (' (' (' <' {' 9, C <'Of_ \' <' (. C ; mo9mti ?G ::l'.JJ0(,J:~..DU'.)Jf2(\?0G(;O')C)f'JP:GOJ~f.0[YG40(YJl( ~: 1'2:'.:02!}'.)';):).)()<,lP:' •n2:mo 
1 .pS:3d:.lJS'ip:1 ·~2?:c1f1::r.i:\:iOYf):cr? ::rJ1Jb11E:@.}0.:i;:fJ,Go)IJ[C?3Jxi2?11 

........ •-~ "'" .... -..... , ........ ·"···-·-------. ........ _,_,,, ___ .,,_._ "' ',, ""'"" ,,,, ___ , __ , ,,_, """"' 

030 
! 9 In rnecring. discussion ;ind d1ak1guc clirf\:rcnt poin1s ll( 1 ic1\· an: l'.''(pr;;sscd upL'llly 

and :;inccrcly. 

:no:-«~:'.:l;)G(l~):I GHJ:Gi?:~(-lf'J:ft, :rJ~.}:1.JC\(tGf<:r)f~\[;:~t:c..ip:o;?t 

udlt0q?11c:t~E§?onim~~(-h~p: 3JB~~~~r]~:n:'e/c.c\)~~;;r)GfpL-9wE~¥~;c)l??¢~" 
()3020 In meeting. discussion and di<iloguc 1hc poi1Hs oi' l'ic\\· 01· others arc !istL'lll:d 

c:m.:!"1il!v. 

. '' ~ 

I 
/ 

/ 
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/'' 



()30:~ l 

I 3;iq)2?:~r.)Grn~ip:i G~:G.g.:g'iP:f~ mS~:3:JGUT Cf.lO~rn@tnrtc:'?.~bJ&J?~i1<-1p:oac coSe:dii 

I c~_?fi~~~)9Jc~'lP:ci?(Y]~~~~2>.?.:iP.=~_:>SJ~~J~9Et~:~<Xnc_~~u:~1~12u 
.. Twn-\\·ay" rnmmunication (bn:;s-subordinatc and subordinate-boss) and l:ritic:.rl 
dialogue is lh:qucntly used. 
3JE?)::'oa),p'f:pxfx;;3Y.)dico.'S.'.D'J::n§J: :rJ~t'.'l;icytciEJ-)•~oodS:igoS11'1P:1 

c0cOCJC<lCG§_?d?1?'iJ~ wB10m~~.1~0?:?2§11 ···-·-rn-- ---- A _._ • 

03022 We rnn question each other \\'hen we 1hink lhe work can be <.lorn:: better and 
improved. 

cy()ct'if):N[~:Gi§-xilcri;rriJoSG~)i;lt"')t'6o5 Odlt60. :rJ9JC:9JC: ciw:~t:cx;icil§c:1 

........ coc§~~<'XJ '1Jch1iP:~9cy0§~:"JP:§J'.:Y~)J?c:>l~e11 . 
( . '()'">' 111 metting and group discussions. everyone's opinion is taken into consideration. 
).> ·····' 

:oJui:S.:~rJG<>:~tr): !5,)sr.\?c.fJci~:GiJ:11~1p:c'l6t 3Jciq:ic/iS0c:cr\imc§toJm<JJoS'·lfJ:o-?oJ~::.;/: 
: ~J2:4XJ:Gur.ulJ.J~11 

QJOJ--1 J \\lhencvcr I havl~ a conversation-with my colleagues. I ·1·1;;;fZtihicult tu Ulllkrstuml 
1 what they <trl' talki11g about. 

\:" ~ (' (' or (' ~. r;·::-_,yq .. 1n ...-!l. s \' r;:::::: (' r,-:,._ Q . ffdl·rumcyvGOOOXY2C(9(Y)~:;,~vf'fYJ:GtJ,~(TflC: ::lj?•-'r.t-J2:: 1•21:--oGe;rJc:~rJ<,p(tr:Gt.J.,;;x?Gt 

.... 1 :::::_t~~~<YJJ·~&.prn2?bl·~<.Jo5?1~l~~'Jt§11 ___ --··------- ..... __ 
()j(fl) , In 1rn.:ering illHl discussion. if spl~akcrs ~1sk 10 raise cpKstions. c\-crynnc dlh::;n '1 
' - -- ' IH.:situll' to du so. 

8'.)0~:'.IJ(J():tip:')>C.G~:G't;g(lf):Oi ~!(,1f;ffJC::lj?!f<W:'i?t:G\,,l;§.}:~1·}:.n2?qGu:G:m~na 

.............. , .... 3::> ______ GL\:J?<:!~~~:".:'~~?:~>a3G(,):g.}:o(,):§J:-i.:>~U ... - ...... . -

03026 We always try to create sharl~d and common srnse ofumkrslandinr in nur 
organization. 

06J¥ 0c;::d.i:-fds3Jo2?::r.io?,t: s>;lCJ~m(r6f):rn1~'icnri~G=oS§E:1 m~::rx;ol u:i~\°'.: ::i~~.p: 
'. (\)2!,~j§:_'iE~~1~ :nGjmr,;o)(9td5:CJ_[.~t;~~~2_:?2?u ___________ _ 

Q3027 I air: :11\\·ays ready lo response ro thL' quc~tions th;1t I IJ<t\'c bc·cn asked . 

.. ud!~(~'.·r.1):c1,-:wt:G~J:B~::(Y?~1,r) §~~~G§§>:~Jf:r:ir27?~8'.n~i§~i~l:)~~'' 
03028 i I Hill always ready tel a:;k qu1:stion lo my collcagut ror clariticatiun. 
' j w11E:(\)cS:§t:1 '\"'J:mDe?,§c:'iP:~1rJlrn 

' "(' c (' {' 0 ,. ,, r,;l ~ \' 9. 'l c 
. oen~,u.~1'.CJu?a:rrl(:'.:17:~J:s-:'??C::h'lJ'.~9'.l'.'.3.-):-?c;1e~~-)~'' .. --· 

QJ02l) I always try tn i~llrodu..:c Illy ideas and !"incl lllll the understanding or my l:ollcagtK 
i by ask111g CJllL'Slrons. (cg- Do you 111ickrst:111d what I rntan'!) 
C'dJ,~f>ciiigcfiO'i(:~r.1[~~(-{)1lp:3n:'.3".t(gcoGoG0SF:J[i: C\/JGJJo}tc~rf.i'!J'):p:r. \.l(J-~"f1Pi1l.l~o;2 

~0~S'·~,G~J:~f:f§~::!.~?:'.§§5pc'S~????c:tS~?)~~1' . __ . . 
QJ0.3() In n1c,:ti11~-I and discussion. \Vc exchange our rc!let.:lion, thuughts and expnicrn-..: to 

1)11c :mother. 
. C {' ' C <;: C' ,.J), C: 1.T'C' r- c C7 

3'J0~:3:JGO:yp:'f t; CH.X,5:Gii:'dl\P:O'i;'C CYdJ1pUvr,~11r.ocBCO~ffi'1J<Y>liP:' ;)i::::.oo'jt\():: '...<,)G0(,.3JeJj 

. - -- - . ____ j_'jr_::1_?:~~~:~~:~:~~-0_§~l?:~~lf 
Q3031 i \:V;: expecl 1c;m1 spirit among t.:ach 1Jtl1<.:r in orclC'r to do our jobs b-:tt::r. 

cyoc~:oyc'JGexnccpCY?,8y~GOY.Jt:<rlt'l5x'i)0G0Y.lt~tf:1+'.>;i0[5d) ~:i'lJ.Sa'Smr:fxxn:~l<:l~ 
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~ c-ylicf:~J?6~'..'??~~:~,)~1()T?JS@:cy[§t'~)t~()1::i:)~S,11. . .... 
()'HH\ Our each a11d every pninr of\·ic\\·s and opinions MC bc:ing accepted and respected. 
'· · · I <YdJt0mS~:mScOJ)o5Soilicoc~ct'i(:.;:o:qp5~1ri:1 8"Jfc~lt?Jcu'11"ll:i:~m:m(i)@[§811 GmNn:[~)c:<)i 

· .. ... . .. j. clx)p?,11 
r 0:ici~1-i- 1;, ·;~~),-~;rga11 izmi;;;1:·~~-;~-1z;~;;;·r~ 1ic1 11 a;;~i support each ~;11;~,. 

I (YJJ¥0(l~3'.)~3'Jo2,:~jJQac: mS~:3':>Gof<DtJ~:~foocu-~~9JC:~(~'.D~ll 
.. (Jl c;:; ;·j"i°11.111y ;;;:;?:in i;;1r i~),;··'.rc:i111\~;(;rk(~ ~;;;~:our:1ge~I ·a~ a \\;,;y ~;ffc,;1:11;11g fro111 uthers . 

. r1dJ·Y,0oh)~3:io2,m<.rdc:co?)~:c::Oyooii~:~JCt\('f9G-),@jq 3:i'Jc\?rtiw:ct!lc:cy0c.;ev)c[~jc:ni:i 
'~Y)"~()" ',l.)..,.S •I .~,, ~"-"· .. '.vi .. ~··l~' 

Q103(1 I \\;'l;v~i,i, ',\ )1\' 10bl,.~11\"'i \)(.(\\n;, th~\··e \~; 'tll ~)·~·l.)l~'(\ii \\:>11i" "(.:\)~1,,~t 1L\\».(. f~x:\.lJylv~~,,~ 111i\ ~'\:'tl1 11Vi 11\V:\\~N\.~ 

\ l1f blaming ench other. 
I EJr:i.)f')m~)~mSyGofr,;Jo5<1.n~m mS~:a)Sm~«nS~:'.:J;{yScd:G[Y,~[~cS:cooS 3'.)scr.ioat: 
I '.>;:>cr~ooo6SJE!i@1§cS:1 <~Ei~~dJGo:§c:~iI1:0wcl?n?0(~\.D'.)cJ~2,11 ·1--·---· ····-··· ...... .,,L ___ ··················-····- - ···············-······· . ················· ················-············· ·················· 

OHn 7 ! In my l1rganization individual and/or team actions arc taken to contil1lll'usly 
' - • 1 improl'c and develop. 

8"J~8'.m[~~:3'J<'<St: c:nS~:mScQ)'.)c/) o~ou2d> :r.)~c\?<YJC'j>~JGro:JC"j/~".1:8"".n: GGJG)~~ Jj1:u?: 
moS.\Y3;ifj~)co1?:~?i?~ :cy~~ ':'?.~':~'.)?[;}. u ..... 

Q.l0.18 \\.'hen I pi..Tlcmn, I fed like it is a ll'.:lm effort. 
I (Yi:JJtfox\>6n/>i;;.x:n8G~n:rJ611 rnS:«'i:JGoxYJt')ITJ~ 8:J~CJ\i[~[:U)l3?'):C<?c/)'1J'!'·)[~~;;;iun>(i1 
. ~)2§11 ····· --· .. . . ---··· 

QHH9 I am ..:oml(>rllibk working as a team rather than indi\·idua!. 

, crai~f;:i:1cf:«??~2.:t-y-_ifoc:::rfaco~~;;-.:nt:'.i:ifil_i§:i~1~yt~(\?§C>JliS:o?-r~~x15<:;_cl{),i;c~:))::>:?i' 
{)3U40 ' For me:. tc:1111 ~;uccc:ss is more imponant than my success. 

("'~ (~,.,,., )Y'C, 't"· ··E··-,· i, '~ ··r{ )l:,-;.cr;::,....,. ~ ', \:5; .S ~·.,:x:i'~f;--5r, ·;.:. S:. 0 <~er~-·· }'.\'" --)~ · , .... ct'l (,._"( ,;,'. - . ~-u ··~·l'?;~I G.J :'.:~t'l~c,...,.)r):: ~J ·:CM,_ .. _,(:l".i :l~':'.'.CLJ(/J{(:Bi~ '''~'t(.; Vl.t.·c-:::'.'' . 

O.lli-1 I I t\.·ci Climfonuilk c\'cn when l IJU\'C criti1.·~dly kcclhack and 1«:fkcti\l11 uprn1 m~· 
· work done. 

~" " " ( " K 'f ['C f 1::;;;r re I crdlt(JCUCl.(UCr:cyuG:;:r..Y)L)l'.DGU 3',1uc::DCX)'l'~r.;8til~KJ:1gc:1 

J ??::noorn§~::c~1'~?'.)0..:._DG:_:m ~~.0?~'' --·· ___ ... 
I cm 1~i\c critical kcdhack to 111·1· team rnc:mhcrs and it is arccJJtabl.::. ()'.iO·l2 -

. o;,;.1f6:).)p'l 3";)~08 1,trJ:s-.n: 8df)t:8'Jcot::.:o[<°3fJIGu:ttfY: r.Dc::r.:frjfl:1;;u:~1J,s('i?c~Eic\x})8J 
::.n·jSu 

.. [,.,.,. ····-···· 
())O-IJ We ;1ll t:1k1:: n.:;;ponsihility for any 1111'.t;ikc. loss 1111d ponr pcrii.11T1i;111u.: hy our 1c:11r 

, 0;:~¥D0?,:ni.f'.'.D'.).)b::-n~~~oS0lchi31~ o~';.">E§10:c~f:fiJO'),,-;qf1y1 c:x?:~:)l4•c; '!?Q:G<>r.Y'ltroyJ.'~flij 

.; __ coc:t:)!~):~;;::;: roc;i-n1cr~4()::.?<lf:it>c\)&G~(1;E_c~?:Y~?.:~.... -· 
· QJ044 I hun: a high degree nf loyalty to f'nllo\\' my team incrnlh~r,;. 

..... '.r"aJ:F'~>¢?. ~JW~.[~§t. ~;i;3(£'lJl.'fE.(J~l:m:cn.r.~~~t~l?:D2§11 
J !ik<.: the \\·av we work l<igcthcr as n team. 

. 3;J~<Jt'.J;) qiE~"llt~ ::::i~']_l«J)()acy~i~;_x:n6 ~).);;?.1'-r~:<\ )b;p:s'dG(~r ::>..:G :J:)')(J-1!~?;2?11 
Qltl4(1 _,\~. :1 1<::un. \\.L' arc united . 

. _Ci~sooS~ccfaS c1dlt~cr(.~2?:0y:~0JtJ5[~~iob)t:1 
Q3().:l 7 There i~; goud ~dignmcnl bi.:t\\'ccn my dcpan:ncn1 and 01hcr~ \1·ith \\'horn I need 10 

Cchlrdin<itc. 
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r (Y~.\i~~!fJ~~();~~(:GJi;-;~ ~E@oS9~~Pt~~·E;~· ~-5~lof;0t(~~cip:1,t: GOJ')t ;~tG :~~) 
oc:§:<~:r?o-S~r~1 G;Jb:it:S:~ 'tl~bt;;'l~ 

Q 30-li-: My departnH'J1[ has enough knowledge ahuur uthcr related dep:1rtrnent:; w11hi11 thL· 
urg:wir1.n1'1 on. 

; 3'Js3',)oe:~:3;)0·6c: <Y.jJ·~c'JC81is-)t:De?. T.J§-):~nnp.p«if):.yi;ooS:Da):nc§, 3J«>[§Jc:3',)[§t:3'.)(,r 

I. J 9p:rJ? ~~:\)q:'lJGCYY)aS:1'3~ch;~11 
i Q30-19 I It is 1.easy~o dis~u~<; diftic~~lt issues and_problcms in my team. , , , 

.. ' udJfoc\i'.r.)~}3'.)o;;?t: Ei~t')."JO<i2_'.l 3J~<~~}QtffJ:5>_~~u?_<"[?S')Gt·:x.?:~~<:°Ef~ttol:D¢?11 
Q305(l \\\:arc sometimes n:jectccl f'orbcing difTcrL'llL iK110\\'lcdgc. ldca~. f·:·q11.:ri..:111.:c. t~lC) 

''3Jff>~'.Dt2:~00SQltnGJO,?C Cd\J;?~G:).YJ<~[:_f):'li"lfl:3.)Gof m.~:uo5[~c:890l::i.:ie:~11 ('.nGGJ:J;i[(;_)p 

'.J':ic'.1.Cl.::1:)§~1 C)<Y(::>.(:1?1 3'.J4)_EC~~) _______ ........... __ ... --·-
Q305 I What are three wnys you did wdl in (i.mclillning as :1 kam'1 

(' , . r,;c " (' <:. <:. • . " c 't" <:. " , R cc' " 
3;) :DC :3Jf6'.J;)t:iq)('\lOG ;;x)')C~-po;sc:nGO')')C:OX?:C\(OG i~O'.)C'l'C G ::xn.p22:ruw: l \> )y<, (<? ('T)~JUIU 

I. 

: 2 . 

. 3. 

···········- ---- -··· .... ····"····-····-~ ............ ····-···-····· ~ ... . .......... ·-· -····· 

(_)305:? . What prnbh:rn:-> have you hat.I interaction as a learn'1 

/ 3:i:Dt:::>.)~T.J§Scyl:>r,;(;;D')t6Po;sc""c?,:ue-23"->•mS3;i8"lfl:1 [~::i.:nip')~irJ:.J>EJc.J:31GoJ9::nip~:11 

Thank you ~o much for your rnluablc lime and being a part of thi:; Index nr' ltcm Obj('ctivc 
C'ongrrn:ncc ( lOC) ltir Action Rc~carch. 
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Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) 

Tile test validily 

The test's validity is the extent to which the test merJsures what it is intended to measure. 

Hence, the index of the Item - Objective Congruence (IOC) is used to evaluate the congruence 

between the test items and the objectives (Harrison 1983) 

l he criteria are as follows: 

+ 1 means the question is congruent with the objectives 

O means the question is uncertain to be congruent with the objectives 

- 1. means the question is not congruent with the objectives 

•:• The questions that obtain the IOC values between 0.5 -1.0 were deemed acceptable. 

•:• Items with IOC values below 0.5 have to be revised 

Every item in the research instruments lwve to be evaluated by three experts in the field of 

Non-profit organization and OD field with the use of the test quality and the index of the ltem

Objcctives Congruence (IOC) forms. 

Here is the table to be accomplished by experts to rate items in research instrument. May I 

have your times to fill up this IOC from to check whether the questionnaires are congruent with 

the research objectives. 

The objective of my research is as follow: 

•!• to define what is the current situation of tearn learnin15 in Caritas Myanmar, 

•!• to discover what initiative and existence of team learning in Caritas Myanmar, 

·:• to f<Jcilitate the tearn learning in Caritas Myanmar for their future, 

•!• to create design and action plan to irnplement team learnin15 tilive in Caritas Myanm<-1r 

for future, and 

·:· to develop destination that Caritas Myanmar's accomplishment and transformation of 

team learning 

Definition of Team Leaming 

Team learning focuses on the capabilities and skill set of a [3roup that work and learn together. 

It consists of three dimensions which are Interdependency, Dialogue and Team Cohesion. 

IQter_g_ependenfy is the interaction of people learning from each other as well as from the task 

at hand, transferring skills, knowledge and experience by observing others in action, giving 



assistance and solve the problerns together and experimentation, questioning assumptions and 

reviewing outcomes as a group. 

Q_i_a!og_ue is development of each team member to reflect their though and experience of 

complexity by having reflective conversation and let them create shared common sense and 

understanding. 

Te?m Co~?i_on is the unity of tearn and desired cohesion on team is characterized of 

comfortable and trustful team members feeling safe about critic;:illy reflecting upon their 

experiences. 

In this study, team learning is meant to be employees of Caritas Myanmar as a team will have 

good learning interaction among each other in action, collective problem-solving and 

experimentation, questioning and reviewing outcomes as a team. 

TAllLE 1: IOC evaluation of Expert_ ~ s~ 

+ 1 means the question is congruent with the objectives 

0 rneans the question is uncertain to be congruent with the objectives 

- 1 means the question is not conp,ruent with the objectives 

Theme ' No i Questionnaire r··--····- ..... ·······-····--· ...... - ········ ... ---·-···· ·······-·---···· ............ ;······· ·········-····· -- .. ·-········ ----··········-:·--······ .... -- ······ :········-·· ·;··· .. - ........ - -- ; . -· -- . 
Q:JO 1 -

1

1 can develop my understanding und collaboratt\"C learning 111 cvl;ryday \\·ork 111 m~ 
team. 

_ 11 0a11r~oxi~ 'd.f.~l:::sy:&yfl>oi.'\<:.>.;>~.'x;io;;E: ry-00~1f'8!.9r:&:.>d§&§E~x-&l\f¥.:t~ .y~ro1~~'l:r:)e;? 
i i G~cf;§c:ri?c'?oG;;("J)t~8ub.:i~n 
I - +:- ----------------.... ·---------....... _ ... _ ..... ---.... -.. - ... --- ---------··- ... ,, ________ ... . !· 

Q302 The lessons learned are made avai I able to all the tearn members. 

- I 

3J~<>t~~18:~8:(\(6Gsx:n8~G-.xfJn/ict:'iP:3JG<'.if§tro~[§:::u8;;it:m?Jj1§_8:'"lp:~Ol::.Dr::_~11 
... •·· -·--······- ....... ----··-·····-··--·····-------~·----····---············--·--·-·····-·-· ······--·····-·· .. ·····-·····-·-- ...... ----···· .. ·-········-····· ···-··--····--- .... --·--·······---········ r··- .. ,r· 

()303 , My job cannot be done unless others do their \\Ork. 1. 

i n?6Gt<h0fooS"ij'):3;1C)Jb0<"'(&01ma:n¥6~3det(0ro~S:~l§:G[poS¥cU1u : , ... _1-·· ·-----......... _,._ .. --· .......... ----·-·--· .... -..... __ , _____ ,, ___ QL ..... ___ ,, ........... _ ........... r;;;;; .................. -.... ,, ... _.-..... -· .............. ----.. --· -.. ---- ------ "·-.. -- • 

() 11 

/ 

,/ 

QJM 

1

1 can share my purpose, intention and collegial interaction in handling \VOrk tasks. ! 

Ct(fJct:C\'8G<.Xnc1.voa8 c'dJt&oi\i925.~:ttl5qpS1 ~:mr_~~o53Js~0etE. 1 
• 

____ L~~~:f?8~02;)_~c~918:~3d~?°2t§.~8:'._0_w:J§~o51(~!P:0.~01l)~C~l_?J~I- __ ----- ·- ---·- r· ___ -·--. ~--
Q'rnS The \\Ork f perfrmncd on the _job has an impact on pcopfe in the l1rgn111>minn. 

!:.: 

I O"dJfllet(bGW)tn'}o5G::l)')C'(Oct:qcm5:oc?, 3d~3d0~:3doat:~OtCOf):'-{p:8dGUf O'(?C3d(Y~[: 

·····- -.-~~iJ~_:p_~r".>'if~Olxie),~- -------·----·····-~··- ...... __ .- ________________ ----·---· 
We learn Ii-om each other by sharing practices and giving supportive assistance. 

,,~0 ,. I c1)f1t·:A·n:-f;s.,,_c-.,,,..,.,,,""r:::c:..,s.c:. '""'"n'""''<J., .. r:::c:.<"YV"~;,c. '-.J.1 _ () : l" ·r" ('"''rt:'.':?''11'""'''ltleJ'r; .. T'-:; ""'"''Q~0t:::::'W~'t'J'\C •. _,0 ._,.'['.:f·: 

. CldJ¥6o'}. CJ>S~:o:)cymS~:xibU-ift~'..D~ 
'----""" , ... - ---···· ........ .. ---- -----· '""-"'""' .......... ""'-"""" " - ·-·-- _,, .. 

q3u7 L.\\y sl~ar~ .. ~L1_r lrno,,·(e(!gc.:exf~S~_ri£~::_e_<i!!d ..s_k_iJI ~11111::11~~~1~~~ rtb-c1~_t_~~1n1~~rnbcrs. __ ····---- . 

1\/" 

I 

/'' 



i CQ§;:G::x:n:ug(p~ru~: °dJf00,o\ia;i8..~02:!-J~J:1 ::rJG06/n[c"i31"'lP:'i'~ 3"Jc;p5,::r.iai1t:~J:o~ 
i (9cyc.AS§J::n~11 

Q 3 0 8 TT[l~-cTc 1~st~1;1Z(~~I; ;r;;·~ ,;;:e·~~;-th~~-·;1cccl s oT-r ~; y co 11 ~~;g-~i"c i I 1 Illy 0 r;~allizati(;;1~-- .. 

.. -·----·-· .... i _ci:s:?0~'.:??'c??:~ ~~~~g~t_9_<?.~:-~~~~~0._-p:c-1?-~fo::.=~)~~??~_1'.__~ ··-----·- .. 

0309 I \\'c arc always willing to help each other although we nrc busy \\ith daily routine. 

(J<f.~2CYJJf fiJi;Clli0Et;p0c:t;p cy&c+:O')')clf "'lP:(,l~m:moG ::J.:fim?-:?= <r6Jf b0,8:l ~E:aiit:o;r~c\? 

So~~l??~11 ........ _ -~···· ----~ ··········----·-·- ···--··---- _________ __ ........ . 
I \\ork with my team even if I have dil'tlcultics and problems. 

l 3d0rf.n:tQ[Y::nJt')<--ir:G°dB[G'}>9Gx0ru~: °dlto::ne:? °dltE)ohJ~<f~3dCY{TIC\J0C)>f.iG~CcJl 
I :Dr{)u 

·r 
I 

I Q30 I l ·r·1 ~~~();:1~--~~ith-1~1):·~~)Ti~~gues i;1 cii"1Y~r;;nt scel~~;:s/dei;,;rll~~e;)[s C\'CH i I hav~ ... --------- , ..... l 

· cliff"icultics nncl problems. 
a;i:0o53";io[Y'.:ll)qot-J.P:GaJ:c?31ot9G ::J.f.iru~: '.3;i@:i:G::x.n::r.i~1 Pt~C)>OGC'JS<-f?Ct9M'-J.P:·p~ 8"XJ( 

..... (Y?°6~c'(Dcy6~an_?~l::\:l2u .. 
QJOl 2 . lt'problcms ~rnd difJlcultics happen. everyone \\1.H1ls to give their help to get the 

I prnblem solved together. 
' 3"d~ :J;iQEJ '.:)X)f J "'lr:G oT G Ulo5 n:nUlm 8;) orfia;i Q[Y '.:).).)¥ J'-J.P:o?3:lc1j(CYJCYJ ra § 118:¥ E G)t::r;i c12cY.3 

r- ·----- .... '<'j'.0G<=?~tt9M3:t~t:q1E:i:-~.~c§SoSW§_t)~~~~---- ... m -···--- ...... m 

QJO 13 ; \\'e ah\ ays learn from our mistake alter solving problems together. 

~~l")f')~:3"J~oorra<661t=~~~j?~Y?1 ?dlt~~~~1yJ:_?B~:~K(1P:Y ~D?~~~:'Jl~c~~::\:)~11 

0301 ,1 \ly colleague gi\'C me enough opponunit) to improve my o\\n perfrirnrnncc. 
' ' 0Jj~:b~oto?oS~0:r:;; QJ)t9~[y~mo5c0)Go9f ~1;icr6cr5 06Jtc!~C)>OGc./)o?ctKY)~p:y 

c{>GroJdJ G XD3d g~cr;;>cd~:~>:t9f Cll:Gu:J '.:D~ll 
···· -·-nve get together mici1:cvic,,~ou-1:·;~1tcomes ;1ft~;: '~~-,;·~i1.o[l,:opt;;:~~[i~11; (\1;C1 t~isk. 

Q3015. 
i °dltGO?,onn2ocf :1 a.:oot(-l.P:~:c[;fxi3 qp:Olm G)~C\)')G :)Y.)G)Cu-)&"'lP:3;rJ: 3"J oiJE:<qjb'.Da~mo6 

§fC\.:)~:.~J1??E~§J:i:i~11 .... _ 
()30:6 \Ve regularly take our time lO rdkct on ''hat \\C do things toge11Jer. 

·····1····· 

____ c'dJF)~~-'~.>~moa(,)~~~CJ>0(6"=ot~")~a~ ~sf_:_"jj~'.cr~b~Jtt:J?~l:_§i:<:D~??:::;:i~§~~,~u ... 
03017 1\l"icr trying something nc\\. \\('take time to think about ho\\" it wmked. 

' ' OJf)?O'.)SzG'.'..V)CG:::i.:iS:D~t'J10Go:Dt'Jl'if".l:cyc~)Go:)'.)t1§:01o') <.-,li?.:~~~~1DG0.·n)E~.:x>t§.<J? 

:=r?c1J~\J?l§:f;i~ru-~ct}::r:i:§~l:i:)~il ____ ..... -----· . .. _ _. .. ..................... _ . __ 
Q:10 18 \\'c shurc uur llC\\ methods, tccli11iqucs and aprrnachc:s to ench other al'ter \\chm-..; 

llC\\ c:-:pcri111c11rntion. 
o-.JSc;iwSrG~:r:f:io0::oS:u~cyoGcx.Y)t1?'if>:G06~:u~o.po5\it~ +~~:02:!-J s-.; :J.:lbifJ:1 Ojj2::~:mG 

... j~;3;}~J.)s'if'1 <f~:~f§3"J :x:iSyp:~J? :?~~:~E:_~tc"?~GCJ_W§~l::iJ~~li_ -·········· --- ----
()")() 19 ' 111 111ccti11g, discussion and dialogue di fil:rcnl points lJr' ic'' arc e:-:presscd openly 
' and sincere!\'. 

: 8)0~1'."J;)QO'if):I G~!G-8:~"'lr:f~ 3;)§+~3)C)>¥GEPQ~§£::"'lr:°C)t 

! oait0o~cr5oo8§Eo?.;x)o.iyj)<-{{J: s)[?:ie:;>r-fi"'lr:<-f? ~::i.:n:\:?~ruE:g;G§>0mE[Y~Euhl~u 
··-()3.0'.10 i I 11 .. n~~cti ng. discu~~il;11 and ~1i;~1~;g~1:~ th~ 1;<li1;t;; (;f<·ic\\.(1-(~;thc;r~ ore GSl~n~d-··--·· 

Gllct'ulh. 

v 

: ,./' 



i I :::04)~:XJG0:11f!:J G~:G§:g"'l.P:t~ OJ0~!3;)G(TmS~:3'.J§fC)'ta~t:Gfp~>~"/P:o;st mS~:c~ 
I i ooc§ct~ro6lJd.i"lP:o?<11t~G;):D:J.j('1P:m3;;>G'.))3;)C(Pf)lGCCfJCGU:Ol:::o~11 
j Q-3-0-;-;-, --·_r\\:o-wa_y~· _con~munica~ol1 (boss-sub<;~limit~ rn~I sub-ordinat0boss) :u~(f~.;~ilicul 

! dialogue 1s frequently used. 

I 3:1Bn:>ri5t?;,cod.iGCOJdJco.S:.:v:ii3:1§): 3;i[~Jf3;;i0)ltGfrd?ro0>'J~oS'ii"'lP:1 
c:QdJ<ltob~~~§';!:JP_: ~E!£ci:n~:U~~0b:>~u _ 

Q.) 022 We can question each otl11;~r 1\·hen \\C think the \\Ork c<lli be done heller and 
improved. 
qr5ct%):NgJ:c;;§')oSo;sEo1pSG09f X)o3o'l cYdJf [>J?, 3'.:i~faqic: GO,§>f :cyoS§E:i 

__ --~~cf~f,~CJ_J__'~0~~~-('\[t~§?:r_:§[<_jl~¥~<~?J~~I. .. _____ __ _ __ ___ _ __ 
Q 1(r>i 1 In meeting anu group discussions. cvcryonc·s opinion is taken into consideration. 

- -· 3;i412~n:>Grnfc/p: 3;i~c\_\dlG"'i?:G'§:11c!P:o3c XJ<n(;pcrS?.JJ?t:G)imc§Ec~n)roqjoS"'l.P:(f?cof&o6c: 

4)2:?J!G~J:t~?)l~ll .. ____ .. _ ·-------- -·---·--· ___ . _______ ·---- .- ---· -·-- ·- .... _ ____ ... ----·-
Q _l {)~!. ,f Whenever I hn\'e a convcrsC1tion with rny colleagues. I lind dirlicult 10 undersL~rnd 

what they arc talkirw. about. 

J °dJtDt<1~c?fooocfic~8~d.i"'l.P:t~4:>0'YJ:Gfp>~o~f:: ::i;td?.o~'.);)2lcf:>G§t:3'd~11f!:G§)~G4' 
. ····- J_ ?~~}iltr5·f~~cu~3t~@u1?_?~11 ·-- --------·--·- ...... __________ ........... _ .................... -...... .. 
: QJO:?.S i In 1~1eeti ng and discussion. i r speakers ask to rn ise questions. everyone docsn ·1 
1 

' hcs1talc to do so. 

'.J:10~:3JG<l:"'le:t~.G"'i?:G~:~"'l.P:06E ~:oox:n8::i;trroo:&t:<.oc,x§t:61t3'.J'gqGo:G:::o'JcG@l 
'.:'f,)Go:noS~??c:wo~c:~~Go:rg¥:?<J:_E:3~l:D211 . _ __ .-

Q 3026 We ahvavs tn lo create shared and common sense ol'unclcrstanc!im: in 011r 
) organizntion." ~ 
\ 0JJtfo~.@'iicr:J~3;)0p.S:s;}o68: 3dOj?tn0'6fJ:ro~11m[~G<;:r.:noS§8:1 m~:3';JG<1 wS8: o3~t'): 

__ ............ ,·. __ ru__2§~_:'ip:cl?,c!? :.?B<J::_oq:><9¥~:<y&G~?-~l'.X)_211 _ ·------ _ _ ..... _ ... .. .. . ... . 
()3027 I :mr al1rn_v'> ready in rt:spnnsc to tire ques-cinrrs- dr:rc I lwH.' lwerr as1h•d. 

. ··-. l °dJffo·~)~Gw_:8~:G'::§t:c~J?0l~_§tc~~GSfi):~t::r~<:J6~?'?fil~???S~~'.X)-~1 
030::'.8 I am ah\ays ready to ask question Lo my colleague l()r clarilll:mion. 

, • (,)f11E:CDt:§c:1 t'):<.Jru~§c:"'l.P~~l~m 

___ J .. ~:aJf~~~-~-~<9Sc~~~l9<~<clp:~:G<.J:§t:9f.:_r;i::l)_§_~J:)~t-~~----- -·------------- ----·---- ---·-·----- .. 
Q.10lC) ' I alH<iys lfy w irrlrodacc my ideas and (ind out the wrdcr-stmrdirrg ot'm5· collcilg((c> 

! by asking questions. (eg- Do you understand \\hat I rncan?) 

. nctJF>@'iiSoSo;;>:8dE!J2Jc-i()"'lP:3:J'.):'.JJBcnGoG<!h~[Y: nrf>G<fxf?8(9ch"'IP:'lo:cu~11~(.,)~<'7 

. G~i:lilt:ci~~:§t:l§.S::..m:§.S. 'jl)G<3ci(95oroSt)l'.))2n 
QJ030-, -,,~;.;:;Cctillt~ ~~d diSCL;·S~j~)~l:~~-~-CXCl~~;;l~ic-~;l-11' rcllccti-~~ll. thought~ and e'\j;(;~·iellCC- to 

OJll' n n nJ h l~f-
/ 8d0~:3:1GO:"'l.P:tq G ~:G~:~"IP:a;s8 CiJJtG0.0J\im.S[~.So.?O:XlJdJ<cjp:t o?: '.)J[)~"'l.Pll 3:1G063:l§-JI 
! "'lf):c-P. 3:iqjC:<iJbmcyJS§('>l::n

1
::t>u 

--···-· -·--~~.( - - - - - -~--·····- --··--~··· -·· ------~ ·················"~.d . ... . - --····· -- ~- ..... . ·- ·----- ..... ·- .... 

0 3031 . \\'e c:xpcct team spirit among each other in order ludo uur jobs better. 
1 <y8c~:cy0c;;un8~o;styl}oct:n8:'fft1?'Jcy0G<..'Cnt~89t3JO(SdJ GJ&SoS(;J)chcx:n:~9~ 

..... :.CtdJ·~(~O~GyJSytm?:J.:~11 . --.. ···---· -·-
l):W3:1:___\\'c trust each other in our \\'Ork. 

~·. ··-- ...... r .. 

,/ 

/ 

1··· 
I 

i 
/: 

I 
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··l 
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/ 
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: cyDc~:,,;io;?i:S:cdie:3Jr~UT mSe:cy§~~~ul:::u~n 
C)JOJ:l J6;1r c,1;;h:;11d ~,,;c1:);1;;;1~t ~JT~;;~:~;.~ ;~11~1 uj;i1~1011s nrl' king ac,:cptcd ;rnd rcspectc\I. 

i o;:i1f).la)~\~:mSGtD')d.iS~~co8~c0n1ooq1r/)~);1 3;iBFDM~ip:c,;)"):(\)rt.i0§f:::1 Grn:on:§t'::~I 
'. c>l-)"· ... D1' 

. __ J_ _ _:_~L. ' - . . ...... --. ..... .. ············ . . . ---· - . . . 
Q3034 I In my orgnnization, we love ro help and support cilch o'rl1cr. 

____ .'. <rJJf ~affi'.1:i~~:i5,~~~=~-°6(;: m_?~:~~-~~f~2~~~:~~;:lJC~1?i.~.:1J.~;:~1Ulcxic-:tS.:i 
():J03S ln my "rg:ini;.;itinn Tca111\\'0rk 1s cnrnurngcd as a way nf learning from olhcrs. 

· Cl' C: ' \:, \' 1''1 • ''9. ' l,~t 'Q.l' 'lt: \' q'l' <,! 
j 0dl•\" U\lJJO::i ~ ~1;)~) e:::xio·,sc ?CJ) V c;:O:)L(01f> t2l '.).)\~;(~~i '.'id G f•icJ<..; 3'dl:$1'il CTJ)?lG OIC !C'yOG <:CY.JC t'.'.J L !Or 

Sd.l:Go:th',f~l,~1 .. ... . .. -------·· ....... 
When a problem occurs, rhere is a search for ··collective feedback" in team 111stcnd 
of blaming each other. 
gj::ncr>ooS{looS?GoT GOlctJC\n<~m ooS~:OJfouT mS~:3'.:>[ySOJtG[p~§E:coo5 8':JS3'.:iO(?t: 

37JO'[OJcr_a:r.i§§!§~:1<~~~J3J0~():§~:<~)lo?<jf~G~.<"\('/j~(·mtJ::>)~ll 

03037 !11111;; organi;.ation individual ~111d/or 1cam <Kl1tl11.-; nrc tnkcn lo continuously 
imprnh' and lkvclop. 

, c ,. \' 2 c c o r , Q, s: c i;: " • ·•; '' 
'.:l':l~'.J?~t~~:'.J;;iatSc; mne:mvGO.DOJ '.lj(ldCY(OJ '..i?'6l\•0.•nyom:t-Y)C'ii'tfJ:c.UJ! (,)Gj<,)c_(~\? .t)l:cf(: 

......... ??0rc.::E]~~:ie:~~~:~y(~~.~~;~;i~,)r?11 ... 

c;f\O.)x ; When I 1wrform. I feel like it is a team effort. 
'" '' " F 'l r <' '' S ' c~, ~ r.:i:: · ··1 i O(l]'['O'.J;10.(UCyOGJOO)~G~U')'.1'Jo) I ox:nyoG;;J:Y><:'ii'.).')i.~- :3':l\sO.i11.:?31:cn:'.1:n:o;J(Yl1f'.'O(~-Jo)(~(; 

'.))[§11 
()3039 I ~rm L'.ilrnl{irtahlc working as a team rnthcr than indivi1!u,1I. 

.. c°Sili,0J.'e?roS~:oo~)o1md.ioooS 3Jxi~:~;Jf;§§~('·(D'yc1~1§c:(')(fS8:)(~~<i10~ltt!iJ.l?:?n 
C.):10¥) For me. team success is nwrc irnponanl than my success. 

~<" <' ~· ' c cr,:q::~ I: ,, .. ~ ~T:>:r,~c ''o,s '],.. \' ' O'.:l]']'u::r;io20) '.3:>'.).JC:3:>~Cl;G3;-f)Cr:JC[jC:'.D2::: (:rdlr(>CmG::.~;n~tJ"'Dc:c:or;>')~):ilfOGG):uoi::n[:~ll 

i C).
3

(;,.; .. 
1 
.. /lt~-ei l~~;1;1t~i;:;,;t;j~-~~~~1~vl1cn I ha,~~·:;·T[i~;·,j lYl~~:i1;;;~:~~;·;;J ;:eii~;;:t1l>1; ~;JJti;, r;l);··· 

1 I wo1·k done. 
I 

I r<·"' ,. \: ,, c· . 'l. r,:r t:. 1;:;;;:1.: 1::-~r ''2h'ocn1ryoc>?:nyoG O'.Y)C~frJGo 3:J[jc:3dCD'f''.Dl'::Jtl1Go:6..;:1 

/ ~:'.D0Go:§t:0tS'.DM::DG xn <Y~Ul:::D2S,1; 
- !--·-·--.-·- . -----~-----·--------·-·"'""-- ·-·----- -'• ---·---------·----· 

();W-l:> I can gi\t' l'rirical rcedhack to rny k'a111111cmbcrs and it is ucceptabk. 
'~11·¥0:):ii'\) :·ng<>C;'lf;::n·:i: ~n§t:'.rxD+3:irJfS1Gu:¥EgJ: mc::r;;Br;:J1G!.>:'llcf?cvcr'?2:coc:r);:J1Jl 

(' 

: ??22'' - -- -· 
··)"(), · · \Ve all lake r(:sponsibility for any miqakc" Ins~ and poor pcrt'ornrnncc liy our team. <.: .) ,~3 

: O?.JFirS ::02?'.J'J::i.Jc:::i;;~J~d)cJloS(q~ <Ji??-:xi2~y:i:c>.2c:~n)G q/i\i/1 o:i;J:~l:~.pE; -g<'J~G ~t:nfal(~~<:rll 
; mb:<y!i·lf l:s-,n: :vc.rnimo;:;CfY.lo.f.l\inyGGQ:'.nt0b.:ie:S,11 

()30 ·tJ-~Ti~-;-~~;~·<1 I 1 i gl~ ;J~g;:~c :J loya lt):;;;·i~;I io~~:;~;~. team 11m11 bl.' rs. 

·-~~lii·f>tJ:xi~ :x;\]')~[>§§ ~?~<>§~:f§?????'()?(~~l~<'.1l~1i~~H 
· ()3lH'l . l like the w;iy \\'C work together n~ ;1 :cam 

.. · '."{;;S<J?3JSJ§'9l§:"!?'.:?...O:.'?~X~~::o-)c ~.t>'?i'~~:r\)f.: 'lf >_:'.·'~?c>f :~-_:_G~~)( '~<i:1\~'!,1 
010411 i\s a lL'Jlll. \\'L' arc unilL'.d. 
~ , 3'.)~ooS~s:>§S °dJF>0.~y>.?:C\?;0.2-rioS[<!:jd::i.:.y~a 
()]o-=i·7-'·n{cn.: is good alig11mc1~t·b-~!,v;~~:;~;1~;.~1~1;~;rtnwnt and others wi1h whum ! _need 1n 

: cuord i nci le. 

.J 

./ 

/, 



<)30-IK 

·-- .. ·-··- ···-

'"'<llf b:YJOl(()')CYJl?:GOlcS:~; OD')CS§dl<11Jr&S')P;i06t:~ Cl(GGdSc r~t C9Chl1]J:.yq GO"Y)C:w.~c; ~) 
. uc~:<~:c:1cr5~1?1 r,;c~C:4)P:S:c~ ~g:A12.?11. _ .. _ 

My dcpart111c111has1:nnugh knm\'ledge about otl1cr rclntcd dt.:par!men!s \\'ltliin the 
on!anizntion. 

1 3';i~:rJ0~:s;;028: ad!Jf &cr'iisYJt'..))r~ :r.i(p:co::i.:ng.i·p<.tP=·pt.oo5'..))<h'..))J?:2 ::r.>G§1c:::.1;>[~8::r.ic,r 
: "lP:~ :i..~~~)J~~'..))G<wxr5:::i3~ch1~11 . . ........... T ........................ -..................................................... _.................. . .............. -............... .. ................. . 

QJ0-19 , ll is easy to discuss difficult issLJL~s and prublcm~ in my team. 
I cra1F.icr1i3";)~3J<J6C: fr:11..)p909p:1 3'"J8a53";JQ~1p:o~ C\?uSn-;;1~G~:G8mfri~.tE(~b:.12?,11 
. \\.;c·a;t:---;;-011.H;l·i~lll'~~-;:C_j· CCl~;~(7;:l-1_--b-ci;{).~_·· di r{~;:c~-1. (!<-;H;\~: ic~h-~~-:f~fc~1s. f:\11cri c:l ll"<:, clc) ().1050 - -
u~j<~6u?.::i::;f>.,mS<Skr)G\C'6E; c-icr.r.~.G::xrx~B1:c1,"IP:3"JGt'.ir m.~::rn:iS@b:6~\J:).);f;;i (::rJGUS:-'-'f~;'~~ 

Q3051 
- :!~~?.B:X>[~~I O<J?:l(()')_l_~0~'..))~L ___ -·· .. -· --- ····-. -

Whal un: three ways you did well in functillning a~ a learn? 
I :n:::oc::r.:>~'.r.:>§Scyc'JG i;mcc;pai; :r.:>c;;cm8:1~:c'i1c'JG ;:x:nc ¥ea o.:nt~:m~: (? lro?G(f,§c.'l111 
' I. 

I 2. 

' ' 
' 

·T-·- -••············--~·--·····"" 

()3052 · \\'ha1 problems ha,·c you hud intl.'.raction as~' team'! 
: ~>J'.)_};:'.""JJi.b;i[(.~S("\ lbG~:'l)Cqxnf:~1t;::i_)::)x~°1s;i;;ic:?;~ni::i1.c1n:1 ft.'::):~urnwr;:;1,JJ;'J!Go;(,Y_:o~;;::S:.; i (? .J • l , Cl ........ ..~ u-- J I -1J ..... O' "l , •.... • 

Thnnk you so much f~)r yo111(nluablc ti111c and being .1 pan or th1~ l11dc.x or ltc111 ()hicc11w 
Cung1 ucncc ( )()( ·) f•ll . \ctm 1 'l<L'SL':11 ch 

: 

I 
I 

IOC Frnluation of t'\jl 'J t 

Sig11a1t1rc Hkavv Bawrn 

... 
' 

... I 

v 



Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) 

ThP test Villidity 

The test's validity is the extent to which the test measures what it is intendr~d to measure. 

Hence, the index of the Item - Objective Co11gruence (IOC) is used to ev<;lu;ite Uw congruence 

bP.tween the 1e<,t items and tlw objectives (Harrison 1983) 

The criteria arc as follows: 

+ 1 metins the question is congruent with the objectives 

0 means the question is uncr~rtain to be congruent with the objective~', 

- 1 rneilns the question is not congruent with the objectives 

•:• The questions that obtain the IOC values between 0.5 -1.0 were deemed acceptable. 

•:• Items with IOC values below 0.5 have to be revised 

Every item in the research i11struments have to bl' evaluated by three experts in the firld of 

Non-profit orgz111ization and OD field with the u:,e of thf'. test: qtJC1lity ;rnd the index of the !tern

Objectivc\ Congruence (IOC) fnrrns. 

Here is th(" table to be accomplished by experts to rate items in research instrumr·nl. May I 

have yot1r times lo fill up this IUC: frorn to check whether the questionni.lires are congruent with 

the research objectives. 

The objective of rny research is as follow: 

<• to define what i'> the current situation of team learning in Caritas Myanmar, 

•:• to discover what initiative and existence of te;nn learning in Cciritas Myarunar, 

•:• to facilitate the learn learning in Caritas iVlyanrn.1r for their future, 

•.- to create design and action pl;:rn to irnplernent team learning alive in Caritas i\llyanrnar 

for future, <.ind 

•:• to develop destination that Caritas Myanmar's accomplishment and transformation of 

tearn lea ming 

Definition of Team learning 

Team learning focuses on the Gipabilities rind skill set of a group thilt work ;md lc<irr1 togethl'r. 

It consist'> of three dimensions which are Interdependency, f)ialogue and Tearn Cohesion. 

JIJJ.f,?Ff.1£.2.~ldQti_<;.Y- i•; lhe interaction of people learnin{': from each other JS well a~ from rl•c tc:;sk 

al hand, transferTing skills, knowledge and experience by observing others 1n action, giving 



assistance and solve the problems together and experimentation, questioning assumptions and 

reviewing 01itcomes as a group. 

Dialogu~ is development ot each team rnernbPr to reflect their though and experience of 

complexity by h;:iving reflective conversation and let them create shared common sense and 

understanding. 

J5=_C!!!l_CQ~ .. i;-~iQ.r! is the unity of team and desired cohesion on learn is charact"erized of 

comfortable and trustful team members feeling safe about critically reflecting upon their 

experiences. 

In this study, team learning is meant to be employees of Caritas Myanmar as a team will h;ive 

good learning interaction among each other in action, collective problem-solving and 

c~xperimentation, questioning and reviewing outcomes as a team. 

TABLE 1: IOC evaluation of Expert ___ J"00.:!:.~~'( __ .S!w e , --------· 

+ 1 means the question is congruent with the objectives 

0 means the question is uncertain to br. congruent with the objectives 

- 1 means the question is not congruent with the objectives 

, TIKmc ;\n Q•1cs1io1111_a_i~-----·------- __ _ . 
Q.30I I can dcvl'il>p my underst~rnding and cnllaborativt: karrnng in everyday \\'ork in my 

tl.:<1111. 

rYJlt0::uc._A_~ G.y.necrdlFiCTJl:Y.J~.2;,ioC/f;: n?0cdJrf?E0diT.J§t:§t:8:)~~<.1ftJ§E:t~ f):(\)(~"i\m~>, 

, Gf..ux+:>§t::rf?0?DGanF.1'Ec.l:D~11 
QJ02-r=n1~i~sst~1~sl~~rn~ci;~~~ macJ~~a-,.-a-il-al_J_le to- al·l-rhc ream rncmlx:rs. 

j_ ~s<Jts-r.i~t:~JC:0yt'>Gro:>b~G':xh(\JOC~:'1P:3'.:lGUf[9trn~g\:CJ..)tf..1,~:o-x-)?§E:,-(fJ:~ul'.D~ll 
{i3o_1Ttvty _iob can1101-t1c 0011c u11Tcss~!1~~i:sd;;·;i;cT;:;;;o-~ ------ . - -·--------- --- --·--- -

! r .C' O<' _c- " <' '] C' c c ,, S .. ., r'y c QI:: ..., 

---------------------------- • ~jl<>~~!?i'.~~~7_)'1P:3d"(O(,)C':(_()()C'.?::-dJt~iClll~Cy()<"':?2.3.'~19:G6)(Y),~(~ll ___ _ 
Q.30-i , ! can share rny purpose, intention and collegial intt:ranion 111 halllllin~: work task~. 

! cyf>c~:c\>[jG;;x:)'.)t~po2E °2Jf &Oll\r,l~§oS~c/)1 e:mp?,91(f>cnS:Y.Jflf:r~ 
' cyfJGci:ici]E00S:~;):n§:~E:::J(~{22~~c:cant§('f?tit~e:0_ G<l1l]ftt!1:)_)~11 

C, 0 - , The \\·ork ! pcrfrirrned 011 the job lin:.; an i rnp:ll't on pc1lpk in the urg:m i z,1 i I l)il . 
.) ) ) ' 

. CYCJJf0c\i0G~xn8n~u)o::x/.lcyOc¥:E>jC\:o!i:D~ 3;i83~C\?:?~cn06t:~ofco0:~trJ::1~G<102bx1~I' 

; ~1.)o)Gqxfi~~ul~)~~:i___ _______ ___ _ 
- \Ve learn f'roin each other by sharing prncticGs :md gi\·ing ~uppon:,-~, asq"t:uH·c 

0306 cy0~i:c-.?0t~:~_i:Gc»1~§t:t~ CJ;iO-A>3;.>~Go:§b:rn:§q 
' , (YJJt~c1 '.~nS~:tr)lf<~~~e_:_:~)cc}irl).:ir~? 

il 'i 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 



!I. 8:)§'.):G:-J.)'.)~i..ls'{):J.?rne:?: 031£,00,CJ\i:u~u2:'.Jtip:i :'.DGC1,p;i§1~:1.~ '.3'.lG)2~::r;)91E:'t'J:rJ;1 
SI~~ ·1 ,, I G"j)O l'..'.::fll;Xl~ll 

()3 ()Hfj {;1:;j~;:~1,;1~J ,;1;d ;;~~;:11:c ;;ftl~~-;1~-~~~ls-0T~1;; Cl;ll~;;;?~t~ 11~ rn y nrgan i 1:1l 1 t111. 
, ??S???2:?:J?(?C:~ _cy~ochc19_:9_~'jp:~\i'.Y"';)0~~:h'i?:o7:i_~~f.l:~~l)l'.)?~n 

We are always willing to help each otht'r although we are busy \\'ith daily rnucine. 
>; C'" Q C QC r,Q.,~ <' - ~ ~ (' C C'C' Q ~ ~ ll Q 

G<TuOt:~°dJ·j'OO(.GilfJ.jlCtfl~CbT-' C\(OC+:oYJo.ptip:fd3d'J:C\)(JG~nxne::~: D(?j~U0(.3?<gJC:~c:o;-11·~cy 

' ~C'.{1§0?:)211 
()}() 10 I\\ mk \\·ith my team even ir I have di1Ticul1ics and probletlls. 
' -c 'C-: r,C::• _ c c r (' ( - ,. " ~ c (' (' ~ '] 3~J0m3?01Y::.DJ')>'Jt1.P:GO-~'.!l1G·r"'lG;J.:TJ(\)2::'.; O;:{h>U:A.')2?, O(Jl'}OG1mB~'~3'.Jo~p-J(\?UC\?(J(~QJ)(;() 

:oe;J,n 
()JO 11 I work. \\'itli my colkagUL'S in diff,'t"L'.111 sector:' dcpar11m:111s n en ii' I ii<11'<~ 

i di ftinilti,;s ;md problems. 

'i· '.:n@c&nofJ:::1.-x1<j-'0~1p:Go6fC?:11GfG]_G'J:i.Jmt!!: 3;,lg):G::D)cr.>~1 ~~P+~cyoc;;t/)rJ?fooS'lf):4>~3',)···0·····1? 
m0;?3;)cyfxyoGan8lil:::or§,n 

~).3~;,·; r·:Jt:.;i~~;~~~~;~~~~:~;1~1 t'cl:;~l~lt~l}~i~c-s_h_a_p_p_c_n_, C-\-,c-'1~·y;;:1-;;-~;;m~;t~~li~;~-ti;~j;-l;~li; ;;; ~;~:t ti;~· 

; ::ooM:Po[Y::xnp~ 1pmc1 oJcf.i(LY)t;lm 3;i<:i0)::rJof~~nJf)'!f>:o73:>('J?,CYXf6Gf911c:¥c9.~s-,)a205 

. cy0oi:h()]t<~<~:>:)9JE:91E::<J~1?._'??~i§ul~)'.)_~,1 
()3013 We <11\\·ay:; learn fi·o111 our mistake alkr sol\'ing probk1ns tugcthcr . 

. ~O.:O·P'lP::r.Jo;?()'.)O;?GB(j]E:[y:o:r'.llhyc:_°dJtG~()nY':~c:1lttr):y :::oE~>f:msJ~Oifl~::De?,'1 
Q.~o 1.1 :·\1): ~:<;11-~;1;;~;~?:i-~;~ ~~~--~;;(;~;gh ~;1;1~~1~tt111ii); to i-1~11;;.;1~·~ ;11y m;n l~l~r1\mna1~c~:. · · · 

, a.11t0<1~oE:n?oSg&:GroJC;Q,r-i'.§qrno~c\)'.)GOGj+3';>°d0~1 f'dJ·~0~'ii"(IJGi:ho?E0M'JP:y 
_;_ ~'.~wxY.i G~'.'.'~.~~·~m~:~;0t~:~o:(Jl??~'' 

Q>O 15 · \V,, gc~( lllgctlwr and re\·icw our otllco111,·;; alkr we finish uur opcralion ;111d ta;;k. 
°dJtllo~;Glic-y0c~:1 <Y.n<>.~•w-:[~:G~aS~)%Ulm G)~jC\YJG::rr)q0.."05cip:xn: S?q1E::qib~Do2m~ 
c~ c • "' , ~ r . t:::hm;xi:::i?:?-;o['.'2]_0 ::c12:'.11 

Q30: 6 We regularly take our time tn rdkct un what \\·c do thing~; together. 

'~--: <YdJt~_0.8~~i~~>2w~~)c:S<y_6~":uJt:x>~a'? 7,i91E:_~~~3.~'i!+o~ef [Sf_<.~Jte:.y::.i:~[cj~l~~-lf~il-··· 
· 03017 · Arter trying something new, we take time to think aboul how ii worked. 

' \.' • (' (' C' ~ c \' (' ('(\) 'l \' ~ Q [' \: ~ c " 
O::JV?O)U'fG:'.:l.J")OO:::uu:D?::~cvuGi,x:nt;)lllP:n?rJG<-XJXtJ:01Cr) oe:;o1::\:C\?0G;;x::nc~:)J(~.~(Y,) 

. ____ ".:"~l':'Jl[~_:~jfc'?E§..oe:aJ:[~~t]~~~?,11 __ _ ____ ··········--···-····--·····---····· 
QlO 1:;: \\'c share om 11'.::w mcthnds. tccltniq11cs nncl appmachc:; lo c:1ch olhcr a!'tcr \\'C hil\'(: 

!le'.\\' cxpc·ri1n.::11tatinn. 
1:, . \' .. ' -f ".,.. ., \:'. '(' . {' • ... t" .,., . p' .,~s ' ,- . r 0 t,. " \:',, , .... ,,. ' ,f ' ,. ' ('' y (· 

cnv~(CTl~);(G '-'. JnO,_J.;~U)c~'.CYJ(,D_J) 'il'JP·~(f<{Ji"Lr\ G,f J() )\l -· T2.::'Ut:_>::.! ).>.:/,i;,Kjf ,.1 "1Fi:.~·(, )() 
\' " C' ., C' cf-'\; (' ~'.] \.' 

................................................................. ~··-~·-··'" "··· u.,, _.,, ·te:;:1:5'~???:-)0'i)_J;t~:?. _:?<~~.:.~c~ '.:l'l'.coe:,G( )'ill~2,;]01:t1;~1; 
QJOl 9 !11 rncct1ng. discussion and dialogue clifferc1tt Jhiirn:-; ur,·icw arl' expressed openly 

a11d si11,:,-rcl y. 

::r;)~)2:~rJGO(.lJl!I G~:G'iF\:?1.ip:fC~ 3:)['.3~:ncytGf;0~§t:(.t':J:craE 

_ .. (Yd]·~Dcsc\icot§Eo17m'i;(flr.-ip: .cr.JOe:;'.)<-a'i~:o? ~:::rrJ:15~<vC:~,nG[~i~mE[~¥·tulT>t!!11 
l)JO:~o 111 1ncc1i11g. discussio11 :111d d1alogut'. rlic points oi'' !,:II' ut'c)lhcrs <ti\-' lis\cn•:d 

c'.ill"c'.liiJl\· 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 



I 
3:l~Jt:~?.::Dl~O:~.tr:1 G<:9:c;~:g~p>j>C, o:iS~:~idG~()f cnSf~l'.'{',)~,}(y,}(:§.~<5:G~r~~r.~tr:cl(?E mS~:a\i 
ml:3[~8,~7c:oQp';'-1P:o~OiJ~'~G:D):;;(~p:m'.DG:))'.DCjp>f():GO:'f)tGu:J::o2~'i 

''''''[''''''""""""" "' ' ''''""""""""""""""'"'""'"''""''"""""'"'""""'""""'""""""'"'''"""""""""'"'"""''''''' ,, . "'" ' 

03021 , "Two-way" communication (boss-subordinate and subordi11a1c-hoss) and cri11cil 
, dialogue i;,; i'rcquently used. 
I 3'd[cj:3'dd),psruoSc;3d)d)cvS:x.om§:>: 8d8t3:Jc1tG§:i~mdJ::i~oS~~r:1 

OOOOOt< JtGfr Q'.~~('jf'.:_ wE:PQ('l')_~~C~~!o!~~~ll 
Q:>O:~:i We can question each other when 11·c think the work can be <illnc bcltcr and 

i improved. 
i c \: o o~ r,~ c >:. c c c \' c· .Q c F- " q;:;c 

' i Cyuc'l'qr):y~iu:GffKDCJ'6vO'.JJ<.A>GD<.\'1'3'JCf60') C>;f)rUCTl). '.:/) r,~c:qj .,: G(,Jiti':cx;io:)CJC:I 
' i' ooc[~jcr.>-n1ro 11rh~p:0c1vS§i5:'\P:~pj10¥8J:::D~ll 
~·~:;:~~);·~;· -~-;-1~ccting and group discu~sirms. everyone's opini~;~-i~(;;1~~1:1 i11[;;ct1.nsidcral it HI. 

' , ::Do~:'.DGti:t1p: ::D~cyo5Gf.:!]:Gt,:~i1t-{p:crl ~r:K~~po58o~E::~\icocfi8017~oqio5tip:cJ?c.o~::i.i?c: 

.:.='-------·--·---------·-·-·-"""'' _______ .. , .. _ .. _,_,. .. - .. 

Whcnc\cT [ havL· a com·crsatio11 \\'ith my cnllcugucs, I lind dif'ficull to unckrstand 
what they at\: talking about. 

0:;02.; 

crdl¥0tll\1ni;(Jc:;cnc:rSo?c0ch'iJJ:tE.vcm:c;E:J)a:;)cJ?E: :;;ro~<d~:u~j::rJG[:i_;p8:3'J1>p~~p:c;§"J~G,'f 

~1l:Sc_r}~t~f?:~.~.9{">.'~~~~~.~.~-··-··· 
()J(l':l [n rncc:tirt![ <1t1u discussion. if' speakers ask lo raisc questions. everyone dPc:s11·1 

. lwsiwtc to d(1 so. 
' '.DO~::DG<l:1110:.pC_G;;x;?:G~~~\·[P:06C ~:G;;r:nt::->~\?G'.)!~~:Go:~jt:G\~3)fj~GO!G'.XTXT,)Q! 

.... _'.:~.';:'-'~')oSSoj~:r..J~_s:,~a3m1:Bt:~r.;:§J:x~r'.'?.11 __ 
03026 , We cdways try to c:re<1lc :>hared a11d co1111noll sci 1.-;.:: of' understanding: in our 

organ1zatio11. 
, c121¥t.ic~di's;ig'.3'Jo~:8'dcri:: ~:r;iOj(O'.l°6'f'l:ru;:iS'iloo~r..;ano5§c:1 ro~::IJwd c.nS~: ci.3~in' 

................. _.L.'~ES@.?.:~1r1:c:r~c?_==G??c;_Q)(:9.f 0:c·'?o~?=:?cS_0l::.?2?n ..... 
Q3027 · 1 am al\\'ays ready lo rt:sponsc lo Ilic questions that T have been asked . 

. ·--···-·~YdJtf>_~~:i:_c:~!-~:Y::(;~~:.8:f::~~J_~(1?Ef~2?::§§~:~1i~=~-CT10'.!J8'.J'~~J~~J~~~~I! __ , .. 
I :un ;ll\\'ays ready to ask qw:stion ln my colleague fur clarilirniiun. ()3028 
01/: ;rn8:§8:1 f>JM\J~[gc:t.{f'J:~c~m 

, ............... (~'.llt~)~~~yl.iG<~j,~~ch~tE:({'J>:~~~ffi-:~lf'',i::d~~\l~:)J[:~~''. 
' 03029 J I <d\\'ays rry 10 inlrnducc rny ideas and li11<l out the u11dcrsta11d111g 0!'1ny L·olk;1gu1.~ 

, by ask111g quc.-;tions. {cg- Do you undcrst<111ll what J mean'') 
r<' (O.C c I' 1;::; rr-·1,u ,, (' 9,C (' .. .R. 0 D O'Jl''f' ocn1 DO:l orri:3'o)cit:->"' l1,p:3',:n:3;;itjmGOG<9 J[~l':l; C'jllJGlJ':)( 1 (G GO'Jf.{J :.p:ru~)/ 'JI(.) ~f? 

..... ~.~:·~·~=?.~=§f:§~.:'!:~~:§§i[J~~i~c!?c:ff0.u1.:)_1e§11 
QJOJO Jn mct:~ting and discussion, \\'C exchange our rel'kcti(ln. rhoughts and l'XpcriL'rK.:: to 

mil~ :mtHli-:r. 

'.3:JO~i~T.JGO:c1p:tt. G'-'6:G.g:Q~:Cl6t UJJt0cJ?.d.ico.S§cc'1?EO~MoJJ:I ::.y:::D0'Jl'lf':! ::r;)G0',),3)8: 

. __ 5p:o~ :;;;~iJC::"llb~cyoS§c'1l~~n 
Q303 I \Ve c:q.iecl team spirit among each otl1cr i11 order to du uur .10Lis bcu.::1. 

, C'jlbc ~:C'jlbc; oxnl:3spCJ'6ty~c;cmc :15fax~10G o:ntf tr;)~3':l06M '.D~SoSITTMcm~~G)t 
, CT~jf<';~/.G11J?Yf ic~.?:J.~11········· 

\Ve· trn~t ,~acli other in uur work. 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 



C.)3033 

I cyoc+:;1.JC72c:mS~:3:JGo'T mS~:1~6~11~Jx~;i 
1-······ ......... ················································································ ········································ ·································· 
: Our cuch and every point of' vicll':> and opinions arc being acci:plcd :111d rt·spectc·tl. 

· <Yi?J~>0mS1~:mbGUYxhSCJ\imcf~E:o.,?ro~oS~ri:1 '.tlBt?.Jr1f'J~):~m:rnoS .'J[gE: :1 Gni:on:§S:~ 

! o;~~~-11 ------- --
Q30J..J 111 rny urganization. \\'Clove to help cllHI support each other. 

. (rd.)t~1oi\i~~?~Q-'[~~;?J0:-5~ .. ~Jb_@~3-:>G<:>'T_::?~-~:~~'.<:>~(~?~11C:~l0::Ji'n __ . 
;.· [n Ill\_' 1.Jr1--.•a11i1<1tion Tcarnw1.1rk is encouraged as a way ur karninl! fro111 othns. Q3035 - -
! rYctJ¥bufi::i;>~c{J~lf"!S:3Jo;l::cnSf!.:o.1',imS~:::u?:oni,fDG,~6E, '.JJ~c\Khy:Gtllt:cyt'!c;::u:it;[gE:~, 

, __ _j_2''.':~:c,;_~:g:::_~n ·-··-· -----~--·····---·········· . . 
()JOJ(i · When a problem occurs, there is '1 search for "'Collt'.Ctiw f1.~edback" in learn instead 

of blaming each other. 

i Fj:upmS?mSyGc1 GtJlctx\:nulcn cr)S~:coSoclT mS~:3J§fo·)tG[p0§E:cou'S 3;,~:;")(z~(':: 

3'.)()'~0JCt;:JcDf:3§1§§:'..?.?.Eit:'IJ.o?Go:[§E:~t')!0(jpG~~('\)0G0-'Y:JC~)l::i:Jf22.11 
· '( ,~ 111 Jn\' ur·.-.•:iniz:nion indi,·idual rnHJ'or 1c;1111 aclions ;1rL: taken lo continuous\\· 

():) ).) ! - .. 

i1npnwc and den:lop. 

i 3';)~3;io~:3:JC72t: mS~:mSGW?oS ~~io7aS 3:is0'?chC\(llG0Y.lC<.iJ'iP:xn: G<,y~~~J~1:J?: 

.· .. c;?r15y.~§?)r~Y:J~.?a.t.::cy6_c;;,:xn~<J1~~11___ 
When I 111:rfonn. I !l.·cl like it is a team effort. o:w:rn l 
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Appendix C 

Reliability Test Result 



The result of reliability test 

Scale: ALL VARIABLES of Interdependency 

Case Processing Summary 

N % 

Valid 20 100.0 

Cases Excluded• 0 .0 

Total 20 100.0 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in 

the procedure. 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's N of Items 

Alpha 

.890 18 

Scale: ALL VARIABLES of Dialogue 

Case Processing Summary 

N % 

Valid 20 100.0 

Cases Excluded• 0 .0 

Total 20 100.0 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in 

the procedure. 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's N of Items 

Alpha 

.821 12 



Scale: ALL VARIABLES of Team Cohesion 

Case Processing Summary 

N % 

Valid 20 100.0 

Cases Excluded" 0 .0 

Total 20 100.0 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in 

the procedure. 

RI' bT 5 e 1a 11ty tat1st1cs 

Cronbach's N of Items 

Aloha 

.931 20 



Appendix D 

Statistical Data Analysis Result 



General Information 

Wh t" I t d a 1s your age m comp e e years ? 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

20-30 11 33.3 33.3 33.3 

30-40 15 45.5 45.5 78.8 
Valid 

Over40 7 21.2 21.2 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 

Gender 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Male 16 48.5 48.5 48.5 

Valid Female 17 51.5 51.5 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 

What is your current marital status? 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Single 20 60.6 60.6 60.6 

Valid Married 13 39.4 39.4 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 

Wh at is your wor k pos1t1on ? 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Top Level-Management 5 15.2 15.2 15.2 

Middle Level-Management 11 33.3 33.3 48.5 
Valid 

First Line-Management 17 51.5 51.5 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 



Wh at 1s your D ? epartment. 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Program/Operation 19 57.6 57.6 57.6 

Human Resource 2 6.1 6.1 63.6 

Valid Admin Logistic 4 12.1 12.1 75.8 

Finance 8 24.2 24.2 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 

Year of work experience in current organization? Year 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Under 5 years 25 75.8 75.8 75.8 

5-10 year 7 21.2 21.2 97.0 
Valid 

Over 1 0 years 1 3.0 3.0 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0 



Current Data Finding of Pre - ODI 

Interdependency 

Question 1 - 18 

Descriptive Statistics of overall Interdependency 

N Mean 

1. I can develop my understanding and collaborative 33 2.36 
learning in everyday work in my team. 

2. The lessons learned are made available to all the team 33 2.36 
members. 

3. My job cannot be done unless others do their work. 33 2.39 

4. I can share my purpose, intention and collegial 33 2.33 
interaction in handling work tasks. 

5. The work I performed on the job has an impact on 33 2.45 
people in the organization. 

6. We learn from each other by sharing practices and 33 2.33 
giving supportive assistance. 

7. We share our knowledge, experience and skill among 33 2.36 
the different team members. 

8. I understand and aware of the needs of my colleague 33 2.48 
in my organization. 

9. We are always willing to help each other although we 33 2.48 
are busy with daily routine. 

10. I work with my team even if I have difficulties and 33 2.45 
problems. 

11. I work with my colleagues in different 33 2.48 
sectors/departments even if I have difficulties and 
problems. 

12. If problems and difficulties happen, everyone wants 33 2.48 
to give their help to get the problem solved together 

13. We always learn from our mistake after solving 33 2.58 
problems together. 

14. My colleague give me enough opportunity to improve 33 2.48 
my own performance. 

15. We get together and review our outcomes after we 33 2.64 
finish our operation and task. 

Std. 
Deviation Result 

.489 Fair 

.489 Fair 

.496 Fair 

.479 Fair 

.506 Fair 

.479 Fair 

.489 Fair 

.566 Fair 

.508 Fair 

.506 Fair 

.508 Fair 

.508 Fair 

.502 Good 

.508 Fair 

.489 Good 



16. We regularly take our time to reflect on what we do 
things together. 

17. After trying something new, we take time to think 
about how it worked. 

18. We share our new methods, techniques and 
approaches to each other after we have new 
experimentation. 

Average (Interdependency) 
Pre ODI 

Valid N (listwise) 

Dialogue 

Question 1 - 12 

33 

33 

33 

33 

Descriptive Statistics of overall Dialogue 

N 
1. In meeting, discussion and dialogue, different points of 33 
view are expressed openly and sincerely. 

2. In meeting, discussion and dialogue the points of view 33 
of others are listened carefully 

3. "Two-way" communication (boss-subordinate and 33 
subordinate-boss) and critical dialogue is frequently used. 

4. We can question each other when we think the work can 33 
be done better and improved. 

5. In meeting and group discussions, everyone's opinion is 33 
taken into consideration. 

6. Whenever I have a conversation with my colleagues, I 33 
find difficult to understand what they are talking about. 

7. In meeting and discussion, if speakers ask to raise 33 
questions, everyone doesn't hesitate to do so. 

8. We always try to create shared and common sense of 33 
understanding in our organization. 

9. I am always ready to response to the questions that I 33 
have been asked. 

10. I am always ready to ask question to my colleague for 33 
clarification. 

2.52 .508 Fair 

2.42 .502 Fair 

2.45 .506 Fair 

2.45 0.50 Fair 

Std. 
Mean Deviation Result 
2.55 .506 Good 

2.52 .508 Good 

2.45 .506 Fair 

2.61 .556 Good 

2.48 .508 Fair 

2.55 .564 Good 

2.39 .496 Fair 

2.48 .508 Fair 

2.33 .479 Fair 

2.58 .502 Good 



11. I always try to introduce my ideas and find out the 
understanding of my colleague by asking questions. (eg-
Do you understand what I mean?) 

12. In meeting and discussion, we exchange our reflection, 
thoughts and experience to one another. 

Average 
Pre 001 

Valid N (listwise) 

Team Cohesion 

Question 1 - 20 

(Dialogue) 

33 2.52 

33 2.52 

2.50 

33 

Descriptive Statistics of overall Team Cohesion 

N Mean 
1. We expect team spirit among each other in order to do 33 2.42 
our jobs better. 

2. We trust each other in our work. 33 2.52 

3. Our each and every point of views and opinions are 33 2.48 
being accepted and respected. 

4. In my organization, we love to help and support each 33 2.45 
other. 

5. In my organization Teamwork is encouraged as a way 33 2.52 
of learning from others. 

6. When a problem occurs, there is a search for 33 2.55 
"Collective feedback" in team instead of blaming each 
other. 

7. In my organization individual and/or team actions are 33 2.55 
taken to continuously improve and develop. 

8. When I perform, I feel like it is a team effort. 33 2.55 

9. I am comfortable working as a team rather than 33 2.58 
individual. 
10. For me, team success is more important than my 33 2.45 
success. 

11 . I feel comfortable even when I have critically 33 2.42 
feedback and reflection upon my work done. 

12. I can give critical feedback to my team members and 33 2.48 
it is acceptable. 

13. We all take responsibility for any mistake, loss and 33 2.55 
poor performance by our team. 

.508 Good 

.508 Good 

0.51 Fair 

Std. 
Deviation Result 

.502 Fair 

.566 Good 

.508 Fair 

.666 Fair 

.508 Good 

.506 Good 

.506 Good 

.506 Good 

.502 Good 

.506 Fair 

.502 Fair 

.508 Fair 

.506 Good 



14. I have a high degree of loyalty to follow my team 33 2.52 .508 Good 
members. 

15. I like the way we work together as a team. 33 2.55 .506 Good 

16. As a team, we are united. 33 2.55 .506 Good 

17. There is good alignment between my department and 33 2.39 .496 Fair 
others with whom I need to coordinate. 

18. My department has enough knowledge about other 33 2.33 .479 Fair 
related departments within the organization. 

19. It is easy to discuss difficult issues and problems in 33 2.45 .506 Fair 
my team. 

20. We are not rejected for being different. (Knowledge, 33 2.39 .496 Fair 
Ideas, Experience, etc) 

Average (Team Cohesion) 2.48 0.51 Fair 
Pre 001 

Valid N (listwise) 33 



Current Data Finding of Post - ODI 

Interdependency 

Question 1 - 18 

Descriptive Statistics on overall Interdependency 

No Questionnaire N Range Mean 
I can develop my understanding and 33 2 2.73 
collaborative learning in everyday work in 
my team. 

1 
The lessons learned are made available 33 2 2.70 
to all the team members. 

2 
My job cannot be done unless others do 33 2 2.45 
their work. 

3 
I can share my purpose, intention and 33 3 2.82 
collegial interaction in handling work 

4 tasks. 

The work I performed on the job has an 33 3 2.88 
impact on people in the organization. 

5 
We learn from each other by sharing 33 2 3.00 
practices and giving supportive 

6 assistance. 
We share our knowledge, experience and 33 2 2.61 
skill among the different team members. 

7 
I understand and aware of the needs of 33 2 2.61 
my colleague in my organization. 

8 
We are always willing to help each other 33 2 2.91 
although we are busy with daily routine. 

9 
I work with my team even if I have 33 2 3.06 
difficulties and problems. 

10 
I work with my colleagues in different 33 2 2.55 
sectors/departments even if I have 
difficulties and problems. 

11 
If problems and difficulties happen, 33 1 2.76 
everyone wants to give their help to get 

12 
the problem solved together 

We always learn from our mistake after 33 2 2.85 

13 
solving problems together. 

My colleague give me enough opportunity 33 2 2.82 
to improve my own performance. 

14 
We get together and review our outcomes 33 3 2.70 
after we finish our operation and task. 

15 

Std. 
Deviation Result 

.517 Good 

.529 Good 

.564 Fair 

.528 Good 

.600 Good 

.559 Good 

.609 Good 

.609 Good 

.522 Good 

.496 Good 

.506 Good 

.435 Good 

.566 Good 

.528 Good 

.637 Good 



We regularly take our time to reflect on 
what we do things together. 

16 
After trying something new, we take time 
to think about how it worked. 

17 
We share our new methods, techniques 
and approaches to each other after we 
have new experimentation. 

18 
Average Interdependency 
Post 001 

Valid N (listwise) 

Dialogue 

Question 1 - 12 

33 2 2.61 

33 2 2.58 

33 3 2.55 

2.73 

33 

Descriptive Statistics on overall Dialogue 

No N Ranqe 
In meeting, discussion and dialogue, different points 33 2 
of view are expressed openly and sincerely. 

1 
In meeting, discussion and dialogue the points of view 33 3 
of others are listened carefully 

2 
"Two-way" communication (boss-subordinate and 33 3 
subordinate-boss) and critical dialogue is frequently 

3 used. 
We can question each other when we think the work 33 2 

4 
can be done better and improved. 

In meeting and group discussions, everyone's opinion 33 2 
is taken into consideration. 

5 
Whenever I have a conversation with my colleagues, I 33 2 

6 
find difficult to understand what they are talking about. 

In meeting and discussion, if speakers ask to raise 33 2 
questions, everyone doesn't hesitate to do so. 

7 
We always try to create shared and common sense of 33 3 
understanding in our organization. 

8 
I am always ready to response to the questions that I 33 3 
have been asked. 

9 
I am always ready to ask question to my colleague for 33 1 
clarification. 

10 

.496 Good 

.502 Good 

.711 Good 

0.55 Good 

Std. 
Mean Deviation Result 

2.97 .529 Good 

2.79 .600 Good 

2.85 .712 Good 

2.70 .585 Good 

2.73 .574 Good 

2.64 .549 Good 

2.55 .506 Good 

2.70 .684 Good 

2.82 .683 Good 

2.73 .452 Good 



I always try to introduce my ideas and find out the 
understanding of my colleague by asking questions. 
(eg- Do you understand what I mean?) 

11 
In meeting and discussion, we exchange our 
reflection, thoughts and experience to one another. 

12 
Average Dialogue 
Post ODI 

Valid N (listwise) 

Team Cohesion 

Question 1 - 20 

33 2 

33 2 

33 

Descriptive Statistics on overall Team Cohesion 

No N Ranqe Mean 

We expect team spirit among each other in 33 2 3.09 
order to do our jobs better. 

1 
We trust each other in our work. 33 2 3.15 

2 
Our each and every point of views and 33 2 2.85 
opinions are being accepted and 

3 respected. 

In my organization, we love to help and 33 2 3.00 
support each other. 

4 
In my organization Teamwork is 33 2 3.18 
encouraged as a way of learning from 

5 others. 

When a problem occurs, there is a search 33 2 2.67 
for "Collective feedback" in team instead of 
blaming each other. 

6 
In my organization individual and/or team 33 2 2.91 
actions are taken to continuously improve 
and develop. 

7 
When I perform, I feel like it is a team effort. 33 2 3.12 

8 
I am comfortable working as a team rather 33 2 3.15 
than individual. 

9 
For me, team success is more important 33 3 3.24 
than my success. 

10 
I feel comfortable even when I have 33 2 2.79 
critically feedback and reflection upon my 

11 work done. 

2.73 .517 Good 

2.79 .485 Good 

2.75 0.57 Good 

Std. 
Deviation Result 

.459 Good 

.508 Good 

.566 Good 

.433 Good 

.528 Good 

.540 Good 

.522 Good 

.545 Good 

.619 Good 

.663 Good 

.600 Good 



I can give critical feedback to my team 33 2 2.36 .653 Fair 
members and it is acceptable. 

12 
We all take responsibility for any mistake, 33 3 2.73 .626 Good 
loss and poor performance by our team. 

13 
I have a high degree of loyalty to follow my 33 3 2.97 .585 Good 
team members. 

14 
I like the way we work together as a team. 33 2 3.12 .485 Good 

15 
As a team, we are united. 33 2 3.15 .566 Good 

16 
There is good alignment between my 33 2 2.94 .496 Good 
department and others with whom I need to 
coordinate. 

17 
My department has enough knowledge 33 2 2.76 .502 Good 
about other related departments within the 
organization. 

18 
It is easy to discuss difficult issues and 33 3 2.73 .674 Good 
problems in my team. 

19 
We are not rejected for being different. 33 3 2.61 .609 Good 
(Knowledge, Ideas, Experience, etc) 

20 
Average Team Cohesion 2.93 0.56 Good 
Post ODI 

Valid N (listwise) 33 



Comparison between Pre and Post - ODI Statistical Summary 

Table 26 Descriptive Statistics of PRE and POST ODI 

Std. 
Filter N Mean Deviation Result 

Interdependency 33 2.45 0.50 Fair 

PRE Dialogue 33 2.50 0.51 Fair 

ODI 

Team Cohesion 33 2.48 0.51 Fair 

Interdependency 33 2.73 0.55 Good 

POST Dialogue 33 2.75 0.57 Good 

ODI 

Team Cohesion 33 2.93 0.56 Good 

Paired Sample T-Test all Attributes 

Paired Samples Statistics on Interdependency 

Std. 
Std. Error 

Interdependency Mean N Deviation Mean t P-Value 
Pre_ODI 2.4467 18 .08395 .01979 -6.397 0.001 
Post_ODI 2.7328 18 .16782 .03955 

Paired Samples Statistics on Dialogue 

Std. 
Deviatio Std. Error 

Dialogue Mean N n Mean t P-Value 
Pre_ODI 2.4983 12 .07918 .02286 -6.786 0.001 
Post_ODI 2.7500 12 .10652 .03075 

Paired Samples Statistics on Team Cohesion 

Std. Std. Error 
Team Cohesion Mean N Deviation Mean t P-Value 

Pre_ODI 2.4850 20 .06970 .01559 -8.893 0.001 
Post_ODI 2.9260 20 .23374 .05227 



Paired Samples Test (Interdependency) 

Paired Differences t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

Mean Std. Std. 95% Confidence 

Deviation Error I nterva I of the 

Mean Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair Pre_ODI -
-.28611 .18974 .04472 -.38047 -.19176 -6.397 17 .001 

1 Post ODI 

Paired Samples Test (Dialogue) 

Paired Differences t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

Mean Std. Std. 95% Confidence 

Deviation Error Interval of the 

Mean Difference 

Lower Uooer 

Pre_ODld 

ia -
Pair 1 -.25167 .12848 .03709 -.33330 -.17004 -6.786 11 .001 

Post_ODI 

dia 

Paired Samples Test 

Paired Differences t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

Mean Std. Std. 95% Confidence 

Deviation Error Interval of the 

Mean Difference 

Lower Uooer 

Pre_ODlt 

earn-
Pair 1 -.44100 .22176 .04959 -.54479 -.33721 -8.893 19 .001 

Post_ODI 

team 



Appendix E 

Organization Development Intervention (ODI) 



OD Intervention on enhancing team learning in faith based organization in 
Myanmar 

#Activity 1 - Awareness of Organization Development to enhance team learning in faith based 

organization. (September 9, 2016) 

#Activity 2&3 - Team Building and communication Training. (September 22-23, 2016) 



#Activity 4 -Action Plan "Enhancing team learning in faith based organization" (October 20-21, 

2016) 



#Activity 5 - Mentoring and Coaching, Celebration of Achievement. (October 25, 2016) 



#Workshop Outcome 



#Focus Group Discussion 

i ' 

' 
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